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Do yo u wan t technjcaJ infor-

m ation on the best choice and
use of Power Valves?

New and Extended
Technical Data Sheets
give full operating particulars,
curves, and typical circuits,
including push-pull.

..

A.C. BEAM TETRODESh.T 6 1 I0/6, KT 03 10 6,

KT. 66 15/ -.

:-------.

A.C. POWER TRIODEI
NOT£
f
PX. + 9/6
! Tyres KT. 66 and 1
: PX. 4 require a 1
D.C./ A.~ BEM1 TETRODE- j Poo~ ~':=tt !
h. 1 35 I0/6
'--·-··-···--.J
Tecnmcat data sheets available for every type of OSRAM VALVE.
When applymg for your copy, plea~e lltate exacth the type or
types required .
.Jidt•f. of T/1~ r.mtrfll T:lutrir rn ., I .M ..l111~11~tllnu~t J(inRsu•ny, II".C. ~.
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%-range Model 7 Universal AvoMeter.
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··Avo •• Valve Tester with Universal Panel.

40-range Model 40 Universal AvoMeter.

PRECISION
MlliFlli~§
tkd 7lllasieJz e»e1z1J '1estimj Pio/Jem.
HIGH accuracy, simplicity, exceptional versa·
tility

and

"AVO"

proven

reliability

Instruments a

have

world-wide

won

for

reputation

for supremacy wherever rapid precision test
work

is

demanded.

instrument for

e~ery

There

is

an

"AVO"

essential electrical test.

0 T H E R "A V 0 " I N S T R U M E N T S (not Illustrated)
High Resistance AvoMinor. "AVO" Low Resistance Ohmmeter.
The Avo Bonding Meter. The Avo Milliohmmeter. The AvoDapter.
9-pin AvoCoupler.

ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS
BRITISH MADE

e

Write for fully descriptive literature dealing with any

instrument in which you are interested, and for current prices.

Sole Proprietors and Ill anujact11rers:

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd., Winder House, Douclas Street, London, s.W.I
'Phone ; Victoria 3404-7
All-Wave .. Avo" Oscillator.

A.l

"Avo" Test Bridge

Universal AvoMinor

D.C. AvoMinor.
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SUPPLIES==rt

Announce some further exceptional and EXCLUSIVE BARGAINS in llrand
new PIEZO-ELECTRIC

jUNE,

REPRODUCING

EQUIPMENT

and

other high-class electrical gear.
REMARKABLE OPPORTUNITY which <'llnnot be repeaWd. We now hold final supplies
of the original 4-guinea ROTBEB.MEL DE LUXE PIEZO..cRYSTAL PICK-UPS. lift-head
mndel, designed in collaboration with Mr. P. Wilson of" The Gramophone- "-tht- >\orld's
finest pick-up-which we are able to offer, fully guar;~.nteed. At ovly 37/6 t'..'lch. The fine
hronze ~o~rm is swi\·elled on ball-bearings, gh·ing perfect, free tracking and ablmlutt>ly
minimum record wear. We have 150 only and anticipate immediate sale. Also the ne\\

llJIIOB model, complete with arm, 19,'6. Also STANDARD model (green JaLel), 29.:6.
And the lnst fevo of the De Luxe BEADS to fit either acoustic tone arm or tracking <IMn
("adaptor supplied free), 33/~ model for 19 6. NOTE: Piezo-('rystal Pick-ups are suitf'd
for use with any radio set or amplifier and require no special arrangements. They giw
the finest poa!!-ible reproduction.
ROTBElUtEL-BRUSB D.104 IUCROPBOME INSETS. Tlie heart of the famous 5-guint"a
D.l04 Microphone, only requirin&" .!luitRbJe housing, 22/6. Also the complete Mhrophunee
in t\ne polished stone case with chromium bezel and suspension rings, employing D.104
iMet, the most SAtisfactory and handsome microphone for recording and P.A., 57. 6.
Supplies are very'.fimited and we cannot rf'I-H"at these offers.
IIDIIA'ltJBE P.ll. MOVING COIL UIUTS. The heart of the ftnel!t moving coil microphone. 12-ohms speech ill.tp. Di~tmeter a~, rtepth 2~, with high-flux alni magnet. 8uitahle
also for miniature speaker, handling about 4 watts. ldenl for intercommunication, 12.'6.
XICBOPBOH TRADI'ORDRS, miniatltff nickel alloy type to ~uit aboYe unit~;~, 3/6.
New DUAWEBVICII: model, providing exact matching for either m/coil (lfJ, 1;)-ohme) or
any carbon microphone, fully screened and fltted six terminals. \H"ight approx. 5 lbs.
For high-fidelity work, 19 ·S.
TIME SWITCHES are a boon in all household!'~. Our rE'cent offer prm·ed Yery attractive
but we still haye-a few more left at the !!ame keen prif'e. Break up to HI ;nnpt. A,f',
"'ill switch on and off at any predetermined times Radio (com·enient f11r the early news
~~l!~!~~~'l·:~h!~·yDaopn;~~!~:-P~~~i~:~~e~t~;,r r:; ~~~are, can he mounted'anywhere. f~11.~ily

7

HEAVY DUTY OUTPUT TRA!ISFORJIIEBS. Exact" W.W." specification pro·dding all
ratios from 1:! 1 to 75/1 with l'.T. for push-pull. High inrlu<'tanl·e-lo\\eAt loss, \\eight
7 ~ lOs. Response 25·1U,OUU <'.{s, getting the bel!!t out of any speaker. Final supply at

28'6.
L.T. METAL REC'liFIERS ·(Standard) for battery charger,.; DeliYery 12'1-1 ,·olts at J ~
amp., 10,9. Suitallle mains TRAlfSFORMBRS, 200/2.10 v. tJiimary, for 2, 4 and ti wit
charging, 10/11. · For 1:.!-yolt charging, 12 'M.
PANEL METERS for chargers, etc., 2~"' dia. Onaranteec:l acf'urary on etther A.f'. or D.f' ..
Am {Is. :-0-1~, 0-3, or 0-5, either 5/11. Volts :-0-10 or 0-250, e:ther 7:6. M!llialllp" : 0-:W, 0-50, 0·250, either 7:6.
HEAVY DUTY BATTERY CHARGERS. Very special offer-bran,J new "Tnngar."
Operation 200/2a0 v. A.C., charging ti or 12 yoJt batterie:~ at 6-a.mps. (or lees if required),

WHARFEDALE
EXTENSION
Prices from 24.List on application.
DE LUXE Model
with "TRUQUAL "
Vol. Control and
BRONZE UNIT,
Less
transformer
With
transformer

M.R. SUPPLIES, 88, New OXford St., London, W.C.1.

78/-

With GOLDEN
UNIT from .. 90/-

Size of Cabinet

16" X 12" X 8"
Walnut. (Mahogany or Oak 2;6 extra.)
ALL WHARFEDALE EXTENSION SPEAKERS are available WITHOUT
Transformer in the following type :-

Type " 32 " for Ii to 4 ohm~.
Type " 64 " for 4 to 6 ohms.
Type " 98" for 7 to 10 ohms.

ll5.1716.
GB.AlltPIAN AliiPLinJ!!R.S. Latest modt.l, compJete equipment& at keenest prkesplea..e enquire. Last few SHAFrEo;Bll.RY £16 lOs. equipm&nts, complete ,..-ith wike,
stand, spea,ker, leads, etc., ready for use. brand new, £9,.10/·.
3-GANG .0005 VARIABLE CONDENSER9 (Plessey) AU·waxe, with high-rHtio Rlow·
motion cord drive, 8tandard spindle. Verr fine joh, cost 1~, ·· 5" long. Special clearance
hrand. new, 3iti (drh·e alone worth mor·e).
AUTOMATIC RECORD CRANGEBS. latest model, best maker, A.C. mains, 10-guinM
model for £7!15.'-, last few.
Postage Increase. Will you please send stamp with enquiries.

SPEAKERS

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS
Sole Proprietor : D. E. Briggs.

Hutchinson Lane, BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.
PHONE: BRIOHOUSE 50

"Phone : MUS. 2958

TRANSFORMER

LAMINATIONS
Stamped from High Grade Steel, wired
and packed in the same consecutive order
as they leave the press, ROLA laminations
create low transformer costs by their
saving on labour. Eight standard sizes of
E's and l's are available from stock, together with associated clamps and covers.
Core dimensions -ilrw to I!"· A comprehensive Bulletin with design dita for
manufacturers will be sent on request.

BRITISH ROLA LIMITED
MINERVA

ROAD,

PARK

ROYAL,

WILLESDEN 4322

for ·. ·encY and ReliabilitY
Eff IC1

ALvEs
EQUIVALENT vof sETS
fOR ALL MAKES

N.W.IO

Sole Distributors in GREAT BRITAIN and EIRE:
SI EM ENS ELECTRIC LAMPS AND SUPPLIES Ll MITE D
38-9,

UPPER

THAMES

STREET,

LONDON.

E.C.4
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By virtue of their unique flexibility of
adaptation, Simmonds Speed Nuts can
be designed to meet not only usual
assembly requirements, but those
applications which call for something
special and which, until the advent of
Speed Nuts, persistently presented
difficult problems to the designer.
Speed Nuts eliminate ordinary nuts
and lock washers. They are unaffected
by vibration, absorb any movement due
to temperature changes and prevent
sinking of the bolt head into wood or
soft metal surfaces. For plastics, glass
and porcelain, Speed Nuts are the
perfect fastening.
We invite Manufacturen and Designen
to investigate this modem fastening system.
Our Development Department will be pleased
to collaborate and work out the most effectivf
designs to solve your assembly problem.

Move with the times-use

·4
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VARIABLE

JOHN McCLURE LTO.

CONDENSERS

Our standard range of micro-variables are of all-brass construction with heavy gauge vanes and a
special device electrically short-circuits the
ball - bearing spindle, giving noise -free
operation with smooth control and
avoiding the troubles inherent
with old - fashioned pigtails.
Ceramic insulat~n (RMX) is the latest
product of the laboratories. Note how
it improves at high frequencies.

~:.~-:::o~-~-t····

300

1~0 's.
4.1

50

PRICE
"RMX" ......
3.2
VCISX 15 nomfd.
. ......... 117
Mlcalex
11.9
18
VC40X 40 mmfd.
.. ........... 1110
Porcelain ....
70
85
VCIOOX 100 mmfd.
. .......... 212
Moulded material lOO
260
VC160X 160 mmfd. (.00016 mid.) 216
(Calculated from power factor with VC250X 250 mmfd. (.00025 mfd.) 2110
quartz taken as unity at 300 kc;s.
(All types can be ganged.)
NEW MIDGET TYPE
In response to a high demand, particularly from Governme~t Contractors
and Aircraft Radio manufacturers, for a high frequency tumng condenser,
occupying a minimum amount of
MIDGET (Approx. max.
space, we have produced a new
TYPE
capacity)
PRICE
range of Midget Micro-variables.
MC15X
15 p.f. ............ 118
Precision bui it on the same lines
MC.40X
40 p.f. .. . ... . ..... 1111
as our standard range and with
MCIOOX
100 p.f. ......... 213
the following features not found
MC7DX Double spaced 7 p.l. 118
in any competitive range.
MCI5DX Double spaced ISp.l. 1110
Shaft turned from solid metal overall, giving accuracy not to be found in
condensers where the shaft is fabricated from a drawn {in. rod.
Ball bearing rotor with long bearing, so eliminating side play and at the same
time giving an extremely smooth bearing.
Both ball races electrically shorted internally by special Phosphor Bronze
shorting brushes, inside bearing.
First·grade Ceramic and all brass construction.
The New Raymart Catalogue shows
See further advertisement
dozens of New Shortwave Components.
on page 312 •
Post free for 2!d. stamp.

·

05N1

FEEDER UNITS, AMPLIFIERS AND
RECElVER CHASSIS
-at the same prices as before.

·~tc/s.STANOARD TYPE

RADIOMART

beg to announce that

in spite of Budget, Control Boards, National Service
calls and all other wartime handicaps they are still
offering their

No doubt the time will come when we shall be forced
to fall into line with other manufacturers and make
further increases, but as long a.s we can possibly do so
we intend to maintain all prices at the present level
of a nominal 5% over pre-war ones.

Delays are inevitable, despite our most careful
planning, and for this we have to thank, not only
war conditions, but our customers themselves.
By their number, they have increased the already
heavy demand on our staff and resources whiCh
have no longer their pre .. war elasticity.
Please help us by your patientco .. operation, and
let the excellence of the job be your reward. A
further form of assistance, which we should
greatly appreciate, is the enclosure of postage
for reply with all enquiries.

JOHN McCLURE LTD.
Erskine Road, London, N.W.l.

'Phone: Primrose 5435-6

44

i11~~~L~cf~!M~E~~·

(Birmingham)

LTD.

H.M.V., R.G.D., MARCONI,
PHILIPS, BUSH, SOLD OUT
OF RADIOGRAMS.
Deals with the principles 'of
Wireless Direction Finding and
gives an account ofthe circuits
and apparatus used in its application to navigation.
The
Adcock Aerial has a separate
chapter covering its principles,
installation and performance.
Shore, Ship and Aircraft installations, as well as a special
section on the choice of a
suitable site for the Aircraft
Ground D.F., with Adcock
Aerials are included. Also
useful references to a selected
list of some 600 of the more
important contributions to the
literature of D.F.

By R. KEEN, B.Eng.
(Third Edition)
A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION
AND
REFERENCE FOR
ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS,
TELEGRAPHISTS
AND
OTHERS ENGAGED
OR
INTERESTED IN THE USE
OF DIRECTIVE WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY FOR THE
NAVIGATION OF SHIPS
AND AIRCRAFT.
800 paaes
550 illustrations

25/-

net

By post 25/9

from leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, BTAMFORD STREET, LONDON, I.E.1

BUT our bold policy of advance buying enables us
to offer a number of the latest first-class models for
immediate delivery, including instruments both
with and without record changers for A.C. or
O.C.fA.C. Come to lmhof House and see and hear
the finest show of radiograms in the country. Every
instrument backed by our unique Free Service plan.
We can arrange complete installations in any
part of the country. Call or write for full details·

IMHOF'S
Alfred lmhof Ltd., 112/116 New Oxford St., W.C.1.
Museum 5944
IM Long-playing needles are officially recommended by
R..G.D., Philips, Pye, Philco, G.E.C. and Bush. They are
used by the B.B.C. They eliminate record wear, pick-up
chatter and surface hiss. They suit autoradiograms.
2/- per top-hat box. IM Pointmaster-the ultra ·rapid
needle sharpener-3f6.

JUNE,
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PREMIER RADIO
----• NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C. RECEIVER KIT

•~----,

In response to many requests we have now produced an A.C. version of the popular Premier Short Wave SG3 Kit.
Circuit: Pentode H. F. Stage, Pentode Detector, Beam Power Output, and F.W. Rectifier. 200-250 v. A. C. Operation. Built in Power
Pack. Hum..free operation. For use with Phones or P.M. Speaker.
Complete Kit of Parts with drilled chassis, all component<, Plu~-in Coils covering 13-170 metres, 4 valves and full instructions and
circuits £4-10-0. Completely wired and tested £5-10-0. Send for full details.

"LEARNING MORSE"

P~emier Morse Practice Key on Bakelite
. ..

3/3

Bake lite Buzzers ...
Complete Kit of Parts for Valve Oscil'lator as described in W.W. "Learning Morse"

5/10
10/1/9
25/-

Base and Brass Movement

•.•

General Purpose Morse Key
Heavy Duty TX Key on Cast Base

SHORT-WAVE GEAR
Short-Wave Coils, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26,
22-47, -41-94, 78-170 metres, 21- each, with circuit.
Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-'13, 38-86
metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2111.
4-pin or 6-pin Coil Formers. Plain or Threaded,
112 each.
Utility Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100 : I
Ratios, 4f3.
New Premier 2-Ganc S.W. Condenser.
2 X .00015 mf. With integral slOW motion, 519.
Bakelite Dielectric Variable Condensers
.0003 and .0005 mf. Suitable Tuning or ReactitH!',
116 each.
Short-Wave H.F. Chokes.
10-100 m., IOtd.
each.
High grade Pie Wound U.S.A. type,
119 each.
Lissen Dual Range Screened Coils. Medium and
long Woves, 2;9 each.

~--------------------·--PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete with all components, diagrams and 2-volt
valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valve Kit,· 1419. 3-Band
S.W. 2-Valve Kit, 2216.

MAl NS TRANSFORMERS
Wire-ends. All L.T. Windings
Centre-Tapped

SP. 3508
SP. 351

Kit of Parts Wired and

£5 5 0

SP. 352

ENERGISED MODELS
Plessy 8 In., 750 or 7,500 ohm. field, 7f6 ;
G.l2energised,59f6. lOin. 8.T.H. 1,600ohm.
field, less transformer, 11 (6.

300-300 v. 150 m. a. 4 v. 2-Ja, 4 v.
2-3a, 4 v. la. 4 v. la ... ... ...
350-350 v. 100 m.a. 5 v. 2a (not
C.T.), 6.3 v. 2-3a ... ... ...
350-350 v. 100 m.a. 4 v. 2-3a,
4 v. 2-3a, 4 v. 2-3a
. ..
350-350 V. ISO m.a. 4 v. l-2a,
4 v. 2-3a, 4 v. 3-4a
350-350 v. 150 m.a. 5 v. 2a. 6.3 v.
2a, 6.3 v. 2a .

15,'14,14,15/15,9

MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Will match any output valves to any speaker
impedance.

35;... 52,'6

A.C. Gramophone Unit.
Complete motor and pick-up.
and start
...
A.C.ID.C. Model

Auto-stop
. . . 52/6
... 77;6

Premier Pick-up Heads.
Will fit any tone-arm ...

5;3

ANOTHER SPECIAL OFFER.
Rothermel Brush Piezo Crystal Pick-ups
New Junior P.U. with arm, 19j6. Standard S.8.
Model with arm, 19/6. P.U. head only, De Luxe
Model, 19,'6.

REPLACEMENT VALVES
Europa Mains V"lves.
-4 v. A.C. Types
A.C.IH.L,
A.C.IL,
A.C.IS.G.,
A.C.IV.M.S.G.,
A.C.IH.P., A.C.IV.H.P., A.C.P., all 513 each.
A.C.IPens,
A.C.IH.P., A.C.IV.H.P., 7-pin, 716.
I.H.,
716 ;
A.C.IP.X.4,
713 ;
Oct.
Freq.
Changers. 816 ; Double Diode Triodes, 716;
3t-watt D.H. Triode, 919. 350 v. F.W. Rect., 516;
500 v., 616. 13 v •• 2 amp. Gen. Purpose Triodes,
516 ; H.F. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double
Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 716 each .
Full and Half-wave Rectifiers, 616 each.

Triad U.S.A. Valves•
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tubes in this
country

and

are sole

British

Distributors for

TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All types
in stock. Standard types, 516 each. AU the new
Octal Base tubes, at 616 each.

Clearance Line U.S.A. Valves.
U.S.A. Types, 24, 30, 35151, 55, 56, 57, 71, 85,
2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A7. 210, 250, 12Z3, all
2 for 31-.

NEW PREMIER 1940 5v5
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

11 ratios from 13 : I to 80 : I, 5-7 watts, 15/9.
10-15 watts, 20;6. 20-30 watts, 35/-.

£9.9.0
Send for details.

J

SHORT- WAVE
CONDENSERS

PREMIER BATTERY
CHARGERS for A.C. Mains

Trolitul insulation.
Certified superior to
ceramic. All-brass construction. Easily ganged.
15 m.mfd.
1/9
100 m.mfd.
. .. 2/3
160 m.mfd. ... ... 2,6
25 m.mfd.
2/-40 m.mfd.
2/250 m.mfd. ... . .. lf I

Westinghouse Rectification
complete and ready for use

MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
All complete with transformer. Rola 8 in.
P.M.s, 16/6; 10 in. P.M.s, 22j6; G.l2 P.M.s,
66!··

Auto-stop.

FOR ALL SETS

Each Kit is complete with ready drilled chassis.
selected components, specially matched valves

with Valves. Tested.
£266
£340
... £266
£340
6-watt A.C.
,
... £626
CTOO
8-10-watt A.C.ID.C.
... £550
£626
15-watt A. C.
... £6 14 0
£8 2 6
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 151- extra.
NEW PREMIER SELF-POWERED RF
TUNING UNIT, incorporating a Var.-Mu pentode
amplifier followed by a power grid detector.
Designed for high·fidelity reception. Wave range
200-560 and 800-2,000 metres.
Complete with valves.
•
•

Motor~.

•..

A.C.ID.C. Model

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor
Kit
201Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter
Kit
231Valve Short-Wave A.C. Superhot Converter Kit
2613
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit ...
2913 Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit
681-

SP. 350A

3-watt A.C. Amplifier
3-watt A.C.ID.C. .,

A.C. Gramophone
Hum free

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

SP. 301

Completely

Special Offer of Record Auto-Changer
Units for A.C. Mains by famous manufacturer.
Play 8 records. lat~st type Magnetic Pick-up,
Auto.stop, Start and Rejector. Limited number
only at £4.19.6. Carriage Paid.
100-250 v. 12-inch turntable.

PREMIER 1940 HIGH
FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KITS
and full diagrams and instructions.

GRAMOPHONE MOTORS
and PICK-UPS

To Charge:
2 volts at tamp. 11/9
6 volts at tamp. 19;-

6 volts at I amp. 22;•
12 volts at I amp. 24/6
6 volts at 2 amps. 37;6

ALL ENQUIRIES MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY 2td. STAMP.

YOU MUST HAVE OUR GIANT 1940 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
AND VALVE MANUAL
OVER 100 PAGES. PRICE

PREMIER RADIO CO.
Jl

PLUS
POSTAGE
2!d-

.:::A::,LL:-.:,P.;::O,;;,ST:,....;::O,;;R.:;D.:;ER;;;S:;..;t;;;,o.;: ~UBILEE WORKS, 187, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
LONDON, E.& (Amherst 4723).
CALLERS to: ~ubiltl Works, or 189, FIHt 8treti..LC.4. tCentrall,BJJ)... H SO. KiP atrHi.Ciapham, 8. W.4 (Macauloy 238 I).
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THANKS TO THE

5 GREAT ECONOMY FEATURES

OF THE NEW
1

The Battery Economiser. With the switch
in the "Normal" position, H.T. conmmption is halved ; yet volume and
sensitivity are ample for ordinary listening
requirements. Only when maximum sensitivity and even greater output are required
need the Battery Economiser he switched
out of circuit. H.T. consumption then
goes hack to 10 mA.

2

High Gain aerial circuit. As good as an
extra valve hut without the extra battery
consumption.

3

Super-sensitive speaker. Works wonders
from a very small output wattage- more
volume, greater purity. Magnet efficiency
of 10,000 gauss.

4

5

The ;,trong1y-built

H

mains-

type'' chassis-a splendid example
of hne en&ineering-and the high quality
of the cabinet work fully maintain the
highest Marconi phone pre-war standards.

Duplex action A.V.C. Almost perfect
control of volume. More stable output
prolongs battery life still further.
Low price. In spite of all these technical
improvements, exceptional manufacturing
facilities have enabled the price to he kept
down to 11 gns. including batteries.

MARCONIPHONE 892, 4 valve
7 stage, all-tmve battery superhet

THE

11 GNS.

Wt'fJNIPHOII£

MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY

LIMITED

HA YES

MIDDLESEX

Th~

r-<------Wireless------.
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Presenting the new
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short-wave

"STATION MASTER"

The Murphy Short-Wave" Station-Master" mains and battery models feature
short-wave station names which at last have a true meaning, and lead to unusual simplicity of short-wave tuning. The accuracy and stability of the
calibration are such that it is possible to tune and re-tune any given shortwave station with certainty.
The Short-\XTave "Station-Master" embodies
marked advances in all the requirements which the
Murphy tradition of short-wave ' specials ' has
established in the last few years: (I) Ease oi
tuning; (2) Adequate ima~e suppre>Sion; (3) Adequate gain-more sensitivity being required on
short waves than on the ordinary wavebands; and
(4) Frequency stability to permit accurate tuning
and re-tuning of·a given short-wave station.

necessary, and it would be unwise to expect the
short-wave station names to be as completely reliable indications as the normal medium-wave
station names, especially since the stations themselves cannot all be relied on to keep their allotted
wavelengths.
But if the short-wave names are regarded as ' signposts,' they will be found extremely useful, and the
improvement in ease of operation is remarkable.

stations 465 Kc's apart interacting with each otl-.er
and with the wanted station at the frequencychanger.
There is thus a more or less definite optimum value,
and advantage is taken of the fact that we use
switched inductances in the " Station-Master ..
suitably "to doctor" the R.F. stage on each waveband to maintain its gain as close as possible on all
wavebands to this optimum value.

STATIO:-< NAMES ON SHORT WAVES.
The most striking feature of the " Station-Master ''
is the scale, on which no distinction is made between
the Si'< short-wave bands covered and the two
normal broadcast bands. A separate scale with
station names (95 in all) has been provided for
each band, the required range being selected by
one of the eight wave range push-buttons. A
separate set of coils is brought into operation for
each band, and band-spreading is achieved by small
condensers in series with the main tuning condenser.

OTHER TECHNIC'.AL ADVANCES.
A new image suppression circuit has been developed
for short waves, and is extremely simple and
effective.
The type of pre-selector used has been designed so
that the long-wave aerial coils provide higher gain
at the lower wavelength end of the band, and at
the same time act as an improved low-pass filter to
minimise break-through of medium-wave stations.
Automatic volume control on the " StationMaster '' is undelayed. This tends to minimise
the annoyance of selective fading on short waves,
and also results in a slight increase of selectivity.
Gain is increased by the use of an HL41DD valve
in place of the usual variable-mu type. A heterodyne whistle-filter is connected in the anode circuit
of the output valve.
•
A high-slope R.F. amplifying stage, using a Mazda
television type SP41 valve, is employed on short
waves only and is followed by the new and very
simple image suppression device mentioned earlier.
A Colpitts oscillator circuit is used, and is bandspread, in common with the inter-valve circuit~ by
small condensers in series with the main tuning
condenser. As the aerial circuit is in any case
:t.fJI~dofih:~~f;~~ab;~~~:· it is pre-set to the
A limit is set by the prevailing noise-level to the
amount of sensitivity which can be usefully employed in a receiver. Too much gain in the R.F.
stage is a frequent cause of interference, due to

REPRODUCTION.
Emphasis has been placed in the " Station-Master"
on range and performance. Variable selectivity
has been omitted in the interests of other features
felt to be more important at the present time, but
apart from this limitation, quality will be found to
be of an unusually high standard. The Pen45
output tetrode delivers ample power to the 8-inch
moving coil speaker, which has a remarkably wellbalanced response.
Special attention has been given to the response
on short waves. For short-wave reception, emphasis must be placed on speech rather than music,
and a response which is optimum for music is
liable to have too much bass for optimum intelligibility on speech. This effect is accentuated when
the tone control is turned down, as is so freqtlently
necessary on short waves to remove noise and interference. For this reason, the bass response has
been slightly restricted on the short-wave ranges,
and the intelligibility of ' difficult' short wave
stations has been thereby improved.

The effect is to make tuning on the short-wave
bands as " broad '' and as easy as it is on medium
and long waves.
Hitherto, tuning shon-wave
stations, even on sets with some form of bandspreading, has been more difficult than tuning
mediwn-wave stations, largely because it has not
been possible to provide the ten-fold increase in
calibration accuracy needed to make the scale
markings equally reliable. Under such condition•,

calibrating short-wave scales with station names

was not only useless, but also misleading.
As an alternative, logging dials of various sorts
have been provided and have proved quite useful
to people who were prepared to take a little trouble
-but they still fell short of our ideal of real
simplicity and certainty in tuning short-wave
stations.
The " Station-Master " represents an approach to
this ideal in producing commercial " band spread "
receivers-an approach made possible by our previous experience, coupled with the evolution of
more stable circuits, in the following ways. In the
oscillator circuit ' warming up ' drift due to changes
in valve capacities has been reduced by using larger
fixed tank capacities across the coils. One of these
has a negative temperature coefficient, so that drift
due to changes of temperature, whether due to the
heating up of the set itself, or changes in room
temperature, are compensated. Drift due to changes
of atmospheric humidity has been reduced by
suitable impregnation of the oscillator coils. The
fixed tuning capacities are of the silver-on-mica
type, and are wax impregnated.
WAVEBANDS COVERED.
The usual 2r-metre amateur band has been replaced
by the I 3-metre broadcast band, and the 42-metre
broadcast band has been incorporated with the
49-metre band. The tuning arrangements are such
that this can be done while maintaining adequate
band-spreading, but only a very rough station name
calibration is possible on 42 metres. This band is
not considered imponant enough to justify the
added complication and cost of a button and scale
to itself.
On laboratory tests the accuracy and stability
of the shon-wave scales are surprismgly good, but
with such a radically new development caution is

THE BATTERY SHORT-WAVE "STATIONMASTER."
The battery-operated edition of the " StationMaster ', incorporates most of the outstanding
short-wave performance features of the mains
model, including accurate short-wave station names
on the scale and the advantages of band-spreading,
making short-wave tuning as easy as on medium
waves. It is, in fact, the first commercial battery
receiver to offer anything like this high standard of
short-wave performance.
A single pre-selector is used and a wavetrap is
provided where necessary. On medium and long
waves, the circuit comprises a triode-pentode
frequency changer, followed by an I.F. stage; a
diode triode for detection; A.V.C. and L.F.
amplification; and a Q.P.P. output stage. Grid
bias is automatic.
As on the mains set, an R.F. stage is brought into
circuit on short waves. It has a tuned anode
coupling to the frequency-changer, because the
limitations of battery valves make it necessary to
forgo the refinement of the new image suppression
circuit, except on 49 metres. A very stable
Colpitt's oscillator circuit is also used, and the
oscillator and tuned anode couplings are bandspread, the aerial being pre-tuned on each band.
The addition of the R.F. stage in conjunction with
the system of using a separate group of pre-set
coils for each waveband results in adequate gain,
a good signal-to-noise ratio, and good image suppression. Although in these respects the performance is not, of course, quite as good as the mains
" Station-Master" with its high slope R.F. valve
and special image rejector, it will be found to give
a very high standard of short-wave performance,
throughout the life of the H.T. battery.

Cash Prices:
A.C. MAINS SHORT-WAVE "STATION-MASTER" .£15.15.

BATTERY SHORT-WAVE "STATION-MASTER" (without Batteries) .£14.10.

All Murphy Sets, exclusive of valves and batteries, guaranteed {or a year.

Prices do not apply in Eire.

Hire Purchase_ Terms on all models.
C. R. C..sson gGJ
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Editorial f;ommen1

Standardisation : For Home and Export
HEN a large part of a community's efforts
diverted towards producing war material
and maintaining military personnel that
contributes nothing to industry, it follows
that the civilian population must forgo many of
the good things of life ; in other words, the average
standard of living must decline. The economists
never tire of reminding us of that fact, the truth of
which must be self-evident, at any rate if one adds
some such proviso as " all other things being equal "
or, more specifically, assumes that the production
and distribution of goods remains at the same level
of efficiency.
In this proviso lies our main hope of avoiding
intolerable dislocation of the machinery of production and distribution, not only in the wider sense as
it affects the national life, but in our own specialised
and limited field. Efficiency must be increased. We
believe that some increase comes automatically in
wartime, as in times of stress everyone concerned
feels that his individual efforts are directly concerned
with the common good. But that in itself is not
enough. Other methods of increasing efficiency
must be studied, and of all these standardisation
is one of the most promising. There are few
industries where its possibilities are greater than in
wireless.
It is good to learn that this question of standardisation is already under consideration by the R.M.A.
and others. The subject was also debated by the
\Vireless Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers last month. All those taking part seemed
to accept the idea in principle, but there seemed to
be some lack of concrete suggestions as to details.
One encouraging fact that emerged is that there is a
possibility of closer liaison between the various
branches of the industry-those catering for the
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Services, broadcasting and communications. . If and
when standards are fixed, it is to be hoped that they
will be adopted as widely as possible.
In opening the I.E.E. discussion just ·referred to,
Mr. P. R. Coursey urged that wartime standardisation should not connote the ersatz or inferior substitute idea.
Another speaker suggested that
standardisation, though admittedly reducing waste,
restricts development. That objection, though less
tenable in wireless than other fields, must be
allowed, but the general principle of a slowing-down
of technical progress in wartime has already been
widely accepted. A point of some importance was
raised by a plea for uniformity in colour coding of
broadcast receiver wiring ; the demands of the
fighting Forces have already made inroads on service
staffs, and anything that facilitates fault-tracing and
repairing is to be welcomed, as much of the work
will now be carried out by less highly skilled men
than hitherto.
It has been debated whether standardisation
should be carried out by the Radio Manufacturers'
Association, or, on a wider basis, by the British
Standards Institution. Without expressing any view
on this question, we urge that speed is vital; thanks
to the spirit of co-operation now existing, it should
be possible to devise the necessary machinery for
formulating generally acceptable standards without
those interminable delays to which we were accustomed in peacetime.
The British wireless industry has now an unexampled opportunity of establishing an export trade
in broadcast receivers, and here standardisation is
of even greater importance than at home. The
foreign trader will fight shy of our products if he is
forced to stock a wide yariety of replacement valves
and other parts for British sets.
2 75

Double Frequency Changing
ITS APPLICATION TO ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION
By D.

T

w:

HEIGHTMAN

HE use of a high intermediate frequency (hereinafter abbreviated as HIF), in receivers for high
and ultra-high frequencies, provides a simple
method of avoiding second-channel interference without
the addition of RF stages and -their attendant problems. I·
HIF stages, however, do not give the same selectivity
as those operating on 465 or no kc/ s. By HIFs we
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:I The method of ultra-short·wave reception :I
d escri b e d in this artic1e h as many attractions, especially when good selectivity is I
:
! required. Although particularly adaptable
to the reception of " single
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figure"
wavelengths, it is also
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refer here to frequencies in the order of 2 to 5 Me Is.
Whilst for the reception of frequencies over 20 Me Is
it is generally advantageous to have fairly broad selectivity, it is very useful to be able to increase the selectivity when the receiver is being used between 5 and
20 me Is (especially in these days of Continental jamming!). To this end some tests were carried out with
the double frequency changing (DFC) system, and results
p.roved to be quite satisfactory.
It may at first appear that the use of two frequency
changers in a receiver would tend to make the noise Jew!
high. but, as the signal input to the second frequency
changer is fairly high, this is not the case in practice.
The aim of the initial tests was to devise a means ot
introducing the system into an existing receiver with a
minimum of alteration to the original circuit and layout;
hence the unit described may be added to a receiver
without alteration prior to the HIF stages. It will be
seen also that the DFC system can be applied, with
advantage, in other or new receiver designs, and some
suggestions are given later in this connection.
A little thought will show that since the doublechannel reception is avoided in the first mixer valve by
the use of HIF, the second IF can be made quite low
with advantage, for the lower the IF the better the
,;electi\·ity it is possible to obtain. no kc Is was there'

fore decided on, and this IF is used
in the unit shown in Fig. r.
This
unit connects up to the original HIF
output and replaces the original
second detector. The arrangement
only necessitates the addition of hvo
Fig. I .-Circuit of an auxiliary secondIF unit designed for operation at
no kc:s. Values of components :
RI, R3, R4, 5o,ooo ohms ; Rz,
zso ohms ; Rs, R6, R9, o.s megohm ;
R7, Ioo,ooo ohms ; R8, o.zs megohm.
CI, C6, C7, o.oooi mfd. (mica) ;
Cz, C3, o.oooi mfd. (ceramic trimmer);
C4, CS, CB, CI3, 0.05 mfd. ; C9, C1o,
CII, Cu, o.ooos mfd. (mica).

valves and also, incidentally, provides a bias for AVC
purposes.
A triode hexode (6K8) is used as the second frequency
changer, the gri,d circuit being tuned to the HIF and the
oscillator section to about no kc Is higher by ceramic
pre-set trimming condensers. The efficiency is consider-
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cathode circuit works as an ordinary diode detector,
ably improved by the proYision of fixed regeneration in while the anode circuit is only used for regeneration;
the hexode section. This is arranged by coupling about no audio component being taken from this latter circuit.
six turns in the anode lead back to the grid circuit, the This arrangement was used because it was desired to
coupling being adjusted initially until the hexode is near provide AVC, and, of course, the orthodox triode grid
the oscillation point, and the regeneration winding is detector overloads on the inputs necessary for AVC.
then fixed permanently on the coil former at this point.
Originally it was intended to use a double-diode-triode
An unscreened
and a separate
no kcjs
IF
triode for retransformer
generation, but
couples the hexit became appaode to the final
rent that this
detector. As the
could be simplidesign of the
fied to the above
transformer in
arrangethe experimental
ment. The audio
unit was only
component
"rough and
is taken from the
ready," comgrid-cathode cirplete details will
cuit in the mannot be given
ner usuar with
here, a part from
diode circuits. A
mentioning that
second diode for
variable coupdelayed AVC is
The UHF Superhet, described in our issue of December Ist, 1938, lends itself to
double frequency changing by adding the unit shown in Fig. 1.
ling was arunnecessary beranged for and
cause, in any
the optimum coupling required \\"as found to be loose case, some delay is provided in the controlled stages by
(about two inches between coils). The regeneration the usual low-value resistances in their cathode circuits,
winding, coupled to the secondary, has about one-third (R8 and Rg in Fig. z).
the number of turns of the secondary winding .. An
Regeneration, from the anode of the final detector,
ordinary no kc 1s IF transformer, with the regeneration provides a control of selectivity and also sensitivity. On
winding added. would do, though it may be necessary the edge of oscillation the selectivity is extremely good.
to separate the windings rather more than usual.
Exact measurements have not yet been made, but it is
The second valve, an ordinary triode (6C5) which we anticipated that peak selectivity of. considerably less
have termed the final detector, uses a rather unusual than 5 kcfs is obtainable. R8 (Fig. r), an ordinary
circuit. Actually it will be seen that the grid- carbon compound potentiometer, in series with R7, gins
Fig. 2.-Complete circuit diagram of an ultra-short-wave receiver with double frequency changing. Values of components : RI,
RI6, 0.25 megohm ; R2, 3,ooo ohms ; R3, 25,000 ohms ; R4, RI7, Ioo,ooo ohms ; R5, 3o,ooo ohms ; R6, R7, Io,ooo ohms ;
RB, R9, 400 ohms ; Rio, RII, R12, R2o, so,ooo ohms ; R13, 2SO ohms ; RI4, RIS, RIB, o.s megohm ; RI9, 20,000 ohms ;
R21, I,ooo ohms ; R22, 500 ohms. CI, C2, so m-mfds. (variable) ; C3, C4, C7, CB, C9, Cio, Cu, C12, CI3, C23, C26, 0.05 mfd. ;
C5, C6, so m-mfds. (mica) ; CI4, CI6, o.oooi mfd. (mica) ; CIS, C19, C2o, C21, C22, o.ooo5 mfd. (mica) ; CI7, CIB, o.oooi mfd.
(ceramic trimmers) ; C24, 4 mfds. ; C25, C27, 25 mfds. (electrolytic).
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also lower vah·e holder losses.
Unfortunately these
a surprisingly smooth control of regeneration. The valves are very expensive. It has been said that they
coupling of the regeneration coil on the no kc Is IF are fragile and unreliable but this has not been borne
transformer is adjusted so that the final detector just out by the writer's experience; a 954 and 955 are still
oscillates with RS at minimum ,------------------~ in use after more than 2,000 hours
The actual anode
MAIN TUNING coNDENSER
operation in a receiver which has
resistance.
SW RF VALVE
voltage on this valve is quite
had rough usage and much tranlow.
sit.
The oscillator section of the
If the receiver is not to be used
second frequency changer should
s" 'UN!NC
m·er 30 l\Ic / s one of the modern
be well screened and isolated as
..--/ c"~oENsn
triode-hexodes may be substituted
far as possible from the earlier
for the acorns with only a slight
stages so as to avoid any trouble
reduction in sensitivity between
5 11
with unwanted beats or
c~:EN~JEE~~<cv
I5 and 30 Me Is.
"whistles." Provided this preIn a receiver of this nature,
caution is taken no trouble has
where no RF stages are used,
been experienced in this direction.
great care must be taken to make
With the unit connected up, the
the input circuit (Lr, Cr) as low
receiver circuits are aligned in the
loss as possible' and it is recomusual manner. Starting with the
mended that polystyrene or simirro-kcjs transformer, the HIF is
lar material be used for coil, tuning condenser and valve-holder
injected into the grid circuit of
the second frequency changer and
An early but very successful example of
insulation. The circuit should
double frequency changing in a commercial
also have a fairly high L'C ratio.
the frequency of the oscillator
section is adjusted for maximum
receiver was embodied in the Murphy A36.
For frequencies between 5 and
output at the final detector.
20 l\Ic 's Cr should not have a
Actually there will be two rro-kc 's beats fairly close greater capacity than 50 m-mfds, while abon 20 Me 1s
to one ·another, obtained when the oscillator is tuned this value should be 25 m-mfds.
The HIF recommended is 3 Mc/s. The first oscilapproximately rro kc/s above or below the HIF. ~t
is immaterial which beat is used in this case, but m la tor then works 3 I\fcl s higher than the required signal.
accordance with usual practice the higher frequency was OsCillator and signal-frequency tuning condensers Cr,
chosen.
.
C2 may be ganged, especially over I5 Me/ S, provided
Having obtained maximum outp';l.t with the HIF input a small trimming condenser, which can be operated
to the second frequency changet, the ,HIF stages can from the panel, is placed across the signal circuit.
then be lined up from the same' source. At the same Alternatively, the t\m condensers Cr, C2 may be
time the regeneration in the hexode circuit is adjusted operated independently. tuning not being appreciably
until the hexode section is near the oscillation point, but complicated in this way.
No screening is necessary between the signal and
oscillator circuits, hence layout and construction is
simplified. Switched coils may be used for frequencies
lower than 25 Me Is, but are not to be recommended
for higher frequencies, as it is nearly impossible to obtain
as short RF wiring and low circuit capacity as with plugin coils.
The 3-Mcls HIF stag-"~ are quite straightforward. It
is recommended that screened television pentodes, such
as the American r85r, be used for these stages as they
Fig. 3.-B!ock diagram of an alternative arrangement to
that shown in Fig. 2.
give much increased gain compared with the old types.
Grid and plate leads, "·here exposed, should be shielded
not unstable, and the overall HIF alignment rfchecked to avoid any possibility of pick-up at the HIF (i.e.,
at this adjustment.
from a strong signal which may happen to be on the
For those who do not already possess a receiver of HIF).
the UHF Superhet type but who contemplate building
An alternative arrangement, which would give somea receiver using DFC, Fig. 2 gives a .complete circuit what greater selectivity than the circuit of Fig. 2, would
diagram of such a receiver. Provided care is taken with be to follow the first frequency changer by only one
the layout of the first frequency changer stage this HIF stage, then change to rro kc Is and use one IF
receiver will give excellent results from 4 to 120 Me Is. amplifying stage at this frequency, before the final deIt will be noted that acorn valves are specified for the tector. This alternatin is depicted in the block diafirst stages. This is because for operation at frequencies gram of Fig. 3.
above 35 Me Is there are at present no valves made
When less selectivity is required on, say, the UHF,
which will give the same performance. Not only is a useful provision is a change-over switch to cut out
the acorn pentode unrivalled in the matter of high input the no kc Is selectivity section and connect the second
resistance but it also allows for a far better layout and HIF valve direct to the second detector.

·Double Frequency Changing-
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Principles of FaUlt--tracing
Part I.-LOGICAL PROCEDURE VERSUS HJT.OR·MISS
By W. H. CAZALY

S

OME years ago there were put on the market in and know instantly whether clean nappies or gripeAmerica a group of gramophone records which water are indicated. But to the clay"souled father it
reproduced the noises made by faulty receivers. is all just a meaningless din, the cessation o£ which can
By listening to both records and set and comparing the be brought about only after long, anxious and logical
:-;ounds the semi-trained were supposed to be enabled investigation of the case. And he is a very remarkable
service-man who can distinguish infallibly between a
to trace faults instantly. Nothing seems to have come
of this enterprising attempt to replace intelligence by noise made by a green-spot in an IF transformer windrule-of-thumb, but it deserves mention because similar ing and ·a noise made by a defective soldered joint elseideas seem still to be popular in this country. The im- where. These are two very different sources of trouble,
both in their nature and in
pressive spectacle is still
the cost of repairing them.
often to be seen of the
No. Faults in receivers
local '' radio expert '' lisand their accessories ate
tening gravely to the
traced by close inductive
sounds given out by a dereasoning from the data
fective receiver ; adminissupplied by instruments
tering a sagacious prod or
and a knowledge of the
two with a screwdriver ;
circuit. There is no real
and then announcing with
short cut; though, after
the aplomb of a Harley
years of experience, a
Street spec i a 1is t · that
skilled service-man may
"there's something wrong
seem to skip much of the
with the grid circuit ! ''
laborious primary test proThis may fool the
cedure and go almost at
blankly ignorant set
once to the source of the
owner, to whom radio is
trouble with what seems,
just scientific magic. But
to the uninitiated, uncanny
it amuses the properly
intuition. But that is only
trained man, because he
because the reasoning
knows that radio receiver
takes place subconsciously
servicing simply isn't done
and by habit in his mind ;
like that. Sometimes the
it does not mean that it
local expert knows this too,
does not t a k e
and is merely stallplace at all. Until
ing for time until
This is the first of a short :'eries of articles explaining the
he has had a good
he can get the set
correct and logical procedure in tracing faults in wireless
deal of experiaw·ay to his workence the ordinary
shop and do some
receivers. Though dealing primarily with broadcast sets,
fault-seeker wiil
real testing with
the interests of those who have joined the wireless branches
have consciously
his wits and into carry out each
struments.
But
of the Services have not been overlooked.
step of logical
there are, unfortunately, cases where it is a piece of abracadabra pre- procedure without any short cuts.
The first logical step in fault-tracing is to classify
paring the unlucky owner for an exorbitant repair bill.
This sort of thing in the past has given the radio ser- symptoms. These symptoms are of two kinds, aural
vice industry a bad name, but, as its counterpart in the and electrical. The former are the more usual causes
automobile trade did long ago, it is gradually emerging of a set being brought in the first instance to the repair
from disrepute through the efforts of honest and properly bench ; but a few electrical symptoms are gross enough
to convince even the layman that something is wrong
trained service-men.
The truth is that such purely aural tests are almost -excessive consumption of HT battery power, for
useless by themselves. A radio receiver is like a young example, or overheating and burning smells in a mainsbaby, in that both have only a very limited repertoire driven receiver, or serious dial calibration errors. The
of protest against internal disorders-they can only aural symptoms consist of noises or the absence of them,
make objectionable noises about them.
The keen and they may be listed as under :( r) No sounds whatever, not even the slight h urn
maternal ear may possibly be able to distinguish intuitively between one sort of infantile howl and another or rushing noise of a "live" set. (z) No signal. (3)
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Weak signal. (4) Distorted signal. (5) Signal plus
noise. (6) Noise only, no signal. (7) Lack of control
of signal, either manual or automatic.
Few of these symptoms can by themselves point to
a defect in any particular component. Sub-dividing
them up into fine distinctions is useless, because these
fine distinctions between sounds depend so much on subjective factors in the first place and in the second place
still do not help in localising the area of fault. There is
no point, therefore, in describing a great variety of
symptoms of an aural nature. The above list covers
practically every sort of audible reaction that a defective receiver can make to its condition. These symptoms, however, are extremely helpful in suggesting
initial avenues of investigation to be pursued by instrumental tests. They are general sign-posts. For
example, Symptom No. 6 obviously demands a test
;equence quite different from that required by Symptoms Nos. 2 or 4· Beginning with a logically indicated
series of tests is far more likely to lead quickly to the
defective component than a muddle-headed dabbing at
the wiring with instrument leads in the hope of fluking
on to the cause of the trouble.
But even before proceeding with the
series of specific tests suggested by
some particular symptom it is necessary to make sure that certain basic
conditions are satisfactory. It is taking
a quite unnecessary risk of wasting
one's time, energy and money to proceed further with a case until one is
satisfied that
(I) The HT and LT power supplies,
either battery or mains, are in good
order and reaching the circuits requiring
them;
( 2) The valves are in good condition
and making firm contact in their
holders;
(3) The speaker and, if existing,
extension accessories, are in good
order;
(4) The aerial-earth system is in
good condition.
These are fundamentals in the performance of a receive1·. The man who
'"'astes a morning searching in the
bowels of a big chassis for a crackle
that originates in a poor aerial connection is in the position of a burglar
who spends the night blasting open the back of a safe,
the door of which, the police inform him at dawn, is
not locked. He will find it difficult not to feel-and
look-a bit of a fool.
All these parts of the receiving installation can be
tested fairly easily and quickly without even transferring
the set to the workbench. Tests of them should be
carried out as a matter ot routine before any expense
and trouble in moving the set are incurred.
It is not proposed here to describe elementary methods
of testing components. After all, a receiver or even ::t
televisor is little more than a hatful of condensers,

z8o

resistors, coils, valves and structural parts, wired up together and positioned in certain ways. The testing of
these parts individually is not very difficult. What is
difficult without logical procedure is the selection for test
of a few components out of the mass of them in a
crowded chassis. That is fault-tracing; and fault-tracing
is quite 8o per cent. of repair work. Once the defective
part has been found, it is a schoolboy's task to wield
soldering iron and pliers in replacing it. Indeed, in a
manufacturers' service department it is usual for a
skilled man to be put on to the actual fault-tracing and
for the repair itself to be carried out by a technically
ignorant female wirer, who merely does exactly what
she is told without in the least knowing why.
A few words on the subject of manufacturers' service
departments may at this stage be suggestive. It is a
mistake to think that manufacturers have expensive,
elaborate and specialised apparatus in their service
departments, operated by highly skilled engineers conducting highbrow tests. The service benches of at least
one leading manufacturing firm have on them only the
following gear: a bench test speaker, a modulated test
oscillator worked by mains or dry batteries, an amps.volts-ohms meter, an electric soldering iron, an indoor
R13

R12

R15

C10

C17

R16

aerial, a couple of pairs of good pliers, a couple of screwdrivers, a pouch of trimming tools, a tray or two of
small spares such as condensers, resistors and the like,
and some odds and ends in the way of a substitute
speaker " pot," a simple form of uncalibrated valvevoltmeter for testing AVC circuits, a rack of test val'les,
and so on. With this simple gear and their own
common sense, the fault-finders are expected to diagnose
the defects in anything from four to ten receivers a day.
These receivers may be sent back under guarantee with
obvious and easily traceable faults such as bad valves,
or they may be "sticky" jobs that have baffled the
JUNE, 194.0.
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greatest brains of the local dealers and service-men and
have been sent back to the makers as a last desperate
resort. It is very rare for anything but an intermittent
fault that demands the "cooking" of the receiveri.e., leaving it running for hours until the fault shows
up and then pouncing on it-to take up more than an
hour or two of the fault-finder's time. :Many owners
would be amazed to see how simply and quickly faults
that have annoyed them for days are revealed by the
methodical tests employed by manufacturers' servicemen. The conditions under which these gifted and longsuffering creatures work, too, might astonish those who
are accustomed to leisurely operations in the quiet and
calm of their own workshops. As many as ten test
speakers may be braying their loudest in the same
room, and every aerial carries its load of squeals and
interference from neighbouring sets under test. But
the bellowing of the speakers is the least important
factor of all-a trivial stage in final testing. The real
work is done by small pointers moving noiselessly over
meter dials, which tell the observant fault-finder more
than the' utmost din from his bench speaker.
The actualrepair work is not done by the fault-finder.
When he suspects a component, he passes the chassis to

are also pieces of turniture of good cabinet workmanship. A scratch on the surface of a polished or sprayed
cabinet will ruin the effect of a sound repair job in the
chassis. So cabinets should never be handled on screwlittered and dirty workbenches; if possible they should
be kept on a special shelf until wanted. Chassis should
be cleaned with petrol-soaked rags, the valves cleaned
with soft bread, chipped paint touched up, loose knobs
replaced or soundly repaired, and odd knobs replaced
by a matched set. Cellulosed cabinets can be resurfaced with Cellabrase and careful rubbing down.
Assuming that such factors have been attended to,
we may now begin the outlining of the principles underlying fault-tracing methods.
It must be clearly understood throughout what
follows that the assumption is made that the preliminary
tests mentioned before, of power supply circuits, electrode potentials, aerial-earth system and speaker, have
been properly carried out. These preliminary tests very
often reveal the source of the trouble right away, and
nothing further is necessary but the manipulation of
soldering iron and pliers.
One example will be given of how these basic checks
can be used in deducing the whereabouts of a fault.
Symptom No. r, the absence of any
sound at all, even the slight hum or
rushing noise heard normally when the
ear is close to the speaker, is useful for
L
demonstration purposes in this connection. It may be stated at once that
such a symptom indicates only two
possible forms of breakdown; either the
speech-coil and output transformer
secondary circuit is 0 j C (openCl
circuited) or the power supply has
failed.
An experienced and intelligent faulttracer would direct his attention at
once to those parts of the circuit, doing
a number of things .with his test meter
C7
that might puzzle an uninitiated onlooker, who might think that something
extremely serious was bound to be the
matter with the set, necessitating its
being torn to pieces and put together
again. Of course, something like this
might perhaps be required. But it
might equally well be a matter of a few
minutes before the investigator put
away his instruments and announced
that some trifling defect had developed
Fig. I.-This keyed circuit diagram of a typical superheterodyne is used to
which could be put right with a penillustrate methods of applying tests. It will be referred to in subsequent inknife.
stalments.
It would be more useful to the
a girl at one end of his bench, with laconic orders to onlooker in such a case to know why the fault-tracer
replace such-and-such a part. The girl has not the made the tests he did than to know what the tests were.
faintest idea of what goes on in a radio receiver, but Mere lists of possible faults and their remedies are not
witn experience she develops surprising skill in remem- very helpful; nor is it of much use merely to know how
bering, how wiring goes and can practically rebuild a to use meters. One must have logical reasons, "whys,"
receiver from eye alone.
for using meters and making particular tests with them
Leaves may be profitably taken from the manu- and not others. It will be instructive, therefore, to
facturers' book. For one thing, it should never be for- assume that some definite defect exists, and to follow
gotten that modern radio sets to most of their owners the steps in the deductive process by which it is traced
JUNE, 1940.
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connect its leads to the pins of the power plug. Then
The large keyed diagram (Fig. r) gives the basic he will switch the set on and off a few times, both slowly
circuit of a typical and popular class of domestic and fast.
The reason why he does this is fairly obvious. The
superheterodyne receiver. Even the most modern
surest way of rendering a set completely dumb is to predevelopments in domestic
vent power reaching it; and power will not be conveyed
reception are, when all is
said and done, merely variations or minor improvements in parts. The man
who thoroughly understands the working theory
of a simple regenerative
one-valve receiver, if he
does not "know it all," at
least finds that
even the most
--------------------·
complex modern
The Cathode Ray Oscircuit is quite
cilloscope in action:
within his mental
This is fast becoming a ubiquitous instrument in the
grasp in general
realm of radio servicing. It
terms. The prinprovides the quickest and most accurate
f
c ip ]e s t 0 be
way of lining up band-pass tuned circuits and
I
tl" d
of checking the wave-form and amplitude of
l
0 U me are apcomplex alternating currents and voltages. It makes in a
1
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plicable,

there-

i

few microseconds a picture of what is happening that would

fore, to almost
be impossible or take many hours to obtain by the usual measurement and graphical means.
l
a n y domestic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· ________________________ j
type of receiver,
either mains or battery driven-and, by certain obvious to the set if the primary circuit is 0/ C. In this particular
case, of course, he will find, when the set's main switch
extensions, to that new deyelopment, television.
It will be assumed for the sake of illustration that the is on, that continuity is shown on his meter; the only
field coil, L4, is 0 jC and that this fault is unknown to appreciable resistance shown will be that of the mains
a hypothetical fault-tracer. His probable procedure will input transformer primary winding, Lr. If, for the sake
of illustration, it is assumed that he did not find conbe described.
First, he will set his meter for continuity tests, and tinuity with the switch closed, he would begin a process
of elimination of possibilities. Lack of continuity might
.·--------------------------------------------------------------1
be due to (a) a blown fuse; (b) a break in the flex lead
I
! from
the plug to the fuses; (c) an 0/C primary, Lr; (d)
BOOKS ON WIRELESS
: a .defective
switch, Sr. The philosophical tool known as
Issued In conjunction with" The Wireless World"
"Occam's Razor" -limitation of theories to those only
which are absolutely necessary to explain phenomenaBy
Net
Post
Price
is used very largely in fault-tracing, even if the faultby
" FOUNDATIONS
OF
WIRELESS,''
tracer has never heard of William of Occam and his
5/5
A. L. M. Sowerby. Second Edition
5/·
razor and the ancient theological discussions wherein it
·• RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK," by
was used. It is applied here, in that only those four
9/M. G. Scroggle ...
8/6
possibilities are necessary to account for the lack of con' WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL," by
W. T. Cocking. Filth Edition In preparation
5/5
tinuity. They are eliminated in turn by pretty obvious
5/·
employments of the meter, hardly necessary to describe.
" HANDBOOK
OF
TECHNICAL
IN•
STRUCTION FOR WIRELESS TELE·
Not until there remain only the two possibilities (c) and
GRAPHISTS,"
by
H.
M.
Dowsett.
(d) does the need arise to begin removing the chassis
21/9
21/Sixth Edition
from
the cabinet; this will have to be done in most cases
" WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING," by
to get <}.t the switch and the transformer leads.
25/9
R. Keen. · Third Edition
25/·
This elementary test procedure has been described in
l "RADIO DATA CHARTS," by R. T.
4/10
detail to show that ewn the simplest of fault-tracing
4:/6
l Beatty. Second Edition
I
demands strictly logical procedure and intelligent
.. ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF WIRE·
I
I
LESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY,"
reasoning if time and temper are not to be wasted. What
l
by R. D. Ban~ay. Revised by 0. F. Brown.
a
fool the fault-tracer would have felt had he lugged
II
81Third Edition
7.'6
I
the
whole chassis out of the cabinet, strewn the bench
1
·• LEARNING MORSE •·
6d.
7d.
with bits, and then found that all he needed to do was
to renew the flex which, through long use, had parted
under its rubber and braiding! Such regrettable gaffes
1
occur every day in radio servicing.
I
London, S.E.1
I
(The next instalment will deal more specifically with.
the correct procedzere in fault finding.)
~--------------------------------------------------------------..!
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Choosing a Hearing Aid
APPROPRIATE MEASURES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEAFNESS
By

I
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S. LITTLER,
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The explanation that this effect is due to the masking
N clinics for advising the deaf on the suitability of a
hearing aid an audiometer test of the patient's heareffect of outside noise does not hold, £or the experiment
can_ be reproduced in a sound-proof room and also the
ing acuity is almost invariably made. It must be
understood that however useful such a test may be for
increase does not occur for high frequencies.
The
phenomenon can be explained if one assumes that hearin~
giving information on the nature and degree of deafness
by bone conduction is dependant on relath-e motion beof the patient, it cannot always be used to forecast the
type of aid that will usually be found suitable. With our
tween the shell of the cochlea and the cochlea fluid. Thus,
present knowledge of the
closing the meatus restrict"
the freedom of the m·al winsubject and owing to the fact
In
this,
the
last
of
a
series
of
three
articles
dow, produces mon· relative
that responses of hearing
dealing with hearing aids, the author demotion for low frequencies
aids vary so considerably
and therefore a louder sound
amongst themselYes it is
scribes the various kinds of deafness and
stimulus. On the other hand,
found necessary in many
discusses
the
characteristics
of
apparatus
at
high frequencies
the
instances to make subjective
suitable for the different types
inertia impedance of the fluid
tests on one or two of the
in the inner ear is so high
aids under actual conditions
and the stiffness of the closed meatus so low that closure
of use by the patient. There are, howc\·cr, a number· of
points which, considered in conjunction with the results of
of the meatus produces little change in the sound stimulus.
From the above obsen·ation it is obvious, that if there
audiometer tests, can assist considerably in the final choice
is some restraint or obstrnction in the outer or middle e;::·
of an aid.
whereby free movement of the ossiclcs or m·al window i•
The audiometer test usuallv made consists in detenninimpeded, while the inner ear is normal, we should expect
ing, at a number of frequenc.ies, the sound intensity that
bone conduction, at some frequencies, to be slightly superis just audible to the patient. This is done both by air
normal while air conduction would be reduced. This is
and bone conduction and the results are plotted as the
number of decibels below normal hearing or what is known
found to occur in certain cases of deafness where the defect
is in the outer or middle ear. On the other hand, if then·
as decibels hearing loss. The curve showing the results
is usually known in technical circles as an audiogram.
is a defect in the inner car, hearing both by air and bone
In the case of air
conduction is below
conduction any internormal-the so-called
ference or obstruction
inner ear, n(·rve and
in the hearing mechperceptive types of
anism results in a loss
deafness. A combinaof acuity. This is not
tion of the two types
so, however, in the
of deafness is also excase of hearing by
perienced.
bone conduction as a
Other t y p e s o f
si m pIe experiment
deafnEss that are mE-t
with a normal person
with are known 35
will show. If a bone
old age and occupaconduction receiver or
tional deafness; thev
a tuning fork is
are of inner ear typ"e
aliowed to generate
and always show an
sound by application
increasing loss in the
to the mastoid process
hearing for high fre.
or other bone of the
quency sounds.
It
head one hears bv
appears probable that
bone conduction. if
in such cases the ends
one or both of the
of the cochlea which
ears are now closed
are nearer to the
with the finger tips or
basal t)lrn and theTeThis photograph, taken by courtesy of the Hearing Aid Department of the
some form of plug the
fore during the whole
Western Electric Comp<J.11y, shows a patient undergoing an air conduction
sound becomes much
of life are the first to
test with an audiometer. This instrument, which is also provided with
louder provided the
be exposed to sudden
facilities for bone conduction tests, can be set for any frequency up to
Io,ooo c!s, and enables the operator to plot an audiogram showing the
or transient changes
frequency
of t he
extent and characteristics of a patient's hearing loss at various frequencies.
sound is not higher
of pressure, deteriorthan about I,ooo
ate some considerable
cycles per second. The maximum change possible under time before the parts more remotely sitliated.
The nature of a defect in hearing has an important bearthese conditions is about 15 decibels in the region of 500
ing on the extent to which a hearing aid can be used to
to Soo cycles.
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Choosing a Hearing Aidalleviate deafness. Outer and middle ear deafness or socalled conduction deafness, represented physically by
lowered air conduction without appreciable bone conduction loss, is the easiest to assist physically. The defect is
equivalent to a general lowering of the level of the sound
intensity falling on the ears by approximately the amount
of the hearing loss curYe.
Since, in the case of incident air-borne sound, transmission by the bones of the head occurs at a level of
about so to 6o decibels below that of the incident sound,
it is probable that an air conduction reading greater than
6o decibels is impossible if there is no inner ear defect.
In normal life owing to the fact that the head forms such
a large receiving surface, whereas the entrance to the
meatus is small, hearing by air conduction is only about
50 decibels higher than hearing by bone conduction and
if the ears are closed or obstructed hearing by bone conduction increases L,- s to IS decibels at low frequencies.
\Ve conclude, ther;fore, that a middle ear deaf patient
with a hearing loss as high as 50 decibels probably hears
much of the sounds of normal life by bone conduction.
\Vhen the middle
ear patient listens
UNIFORM DEAFNESS
db
to spePch amplified
1
by means of a
he a r i n g aiel he
hears it at a lower a:
level corresponding :
to the amount of ;;: 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E
his hearing 1o ss ~

even when it is only 20 or 30 decibels above threshold and
it has been believed for a long time that hearing in cases
of inner ear defects is subnormal for weak sounds but
almost normal for loud sounds.
Recent experiments by Steinberg illustrate the difference
between middle ear and inner ear types of deafness as
shown in Fig. I. Steinberg found that with subjects who
were deaf on one side only he could make measurements
of the intensities of the soui1ds falling in the two ears which
were considered by the patient to be equally loud. Two
types were found which ha Ye been termed "uniform"
and "non-uniform" deafness. Fig. I(a) indicates that at
all intensities the patient found the sound falling on the
deaf ear had to be 40 decibels more intense than that falling on the normal ear; that type of deafness is known as
uniform. In the inner ear type, as shown in Fig. r(b),
the sound at threshold required to be 6o decibels louder
for the deaf ear, while at an intensity of roo decibels above
threshold equal intensities appeared to be equally loud ;
this is the type non-uniform deafness. It can be seen from
this that inner ear deaf patients will find that if amplification in a hearing aid is stifficient to make the weak sounds
of speech audible
it may make the
DEAFNESS
db
,-'/ louder sounds of
100
speech appear disagreeably loud.
The s o 1u t i o n
a p p e a r s to be,
therefore, either to
limit the amplification of the aid,
and it is possible 2
t h us
sacrificing
to make use of a
weak sounds, or to
high speech level
use an automatir
without discomfort
gain circuit which
or.pa.in. With such
to
·
1oodb
40
100db
gives great<·r
a .. pa tj e n t the
DEAF EAR
DEAF EAR
amplification
for
auJ.Ount. of arripliweak sounds than
fi~tion can solne(a)
l b)
for loud: Devices
tiines be as much
Fig. 1.:.-The ·difference between uniform and non-uniform types of deafness.
are in use in cornas the hearing loss
Sound levels are given in decibels above. normal threshold.
mercial h e a r i n g
shown By his· air
aids which attempt
conduction reading
to overcome these difficulties. They work in various ways:
and in severe cases of middle ear deafness amplifications
overrunning a valve circuit by means of grid current.
extending up to the power limits of large amplifiers can
shunt circuits operating at high intensities, and rectificabe used to obtain a high level of intelligibility for speech.
tion circuits acting on variable mu valves, as in radio
Physically, middle ear defects can produce hearing loss
receivers. Of course, in very small amplifier aids automatic
curves of varying gradients. Although instances occur in
gain control is present accidentally, clue to power limits.
which the defect is accompanied by increased loss to low
The non-uniform characteristic of inner ear deafness
frequencies, the majority are those with either approxiexplains why such patients object to parasitic background
mately the same hearing loss throughout the range or with
noise present in a hearing aiel using a carbon microphone.
greater loss to high and middle frequencies.
Such background is sometimes of the order of 6o to 70
decibels above normal threshold so that although the inner
Steinbeqfs Experiments
ear patient may have about 40 or so decibels hearing loss
The problem of inner ear deafness is an entirely different
the noise may appear very loud to him. When he puts
one, involves greater difficulty in alleviation when the
the aid into use his condition changes from hearing nothing
hearing loss is severe, and occasionally it is not amenable
at all to that of hearing an objectionable roaring noise.
to physical methods of assistance. Invariably an inner
The middle ear patient undt'r the same conditions would
ear defect is accompanied by loss of hearing by bone cononly hear the noise as 20 dt"cibels above threshold, which
duction and unless accompanied by a middle ear defect
would not be objectionable.
such a patient hears by air conduction and gets the maxiSteinberg has pointed out that the phenomena of some
deaf patients hearing better in a noise can·be explained on
mum alleviation by an air conduction aid. It is found in
general that in the case of a patient suffering from purely
the grounds of the non-uniform character of their deafness.
If there is appreciable noise present when conversation is
inner ear deafness the upper threshold of feeling is not
taking place a certain amount of masking is produced and
greater than normal and may be below normal. Conseto owrcome the decreased intelligibility normal speakers
quently, high levels of speech intensity cannot be used
automatically raise the power levels of their voices. The
with comfort. \Vhen hearing tests are made with such
non-uniform deaf subject is then placed in a condition in
subjects it is found that a sound appears to be Yery loud
NQN~UNIFORM
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Choosing a Heal'ing Aidwhich he hears more nearly normally than when speech
is at a lower level. He therefore gains by the raising of
the level and appears to be hearing much better. There
are deaf subjects, however. whose hearing for weaker
sounds is apparently genuinely increased by the presence
of a noise and the phenomenon must be explained differently. It may be there is some stickiness or inertia in
the hearing mechanism which is overco11:Je by a noise of a
certain level, after which any additional sound is effective;
or again, there ·may be some looseness in the mechanism
such that weak sounds below a certain level produce no
effective response. It appears that all phenomena of apparent non-uniformity in deafness produce the same effects as
backlash in mechanical instruments.

Audiometer Tests

thing like the results as a good valve amplifier aid. The
micro-telephone can only be chosen on grounds d small
size and usually gives more trouble in its upkeep than any
other type. With serious middle ear deafness (say up to
50 decibels) it is possible to make use of the full available
amplification of good amplifiers.
Inner ear deafness, indicated by bone conduction loss,
is dealt with differently. It depends on the magnitude of
the hearing loss as to whether the annoyance of background noise is serious. Usually, as mentioned earlier, to
the inner ear patient sounds well above his threshold
appear very loud. His hearing loss curve is also generally
one showing greater loss to high frequencies. An aid with
a carbon microphone having a noise level of about 6o
decibels above normal threshold is heard as an objectionable sound by an inner ear patient if his hearing loss curve
is 40 decibels or less over any part of the speech range
200 to 4,ooo cycles. In other \Vords, the background noise
in a carbon aid is objectionable as soon as the amplification is large enough to be helpful. Consequently, since in
general tone control systems do not always prove satisfactory except near the threshold, it is better to use noncarbon aids with such subjects.
W'hen the hearing loss is 6o decibel~ or more over the
whole of the frequency range, background noise is not
serious and both types of aid can be used. If the average
hearing loss over the range 200 to 2,ooo cycles per second
is not more than 40 decibels, effective amplifications greater
than 30 decibels are usually found undesirable. If the
average is greater the user needs greater amplifications for
the weaker or more distant sounds of speech, but it is
found that he must adjust the aid for different listening
conditions or for different sound intcnsities to avoid high
levels of amplified speech which may become di,agreeabtc

'Ve now come to the question of the choice of a hParing
aid as it is helped by a record of the patient's hParing loss
curve. The results given must be considered as of a very
empirical nature and it >:hodd be borne in mind that the
ultimate choice of a hearing aid depends on a period of
test by the user under actual conditions of use. However,
within certain limits, it is possible to guide the patient as
to what type of aid will probably give him the best help.
• Speaking generally, it seems possible that if a hearing aid
could be produced that had a uniform acoustic amplification throughout the whole audible frequency range, the
response of such an aid could be modified in several desirable ways and we should have a universal instrument
adaptable to give the maximum possible help to all cases
of deafness. The results of tests already published* show
that such a response is not at present forthcoming and we
are forced to make use of the limited
responses that are available. In addition, factors other than response must
sometimes be taken into account, such
as initial cost, upkeep, size, form and
portability.
Perhaps the most straightforward
way of attacking the problem is to
<h;termine by means of an audiometer
test whether the deafness is due mainly
to middle ear or inner ear defect or
whether it is a combination of both. If
the hearing loss as measured by bone
conduction is negligible or considerably
less than that measured by air conduction the deafness will be mainly of
middle ear or uniform type. It is found
that such a patient does not object to
Reproduced from "The Handicap of Deafness," by Irene R. Ewing and H. W. G.
a moderate amount of background
Ewing (Longmans Green & Co.), the above photograph shows hearing aid apparatus
noise and it depends on the character
in use in the new amplifier rooms at the Royal Residential Schools for the Deaf,
of his hearing loss curve as to whether
Manchester- The pupils are being taught by lip-reading in combination with
he will prefer his amplifier to have a
hearing.
good carbon microphone or a crystal
or alternatively his aid must be desig1wd to have a greatly
microphone. Usually. if his hearing loss curve does not
reduced amplification for high intensities.
drop seriously in the upper frequencies, he will prefer the
The reason why a speaking tube is sometimes preferred
more uniform characteristics of a good carbon microphone
by an inner ear deaf patient is because its amplification
of the immersed electrode type or transverse current type.
is never high enough to produce disagreeable levels d
If the loss is much greater for high frequencies he will probably prefer a crystal microphone or a carbon microphone
sound, there is no background noise, and at the same time
with a high-pass filter incorporated in the amplifier. If the ear is not closely coupled to a telephone whose transient
vibrations may reach higl1 ! ~,·els.
the middle ear loss is only of the order of 30 decibels such
a patient can get some help by the use of a mechanical
It appears that incorpo~ation of amplifier systems giving
aid or by means of a good micro-telephone type, but it
excessive response at the frequencies of greatest hearing
must be remembered that neither of these aids gives anyloss may, under certain conditions, produce disagreeable
sounds due to overloading of a part of the inner ear which
* The Wireless IV orld, :March, 1940.
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Choosing a Hearing Aidis seriously damaged or defecti\·e. Thr writer feels that
it is a great mistake to compare the problem of the choice
of a hearing aid with the correction of optical defects.
There is probably some analogy in the case of middle ear
defects, but it is a different problem when the inner organ
of hearing is damaged and much further work needs to be
done before our knowledge on the subject is anything like
complete. When the hearing loss at any frequency is very
great it seems probable that the corresponding part of the
inner organ of hearing is defective to such an extent that
it ~an no longer cuntribute effectively to reception of intelligent speech. It may then be better to m~ke use of the
parts of the ear which are less defective, irrespecti\·e o{
the fact that the limited range is one such as would produce diminished intelligibility in normal hearing.
When deafness is a combination of both middle an<l
inner ear types thHe is the problem of amplification
required to overcome the middle ear loss togpthN with tlH·
problem outlined above. It is then found that gre'lt
amplification is required and the limits of present-d<l\·
apparatus show tlwmselves.
A point that often arises in the choice of a hearing aid
is, "When is a bone conductor type found to be the most
suitable and efficient form? " The answer is ''Owing to
the inefficiency and limits of transmission by bone,· in a
small number of cases only." It does happen occasionally
that when the bone conduction loss is considerably less
than the air conduction loss that the power required to
give the sensation of sound by an air conduction receiver
is less than that required by a bone conductor. Even then
the superiority ol the bone conductor does not usually
extend to the higher frequencies.
\Vhile sufficient knowledge is not yet to hand on the
ideal conditions under which aided hearing may occur,
experimental work on present-day apparatus does indicate
certain defects. Also the measured responses of different
hearing aids suggests directions in which improvement is
to be sought. This improvement must be at the two
extremes of the frequency range, namely, below 8oo and
above 2,000 cycles.

Intelligibility of Speech
Writers commenting on the contribution of different
frequency ranges to intelligible speech often point out that
high notes contribute more to intelligible speech than do
low notes. ·u is important to realise, however, that the
frequency band below 1,500 cycles is as important as the
band above and that with normal subjects 65 per cent.
intelligibility can be obtained with either band alone. In
the case of deafness it is not always possible to make use
of all frequencies and therefore the aim in giving the maximum alleviation to a deaf subject is to make use of every
available sound, whether high or low, so long as it contributes something to the intelligibility of speech. We
have seen that the threshold curve of a deaf subject does
not always tell us how he hears amplified speech which
is well above his threshold and it sometimes happens that
a patient who has a hearing loss curve which drops rapidly
at high frequencies obtains less good results when his hearing aid is given reduced low frequency response by use of
a high pass filter. Here it is a case of the intensity of the
reproduced sound being of greater importance than the
type of response. In fact, even with a poor hearing aid a
deaf patient may get much help although the aid only
amplifies over a narrow band of frequencies, while it
diminishes the sound at other frequencies, provided the
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range OHr which it ·amplifies occurs where his hearing is
relati\·elv efficient.
It seeins that owing to acoustic feed-back from the telephone case and components of a hearing aid, effective
amplification greater than 6o decibels are not yet possible.
E\·en so, an amplification of this order does not appear
possible at Yery high and low frequencies owing to the low
efficiency of the telephone. Smaller hearing aids with
improved response would be possible if the efficiency of the
telephone receiver could be increased.

Simplifying Push - Button
Tuning
CONDENSER WITH 60-DEGREE ROTATION
F the three main systems of push-button tuning, t.he
so-called mechanical one has a very strong . appeal
on the grounds of economy and simplicity. Iu this
system the button is mounted at the end of a rod, which
drives the main tuning condenser through a cam or similar
device.. In this way the cost and complication of a tuning
motor are obviated, as are the duplication of components
and the proneness to frequency drift which is apt to affect
pre-tuned circuit systems unless very great care is taken.
The mechanical system is, however, by no means free
from disadvantages, the
principal of which is
that when changing from
a station at the minimum end of the
tuning scale to
one at the maximum end, the
operation of the
tu n i n g button
ilas to make the
ordinary
condenser rotor
t r a v e l through
an arc of 18o
Considerably less than half the usual
degrees. If the
angular movement is required to change
"drive'' is atfrom minimum to maximum capacity.
tached close to
the hub of the
condenser, the pressure needed on the button is very considerable, whereas if a greater radius is used the button
will have to have an abnormally long "travel." In either
case the rods will be of considerable length, and therefore
very susceptible to temperature changes, so that tuning,
even if accurate in the first place, is not likely to remain so.
An interesting solution to the problem was reported
from Denmark shortly before that country was overrun by
Germany. The Danish firm of Torotor has produced a
special condenser assembly in which the full range of
tuning is accomplished with an angular movement of only
a little more than 6o degrees. This obviously gets rid of
the disad\·antages mentioned, although, needless to say,
very great care has to be exercised in manufacture since
the effect of any tuning error or drift must necessarily be
approximately three times as great as in a condenser of
conventional type. These difficulties do not, however, outweigh the manifold advantages of this convenient method
of mechanical push-button tuning which bids fair to make
it a serious rival to present motor tuning methods, more
especially in the case of the less expensive sets.
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Balloon Transmitters
COMPACT METEOROLOGICAL APPARATUS
The transmitter, seen
here with the cover removed, complete with
temperature and pressure
units weighs 2,390
g r a m m e s . The
open-ended cylinder contains the
thermometer unit.

the
oft-repeated
nJ\LTHOUGH
phrase " a deep depression centred over . . . '' is no longer
heard by listeners, the Meteorological
Office of the Air Ministry is none the
less busy in preparing weather forecasts, which are of vital importance in
modern warfare. So far as the wireless fraternity is concerned, probably
the most interesting method of collecting data is that employing balloon
transmitters.
These transmitters, mounted in an
aluminium canister little more than a
foot high and about six inches in diameter, radiate signals continuously on
35 Me Is (8.6 metres). The transmissions are easily receiveable at a distance of roo miles ; by the time the
balloon has travelled that distance it
has probably risen to a height of
40,000 feet.
At this altitude the
balloon bursts, and the apparatus is
safely brought to earth by means of a
parachute.
The average time for
ascent and descent is approximately
two hours.
It will be seen from the accompanying diagram that the transmitter
circuit is a series-fed Hartley arrangement. The outputs o£ two tuned
oscillator circuits, of which the frequencies are controlled by the temperature- and prc.;sure-measuring instruments, are applied to the modulation valve.
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The oscillator of the
barometer unit, which
is fixed inside the
transmitter case, has
a frequency variation
of about 250 cycles
per r,ooo millibars.
The accuracv of the
readings obtained may be judged from
the fact that the frequency change can
be measured at the receiving station to
within 0.5 cycle, which represents
approximately 8 millibars.
The
modulating frequencies employed for
the barometric transmissions are from
700 to r,ooo cycles.
The temperature unit is mounted in
an open-ended cylinder attached to the
transmitter case. This works on the
principle of the hot-wire ammeter,
with a frequency variation of 200
cycles, the range being from + 20 deg.
down to -So deg. Centigrade.
The
frequencies employed by this element

which the current is approximately 50
mA. The aerial is suspended between
the parachute and the transmitter container. In order to reduce the angular
swing of the aerial, which leads to
errors when taking a DF bearing, a
length of cord, about 3oft., is some·
times inserted between the parachute
and the aerial.
Power is provided by an 86-volt
HT battery, which, together with
the two filament dry-cells, is housed in
the lower section of the container just
below the inverted valves, the radiated
heat from which is sufficient to prevent freezing.
The transmitter is
automatically switched on when the
aerial is plugged in.
At the meteorological centres from
which these "radio-sonde" balloons
are released, meteorologists use sensitive short-wave receivers for picking
up the transmissions. The two modulation frequencies employed for the
temperature and pressure elements are
measured at the receiving end by using
two AF oscillators, the output from
which is inserted in seri23 with the
telephones. The frequencies of these
oscillators are then adjusted by the
zero-beat method to synchronise in
turn with the incoming modulation
frequencies. As in the transmitter the
frequency variation is obtained by
varying the air gap of an inductance
coil. The scale readings on the osc!lla-
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Schematic circuit diagram of the balloon transmitter.

are from I ,400 to 1, 700 cycles. Frequency variation in both pressure- and
temperature-controlled oscillators is
obtained by varying the air gap of a
small inductance coil.
The transmitter employs a voltagefed half-wave aerial, at the centre of

tors are converted by means of calibration curves into values of temperature
and pressure.
Reception of the signals by two
loop or spaced aerials enables the air
velocity and direction to be obtained
during the balloon's ascent.

Suppression and the Petrol Engine
DO ANTI-INTERFERENCE MEASURES IMPAIR PERFORMANCE?
By

W

C.

ATTWOOD

HILE brie6y considering the operation of an
ignition coil in last month's article it was stated
that suppression resistances in the secondary
circuit of the coil modify the operation of the primary
circuit. The most important practical effect occurs at
the contact-breaker points, but before this effect can be
fully appreciated the operation of the condenser must
be considered in greater detail.
In the absence of a condenser across the contact points
the inductive voltage on breaking the primary circuit
will produce an arc across the gap as it opens, thus
delaying the cessation of current and reducing the rate
of collapse of the flux. The secondary voltage will then
be too low to produce ignition, while the arcing will cause
a most destructive effect on the contact points. A condenser is shunted across the contact points to pren·nt
the formation of this arc, thus speeding up the cessation of the current, and producing a sufficiently high
rate of change of flux to induce the required secondary
voltage.
The condenser must have a capacity sufficiently small
to permit it to charge up to a high voltage very quickly
but, at the same time, the capacity must be large enough
to maintain the voltage at a low value unti~ the points
have separated a sufficient distance to prevent an appre-

aud

B.

COLE

In our April issue the ignition systems
of petrol engines and the effects of radio
interference suppression were discussed in
general terms. A more detailed study of
effects on performance made with the
help of apparatus not available to the
ordinary motorist is now described

ewn with a condenser, and it will be shown that the
effect of resistance suppressors is to increase this disruptive action.
The disruptive effect on the points is governed by
the primary current at the instant of break, and the
working inductance of the circuit. The primary current depends chiefly on engine speed, for on closing the
contact points the current builds up according to the
exponential law for an inductive circuit, and the time
during which the contacts are closed is so small at high
engine speeds that the primary current reaches an appreciably lower value than at low speeds. The disruptive
effect on the contact points is therefore greater at low
engine speeds.
The \\'Orking inductance of the
primary circuit will be lower than the
measured inductance owing to the
current flow in the secondary circuit
which reduces the flux in the core.
It will readilv be realised that any
suppression of secondary current wiil
reduce this opposing effect so that the
working primary inductance will
rise, and the disruptive effect on the
points will increase. In the extreme
case of an open secondary circuit, the
working primary inductance will rise
to its measured value, and the maximum voltage at the contact points
immediately after they have opened
If
will be considerably higher.
means are provided for allowing the
contact breaker to be observed while
in operation the increase in arcing
when resistances of high value are inserted in the secondary circuit is easily
Using a dynamometer to measure change in available engine power when suppressors
visible.
are fitted. Tests show that unless unnecessarily high resistance values are used, power
It is clear that the optimum value
loss is too small to- be detected by the limited means available to the average car user.
of capacity for the condenser when
ciable spark. The value chosen for the condenser is a suppressors are fitted is not necessarily the same as in
compromise between these two conflicting factors ; it the absence of suppressors. This would be taken into
must be as small as possible while being large enough account by designers if suppressors were incorporated
to protect the points from excessive arcing. There is as an integral part of an ignition system but it is far
therefore a small disruptive effect on the contact points too technical a matter for the ordinary motorist.
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World
of low temperatures and low compression pressures as
Having now dealt with the effects of suppression on the throttle opening is reduced. Both conditions are
the ignition system itself, the more general effects to be comparatively big disadvantages from the point of view
expected on the running of an engine may be con- of ignition but there is a more serious matter that requires
sidered.
When operating under full load conditions a fuller explanation.
Modern carburettors of the so-called economy type
suppression should make less difference to an engine than
at any other time, for the working conditions go a long operate with the correct fuel-air ratio for maximum
way towards assisting the ignition.
The petrol, for power at full throttle openings, but the proportion ot
example, is completely vaporised and the compression fuel is automatically reduced as the throttle is closed
being high the temperature of the mixture also is high in order to achieve maximum economy at partial throttle
By every artifice at his disposal the carat the instant before it is fired. In these circumstances openings.
the mixture is in the best state to be easily ignited, and burettor engineer endeavours to reduce the proportion of
the weakest spark will suffice to initiate combustion. A fuel, but at the same time he must ensure consistent
rather higher voltage is necessary owing to the increased firing and steady running of the engine. High output
pressure, but this is somewhat offset by the increased coils and wide-plug gaps are sometimes used to help
temperature. In these circumstances a measurable dif- achieve this object.
Any modification to the engine system that reduce=
ference in the maximum power due to the fitting of suppression resistors is not to be expected.
Nor should there be any increase in
the specific fuel consumption, unless
suppression is carried to so ridiculous
a degree that the engine begins to
misfire.
At starting, however, conditions are
entirely different. The temperature
may be far below that required to produce an appreciable degree of vaporisation, and there may be little increase in temperature during the compression stroke, for, compression taking place at a slow rate, the heat due
to compression may be conducted
away by the cold cylinder walls and
combustion chamber as quickly as it
is generated. Moreover, the vaporisation of the fuel extracts heat from the
mixture so that the temperature at the
end of the compression stroke may
actually be below the temperature of
the surroundings. Carburettor designers have helped considerably to
combat these effects by regulating the
mixture strength at starting to a value
Fuel consumption of a car fitted with suppressors is, in normal conditions, very little
that gives a maximum of startability.
affected. In any case, so many other factors govern the rate of fuel consumption
It is obvious that the ignition system
that the ordinary motorist cannot hope to draw any reliable conclusions from such
is required to operate at a great distests as he is able to make without the aid of elaborate and costly apparatus.
advantage during starting, and consequently any modification that decreases the intensity the spark intensity may, in these conditions, produce
misfiring and erratic running of the engine. Such occaof the spark is to be deprecated.
It is not possible to give exact figures for the degree sional misfiring is hardly likely to be detected by the
of suppression that can be tolerated at starting, for there motorist, for it must not be confused with the erratic
are so many variable factors that need to be considered. firing, generally of one cylinder, that is usually impliecf
In practice, there have been cases of 25,000 ohm re- by this name. Moreover, such misfiring may have a
sistors so seriously impairing starting that cars have been detrimental effect on fuel consumption but this is unreturned to garage for repair, but this is unusual, and likely to be detected unless the motorist drives for long
The effect on the
trouble is most unlikely to be experienced with resist- periods at low throttle openings.
ances up to zo,ooo ohms. With many cars the effects smooth running of an engine at idling speed is, perhaps,
of suppression on starting do not become felt until the most serious effect of suppression, especially when
resistances are raised to far higher values than are ever the carburettor has been adjusted for the utmost
economy.
used for interference suppression purposes.
The various effects of suppression resistances on enFinally we must consider the most difficult aspect of
this matter-the effect of suppression on the perform- gine performance that are to be expected have now been
The main conclusions
ance of an engine at low throttle openings. As in the covered in reasonable detail.
case of starting, there are the same difficult conditions are:-

Suppression and the Petrol Engine-
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(r) Resistance suppression completely . alters the
nature ot the spark discharge. The reduction in the
capacity component of the spark, due to the reduction
in the effective plug capacity, may affect idling or starting, but the reduction in the inductive component due
to the ohmic value of the suppression resistors is of
practically no consequence. Under normal running
conditions the power of an engine is unaffected by resistances of the values used for suppression purposes.
( 2) The retardation of spark timing at any engine
speed can be ignored.
(3) A single resistance in the distributor lead can be
expected to have a less detrimental effect than resistances of equal value in each sparking plug lead, but
the difference in practice is very small. At the same
time, the single resistance is less effective as a suppressor of interference.
(4) The rednction in the secondary surge is beneficial
to the lite of the coil, while the increased secondary
voltage produced by suppressor resistances is of no
importance.
(5) There is an increased disruptive effect on the
contact points which may involve more frequent adjustment and cleaning of the points, but generally does not
appear to cause serious trouble in practice.
(6) Suppressors can cause trouble at starting with
certain cars, but no difficulties are to be expected if
resistance values are not too high. With some cars
resistances ·may be raised far beyond their usual value
without affecting starting.
( 7) The most serious effect of suppression is on the
slow running of certain engines, particularly when the
carburettor has been adjusted for the utinost economy.
(8) There are no grounds for expecting increased fuel
consumption except possibly at low throttle openings
with engines designed for extreme fuel economy.

The Solution of the Problem
In conclusion, it is not possible to assign precise values
to resistors that will assure no deleterious effect on
engine performance for conditions vary so much with
different cars, even with cars of the same make and
type. Generally speaking, all the effects mentioned in
these articles are negligible in practice with resistors up
to 20,000 or 25,000 ohms. There are, however, exceptions. Authentic cases are known of 25,000 ohms resistances reducing startability below the critical point,
while an E.R.A. report refers to the case of a luxury
car whose suppressor resistors had to be reduced to
5,000 ohms in order to ensure satisfactory idling of the
engine.
Although the above cases are exceptional it is essential for the radio industry to be in a position to convince e\·ery motorist that his car performance will in
no way be affected by fitting suppressors, and the question arises as to whether present-day suppressor resistance values are not unnecessarily high.
It is the
authors' contention that 15,000 to 25,000 ohm resistances, which first came into use for internal car-radio
interference suppression, are unnecessarily large for television and short-wave suppression outside a vehicle.
It is difficult for either• the radio technician or the

motorist to look at the question of motor car interference
from an impartial point of view, but whereas in the past
the extensive work carried out by private firms and
official organisations on car interference suppression has
concentrated on the interference suppression and ignored
the car, the eventual solution to this problem must ensure that, first and foremost, the motorist will be convinced that the performance of his car will be affected
to a negligible extent, and, secondly, interference will
be reduced to such a degree that it will cause negligible
interference with either short-\vaves or television within
the service area of a station.
At present, the motorist is not convinced, but perhaps
he could be if resistors were reduced to r,ooo to 5,000
ohms, for there has never been any suggestion that resistances of this order affect performance in any way.
This raises the question as to whether the resulting
suppression of interference will be sufficient. A series
of experiments has been conducted to test this contention. When 5,000 ohms resistors were fitted to a car,
it was found to produce no interference at all with a
television receiver, the aerial of which picks up interference from unsuppressed cars which are 200 or 300
yards away. With r,ooo ohm resistors interference
could just be detected with no television signal and full
receiver sensitivity, but there was no interference at all
with either sound or vision when sensitivity was reduced
to the level required for normal reception. These tests
wer.e very limited in scope, and the results of a complete
investigation by one of the organisations equipped with
apparatus for testing the suggestion quantatively would
be of considerable interest.
Motor car ignition interference with the short-wave
and television services is a very serious matter, and the
average car owner is quite unaware of the inconvenience
be is unwittingly causing. There will be no complete
solution to this problem until the car manufacturers
themselves suppress their products, but in the meantime, the conscientious motorist who fits suppressors to
his car will earn the gratitude of an increasingly large
number of people, and he will have the satisfaction of
knowing that the effect on his own car is, in the majority
of cases, all but negligible. If measurements support
the contention in the latter part of this article, it will be
entirely negligible.
REFEREXCES.
There appears to be almost no published work dealing with
the effect of suppressors on engine performance. There is a
brief reference at the end of E.R.A. report Ko. l\l/T47· An
article in The Wireless lVorld, "Interference Suppression and
Engine Performance " (April 13th, 1939), dealt with the matter from a practical point of view with reference to one particular car.
For sufficiently detailed explanations of the process of ignition
reference must be made to original articles in the Journals
of the Automobile and Electrical Institutions.
The most
valuable articles are the following:(I) The Process of I ;;nit ion. Young and Warren, I.A.E.
February, 1920.
(2) Notes on Ignition of Explosive Gas Mixtures by Electric
Sparks. Morgan, I.E.E. January, 1916.
(3) Magnetos for lgnitton Purposes. Watson, I.E.E. May,
1921.
(4) Coil Ignition Systems. \Vatson, I.E.E. January, :..932.
It should be mentioned that the British Standards Specification referred to at the beginning of the artiGle published in
the April issue of this journal is No. 833, April, 1939.
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Letters to the Editor
THE EDITOR DOES NOT NECESSARILY ENDORSE THE OPINIONS OF HIS CORRESPONDENTS

Morse Key Manipulation
WITH reference to the letter from " Radiophare " in
your April issue, I am sending some pages from a
!Jooklet that I publi~hed in 1917 for the training of students
m the last war. \V1th nearly 40 years' experience in telegraphy, I can assure your readers that the method illustrated and described in that booklet is the most practicable, particularly for avoiding cramp or strain.
This information is gladly given in the hope that it
will help trainees to acquire a correct style. Speed and
the necessary flexibility of wrist will automatically follow
with assiduous practice.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
J. K. A. NICHOLSON.
[We reproduce Mr. Nicholson's sketches, which show the
recommended position of the hand holding the key knob.
The relevant text from his booklet reads:"Sit comfortably facing the table, with the chair a little
to the left of the telegraph key so that the right hand falls
naturally on to the key. Rest first and second fingers lightly
on the top rim of the knob of the key, with the thumb
pressing slightly upward on the lower side of the knob.
Allow the third and fourth fingers to hang freely, inclined
towards the palm of the hand. The two fingers resting on
the knob should form a convex figure or arc.
. " The elb~w should be abou~ six inches from the body,
w1th the wnst as free as poss1ble. The knob, wrist and
elbow should be in a straight line; and the whole attitude
free from restraint.
. ".The nature _of t~e 'grip' upon the key should be very
s1mllar to that m usmg a pen. It should be light, gentle,
but even and sure. It must be firm enough to secure
absolute control of the key, but must not be rigid.
'' There should be no skipping,
jerking, hopping or timidity; neither
is any special vigot•r required. The
downward pressure of the hand should
cease after the lever comes to rest,
otherwise there will be wasted energy
and unnecessary stress on the working muscles.
"There is no time for surplus movements. The upholstery of flesh at the
finger ends is a cushion, sufficiently
elastic to secure this firmness of contact without laborious efforts on the
part of the telegraphist if he is cool,

Constant Potential Rectifiers

J f.IA VE read wit~ interest the above article in the April

1ssue of The Wzreless World. I notice that in the text
relating to Fig. 7 the authors contend that the output of
a 3-phase rectifier is some 45 times as easy to smooth :1s
the ou~put of a single-phase unit. It appears that this state.•
me~t 1s base~ on. the well-known facts illustrated by the
OsClllograms m F1g. 3, but surely the efficiency of any
smoothing device must be judged by its capacity to prevent
the noise content of the rectifier output reducina the articulation efficiency of the communication syste~ to which
power is being supplied.
When considering smoothing requirements it is usual to
refer the permissible residual noise content to some reference frequency. The psophometer weighting curve adopted
by the C.C.I.F. in 1934 is based on the amount of noise
which. degrad_es t_he articulation efficiency by 5 per cent.
and g1ves we1ghtmg factors for calculating the disturbing
effect, relative to 8oo c Is, of any frequency between 50
and 4,ooo c Is. The factors for 300 and 100 c 1s are 0.3 and
?.015 r~spectively, i.e., a _ratio of 20: I, and if this aspect
IS considered together with the authors' contentions it
appears that a given filter will only be about twice as effective on a 3-phase as on a single-phase rectifier.
Referring to Fig. 8 it will be seen that the ripple content
of the rectifier output when the rectifier is not loaded is
2! times that obtaining when the rectifier is operating on
full load and, as the smoothing filter must be designed to
take care of the worst condition, it seems that unless there
are other factors to be considered it would be unwise to
rely on a smaller filter than would normally be required for

Mr. Nicholson's sketches showing the
:·ecommended positions of the hac.d in
obtaining the correct position on the
key knob.

concise and even in his pressure, avoiding convulsive impulses. Arm or wrist must not rest on any part of the
table; and the pressure of the thumb should be maintained
against the underside of the knob of the key.
"Signals should be formed with an easy wrist action.
Indeed, suppleness of wrist is an important factor. Working the arm up and down, or moving the fingers, as in writing, must be avoided. Guard against a 'tapping' style.
In wireless telegraph it is essential to make clear, heavy
signals, well spaced.
"Having mastered the 'grip' upon the knob, practise
alternately with dots and dashes."-En.]
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a straightforward single-phase rectifier of similar output
characteristics.
lCH DIEN.
Harrogate.

Learning Morse
youR correspondent Mr. Leahy raises an interesting
point in connection with the study of morse; the two
systems mentioned are not quite so irreconcilable as they
would at first appear, but it is important that the matter
be clarified if serious misconception is to be avoided in
the minds of students.

Wireless
World
Since correct motse is based on rhythm it would not lw
unfair to make a comparison with the study of music, an
art which is also fundamentally based on rhythm.
The dots and dashes of the. morse code and the spaces
separating them have relati\·e values exactly as the
crotchets and quavers used in stan<iard musical notatioll.
These values vary according to the tempo or speed of
sending and to suggest that there is an arbitrary and fixed
value for a dot and dash is, to pni it mildly, misleading.
Sending speeds can vary from the beginner's 5 \VP.l\I to
the automatic at 200 or more \VP.l\I; it is obvious that <t
.complete letter sent at 200 \VPl\I may occupy a smallt'r
time interval than a single dot at the lowf"r speed.
Here, however, is the crucial point. \Vhen the spec(!
becomes excessively slow the rhythmic character of the
signal is less easily ·grasped. It m.ust not be forgotten that
the aim of the learner is to send and receive at norn1al
operating speeds and, just in the same way as a teacher
explaining the meaning of musical symbols might go over
a single bar of music at normal speed and then pause before
going on to the next bar in order to gi\·e his listeners tim(·
to grasp the rhythm, so also it is a very distinct advantag<>
for a learner to hear the rhythm of a single letter sent at
moderate normal speed, say 20 \VPJ\1, with a longer-thannormal pause before the next letter. Any attempt, however, to play a piece of music with longer-than-normal
pauses between the bars would result in a travesty of the
correct tune and it is precisely the same with morse. OncP
proficiency has been attained a good sender will maintain
his time intervals and ratios accurately whatever his speed.
It is true that there are almost imperceptible variations
from strict accuracy which permit one to recognise the
man at the key by his sending and distinguish hand-sending from the coldly mathematical accuracy of the automatic. Here, again, my musical analogy holds good: automatic sending has the cold accuracy of the player-piano,
human sending has expression.
Clarkston,
C. H. CA.l\IPBELL GRAY.
Renfrewshire.
youR correspondent .Mr. C. F. N. Leahy raises an interesting matter c.n the subject of letter and space ratios
in the learning of morse.

I agree with Mr. Leahy that a constant-length dot and
dash (I cannot bring myself to accept dit and dah) is to
be commended, but he is per'fectly correct in surmising that
a speed of 40 WPM makes confusion confounded for a
learner.
The speed of 25 WP.l\I is still, to my mind, too high, but
I have had a certain success in training men to read under
this system if the letter formation be maintained at between
15 and 20 \VPl\I.
HowPvt>r, one cannot lay down any hard-and-fast rules,
for learning morse is, like everything else in life, largely
one of individu:-~1 aptitude. I have known men who could
read 20 \VP.l\I in a few weeks from scratch, whilst others
in the same time were only just sure of their alphabet.
Ha\·ing trained Army telegraphists from the raw during
the war 1914-I8, I formed the opinion, which I proved con·ciusivdy, that should the beginner be a musician or even
musically inclined he started with an advantage which
generally made him the quickest pupil and finally a good
operator.
A. A. TURNEY, M.I.W.T.,
Briclgwatcr.
O.C. 29th Div. Signal School, rgr8.
AS I am learning rnorse, I was interested in the system
of constant-length dits and dahs described in 1\Ir.
Leahy's lettl'r.
Though I am by no means an expert, the method seems
to me to have one rather big disadvantage. If the beginner
has to rely for the greater part of his practice on commercial and service transmissions picked up on the short
waves, he will never find any suitable ones. In a message
sent slowly wiih constant-length dits and dabs the reader
has time to think after each letter. In an orthodox transmission there is no such breathing space, and the reader
has to acquit the habit of "copying late," which is where
I, personally, find the greatest difficulty. Until the beginner
could receive a message sent normally at the fundamental
speed corresponding to the kngths of his symbols, he would
experience considerable difficulty in receiving a normal
message at, say, 10 W'PM.
Possibly this method is responsible for the style of those
who can send beautifully at speed, but cannot keep their
ratios correct when sending slowly.
Cambridge.
R. T. L. ALLEN.

Goodmans Infinite Baffle
Loud Speaker

Goodmans Infi~
nite Baffle loud
speaker u n it.
and leading dimensions of the
cabinet, which i:o
an integral part
Dtf •he equipment.

2Q2

THE principle of the totally enclosed baffle has in recent
years gained steadily in favour, and there can be no
doubt that it offers many advantages for quality reproduction. Chief among these is its ability to sustain a
level output far down into the bass without growing to
the unmanageable size of the horn type loud speaker.
Goodmans Industries, Ltd., Lancelot Road, Wembley,
Middlesex, were one of the pioneers in this field, and have
made considerable strides in the design of the special type
of loud speaker unit required. A very free diaphragm
suspension is necessary if the fundamental resonance is
to be kept low, since the air enclosed in the baffle imposes
a considerable compliance on the diaphragm. Further,
the diaphragm amplitude at low frequencies is a very large,
and precautions must be taken not only against chattering but also to avoid harmonic distortion.
These problems have now been solved, and the current
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Goodmans Infinite Baffto Loud Speaker model is a 1·eally first-class reproducer which no one need
hesitate to use in conjunction with the highest grade of
receiving or amplifying equipment. We say this advisedly,
for the frequency response is wide enough to reveal harmonic distortion, background noise, needle scratch or land
line distortion, if they are present, and it is unfair to
expect it to suppress or correct faults in the preceding links
of the chain. ·
The frequency response is at least 40 to 12,ooo cycles,
and throughout this range there is no appreciable resonance or trough. The general level rises slightly towards the
high-frequency end.
The electro-acoustic efficiency is good and much less
than the full output of the "W.W." Quality Amplifier
(4 watts) was required to produce orchestral volume in a
room .of twice the size of the average living-room. No
trace of overloading could be detected with 6 watts input
(the maximum available at the time of testing) and the
maker's figure for peak AC ioad is 15 watts.
The loud speaker is sold complete with r8in. cube baffle
ready for mounting inside a more elaborate cabinet if
desired. A large output transformer with low iron core
distortion is sold specially for use with this loud speaker.
The current price of the loud speaker is £w and of the
transformer £r I5S.

Short-wave Receiving Conditions
(COMMUNICATED BY THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
OF CABLE AND WIRELESS, LTD.)

DURING the period March 26th-April 25th conditions
on the short waves were erratic at the beginning and
end of the time under review, due to extensive ionosphere
storms covering the following dates: March 26th to April
4th (inclusive), April 15th, r6th and 2oth to 25th
(inclusive).
,
Communication proved to be difficult on many of these
days, particularly over transatlantic routes ; in general, the
most reliable period was from 12.00 to r8.oo GMT.
Magnetic activity has progressively increased during
recent years, and is frequently most prevalent during
Equinoctial months; the recent disturbances were thus not
altogether unexpected.
Sudden ionosphere disturbances of the " Dellinger "
type were experienced in this country at the following
times: March 26th, 15.50 GMT; March 27th, r6.25 GMT;
March 3oth, r6.45 GMT; April 15th, r6.18 GMT; April
r8th, o8.15 GMT.
Examples of wavelength utility periods for the month
under review are tabulated below:Route
North Atlantic

No. 47.-Wartime Improvisations
cjo Traidre and Co., Ltd.,

l\1etropolis,
Nutralia.
Dear Henry,
Owing to the war it is almost impossible to get new
components out here, and one has to make do with what
one has got. This is not always easy, as instance my
present problem, which I hope you can solve for me, as
it has got me whacked.
I am making up a special amplifier that necessitates
a bias control giving o-6 volts. This supply is tapped off
from the bias supply to the output stage, 40 volts. The
proper way of doing it is with a 7 ,5oo-ohm potentiometer
and 40,ooo-ohm series resistance, as shown in my diagram,
giving just over 6 volts maximum. But the only valves
I have are a 25,ooo-ohm
rheostat and half a dozen
0-1\1'
Io,ooo-ohm resistors.
I
0·7,1000~----might try to convert the
rheostat into a potentiometer, but
40V
the required 6-volt range would be
...... '· covered by much less than the full
range of the control, which is not
what I want. Can you suggest
anything? The current that may
be drawn from the 40-volt supply is limited to about a
rnilliamp.
Hoping to see you when the unpleasantness is over,
Yours ever,
JOHN.
Gem the requirements be met with the components
ovailable?
(Henry Farrad's solution is on p. 310.)

Period (GMT)

Waveband
(Metres)
20-22

Henry Farrad's Problem
Corner

40-42

00.30/22.00, bu"t extending to 01.00 during the latter
part of the month.
22.00/0D 30.

16-1R
13-F>
28-3j

08.00/12.00, 10.00/22.00.
12.00/19.00.
22.00/08.00.

- - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - · - - - · - - - - - - - --·-·-----South Atlantk

---------1-~--~--------··------

Far East...

15-17
20-22
30-3.\

07.00/18.00.

·-----

o:>.oo;zo.oo.

20.00,01.00 .•

The usual decline in the noon value of the critical frequency of the F2 Layer with the approach of summer
months was again in evidence ; the difference of the winter
and summer values is likely to be less pronounced than of
recent years, due to the change in solar activity.
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Meteorologists receiving and rec.ording transm1ssions from
the " radio-sonde " balloons referred to on page 287

Test Report

Phi lips

Model 805A

AC SUPERHETERODYNE (FOUR VALVES + RECTIFIER) WITH
PRICE : 13 GUINEAS
"SILENTRON" RF STAGE

B

UILT to proYide an outstanding short-wan performance at a reasonable cost, this new Philips
receinr dispenses with '' frills '' such as pushbutton tuning which do not contribute to that end. An
efficient cathode-ray tuning indicator is fitted, howeyer,
since this provides ·a nluable indication of comparative
signal strength and the degree of fading which may be
present. Medium- and long-wave ranges are, of course,
included, and there is proYision for a gramophone pickup.
Circuit.-The so-called '' Silentron '' pentode valve
with aligned grids is employed in the RF stage to give
the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio. It is preceded
by a single tuned circuit in the aerial and is coupled by
transformers, tuned on all three wavebands, to the
triode-hexode frequency changer. The high inter.mediate frequency of 470 kc/s has been chosen to reduce
second-channel interference as far as possible.
\\Then the circuit is switched for gramophone reproduction the pentode valve in the IF stage is converted

The cathode-ray tuning indicator is of an improwd
type designed to giYe two degrees of sensitivity. Instead of the usual single amplifying stage there are two
triodes, connected to individual deflecting plates which
control separate shadows, one on each side of the target.
Signals producing AVC voltages up to approximately
- 3 are shown by one shadow, while the other will
accommodate stronger signals up to - 15 volts in the
AVC line before closing up.
The pentode section of the final stage is rated for a
maximum anode dissipation of 9 watts, and no permit
is required to purchase the set. The undistorted output
available is 4 watts.
Performance.-There is ample volume from the permanent-magnet loud speaker, and an internal cone
diffuser giv~s good distribution of. high-note response.
The middle register is well filled out, and if there is a
suggestion of rather less bass than usual this must be
accounted an advantage from the point of view of shortwave listening, since it ensures microphonic stability

Circuit diagram of Philips Model
SosA. The IF stage is used for AF
amplification
when
reproducing
gramophone records.
ftiiTDt . .CHATt
FREQUIINOY

.70 llojto

to a triode, using the screen grid as anode, and is then
connected as a first-stage AF amplifier before the
pentode output Yalve. ·
Diodes for signal rectification and AVC bias are included in the same envelope as the output stage. Both
the tuned circuits from which they derive their input
are tapped down to reduce damping. AVC is applied
only to the RF and frequency-changer stages.

and better tonal balance when top has to be severely
cut in the presence of external interference.
As regards internally generated noise, the set is one
of the quietest we haYe tested, and the signal-to-noise
ratio is remarkably high. On short waves the performance as regards sensitivity and general liveliness bears
comparison with the best communication-type receivers.
Most of the American short-wave broadcast stations
JUNE, 1940.
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arc above the average, and there can be no doubt that
for the man of moderate means whose principal interest
is general listening to the broadcast stations of the
world this is the ideal type of set.
Constructional Features.-Ail the controls have the
silky feel which is a characteristic of recent Philips sets.
The tuning control has a single reduction ratio which is
a good compromise between the requirements of the
three waveranges.
The dial is illuminated by a single pilot light on the
chassis, backed by a parabolic reflector. An illuminated
waverange indicator is provided, and the short-wave
scale is supplemented in the region of the principal
broadcast bands by the ingenious stepped zig-zag
'' micrometer'' scale in enlarged form, which has proved
itself such a successful feature of other Philips sets.
I
I

Dustless Wire Stripper

I

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

WAVERANGES
Short ..

'
I

Medium

197

580 metres

I

Long ..

70S

- ·2000 metres

I'I
I

-with Vacuum Waste Collector

51 metres

16.7

'

'-------------------------------------------------·r----------- ---

easily .close up the sensitive section of the tuning indicator, and are tuned on the "coarse" section, like the
majority of medium-waye stations .

......

OONTROL

DRIVEN by a i horse-power motor, this steel-brush-type
wire stripper is equipped with a vacuum exhaust which
sucks up all loose insulating material and deposits them
in the drawer at the bottom, thus completely eliminating
the usual dust and dirt of stripping. The stripping is done
by passing the wire ends between the faces of rapidly revolving steel brushes (r!in. diameter, 2in. face) fixed one

UTEN810N 8~EAKI:R

>M,_

aTO'JOtiM.

above the other. According to the American correspondent
wbrJ sent this photograph, the unit quickly and thoroughly
strips and deans solid or stranded wire, removing cotton,
silk, enamel, asbestos, and all other types of insulation,
including the sticky, gummy type embedded in stranded
wire.

)J
With two stages of pre-selection and a high intermediate frequency it was expected that image suppression would be good, and on test this prediction
proved to be well founded. No self-generated whistles
were traced on any waveband, and repeat tuning points
at the lower end of the short-wave ra11ge were conspicuous by their absence.
The range and selectivity on medium and long wa yes
JUNE, 1940.

Terminology of Direction Finding

I

T is all to the good that the pre-cise meaning of the terms usf"d
m wireless should IJl; clearly defined and generally agreed. The
publication of a glossary of terms used in radio direction finding
will, therefore, be welcomed by all conccrned "ith tllis svecialised
branch ol the art. Issued in the form of a supplement to the
British Standard Glossary of Terms used in Electrical Engineering.
the uooklet defines not only terms of purely radio significance, but
also expressions (such as "magnetic de-clination") used in applying
directi~n finding
Alternatives are gi,·en in some cases, and it is noted that such
well-established terms as "indirect ray" and "sky wave" are
deprecattd; "ionospheric ray " ..and "ionospheric wave,. are
preferred.
The booklet, numbered Seetion r2 of B.S.205-I936, is i""'"f 3t
rs. (bv post rs. zd.) by <tht British Standards lnstitLltion, 28, Victoria
Stn·c·t, London, S.W.I.
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CONCERTINA SUPPORTS are employed
by the French army
for mounting aerials
on the roofs of mobile
transmitter-receivers.
The curvature of the
elements ensures a
close fit to the roof
when the aerial is not
in use.

B.B.C. REORGANISATION
Unifying an Essential Armament

JN order to meet the extensive
developments of wartime broadcasting, including the maintenance
of continuous liaison with the
Ministry of Information and other
Government departments, the work
of the programme and public relations divisions of the B.B.C. was reorganised in the following three
divisions at the beginning of May.
The Program/ne Division.-This
division, with Mr. B. E. Nicolls,
who has been with the B.B.C. since
1924, as controller, will. include all
programme departments except news
and talks and those which specialise
in planning oversea programmes.
It will also be responsible for the
Listener Research Service.
The Home Division.-Mr. A. P.
Ryan, who has been assistant controller (public relations) since 1936,
will be controller of this section,
which will include the home news
and talks departments, the Press
section, and the editorial direction
of the B.B.C.'s home journals.
The Oversea Division.- This section, with Sir Stephen Tallents, who
has been controller of public relations since 1935, as controller, will
be responsible for the planning and
direction of the B.B.G.'s servic.es .w
the Empire and foreign countries. It
will also include the Corporation's

oversea publicity and information
services, and the monitoring service.
One of the main purposes of the
changes is that it unifies the management of the outgoing and incoming oversea broadcast traffic of the
co';lntry, and so knits into a single
umt those who are responsible for
framing, publicising and reporting
upon the oversea broadcasts and
those who keep watch upon the
world's transmissions.
THE N.P.L. : A YEAR'S WORK
THE recently issued Annual Report
for 1939 of the National Physical
L-aboratory would indicate that there
are sufficient facilities elsewhere for
war research. to allow the laboratory
to continue, at least in part, to :-emain on a peacetime footing, in s0
far as it continues to assist industry
in solving its problems. Naturally,
many of these problems are brought
about by wartime conditions.
During the year under review, the
Radio Department was mainly concerned with matters of ultra-shortwave· proNgation, including studies
of the ionosphere and direction-finding, and some interesting information on these subjects is given.
The Report, published by H.M.
Stationery Office, costs 2s. 6d.

SERVICEMEN
Training by Post
~£PRESENTATIONS

having
been made without success to
the authorities with a view to obtaining some modification in the reserved
age for radio service engineers, the
National Association of Radio Retailers has been considering how best
it can ease the situation by training
semi-skilled men who are outside
military age.
As a result a postal course of training in radio servicing, which will
comprise twenty lessons written by
Mr. Paul D. Tyers, has been started.
Those taking the course, which, costing £2 2s., is available to any member of the Association or his employee, will receive one lesson at :1
time. A lesson should, on an average, be completed in a week, but no
such stipulation is made. Corrected
papers are returned to the student
with the following lesson.

R.A.F. TECHNICAL OFFICERS
Signals Branch Opportunities

THE Air Ministry announces that
in order to meet the need for a
number of technical officers for
employment on signals duties in the
Royal Air Force, commissions in
the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve will
be granted for the duration of hostilities to suitable applicants between the ages of 21 and 50 years
possessing the requisite personal and
technical qualifications.
Applications are invited from
holders of engineering or science
degrees, or those with technical college or approved institute diplomas,
and two years' experience in telecommunications engineering (preferably on the radio side).
A number of vacancies is also open
for candidates possessing a sound
theoretical knowledge of elementary
electricity and magnetism, of the
principles of wireless telegraphic and
telephonic communications, and of
transmitter circuits, modern wireless
receiving apparatus, and apparatus
for the measurement of highfrequency potentials and currents.
Some practical experience in addi-
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tion is desirable, and specialised
knowledge in one or more of the
practical aspects of telecommunications would be an asset.
Candidates selected for commissions will be entered in the newly
formed technical branch of the
R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve in the
rank of Pilot Officer on probation,
for whom the present minimum rate
of pay is £264 per annum, plus
allowances.
Candidates whose qualifications
do not reach the high standard required of officers of the technical
branch, but whose serdces can be
utilised on special duties of a technical character, mav be offered
commissions as Acting Pilot Officers
on probation (if re.quiring initial
training), or Pilot Officers on pro bation (if suitable for immediate posting to a Service unit) in the administrative and special duties branch of
the Volunteer Reserw. The present
minimum rates of pay are: Acting
Pilot Officer £r8z a year, Pilot
Officer £zrs a year, plus allowances.
Candidates should apply in writing
to the Air Ministry, S.J.e.s. Adastra"l
House, Kingsway, London, \V.C.z,
giving full particulars of their qualifications, training and experience.

TELEVISION IN AMERICA

OPERATOR TRICKS NAZIS

President Roosevelt's Statement

" City of Flint " Echo

THE controversy arising out of the
announcement of the Federal
Communications Commission suspending its concession permitting
"limited commercial" operation of
television transmitters from September rst, culminated in a statement
by President Roosevelt in which he
advocated a free, competitive television industry on the lines of
present-day sound broadcasting in
the, States.
"The F.C.C. and the industry,"
says a writer in Broadcasting, "were
placed under a virtual mandate
from the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee to get together
quickly and stop what has been
termed the bickering and bungling
that are delaying television develop~
ment."
The question of standardisation
of transmitting systems is the crux
of the television situation in the
States. R.C.A.-N.B.C. has a 441line system, whilst the recently
licensed DuMont transmitter employs 625 lines.
Philco's verticalpolarisation 6os-line system has,
however. been dropped, and the
American R.M.A. 441-line standard
adopted.

THE story of the capture of the
American steamer City of Flint
by the Nazi raider Deutschland is recalled by the story of the steamer's
chiet radio officer, published in the
l\lav i,;sue of Radio Neu's.
vVhen the Deutschland signalled
tl:e City of Flint ordering her not h
use her wireless, the radio operator,
Bill Schuss, did \Vhat he was ordered
and a little more.
He shifted the
tank coil clips to a point where he
estimated the transmitter would
operate on a wa~·elength on which
he had heard British patrol ships.
"Unfortunately," said Schuss,
ironically, "the two German opera,tors \rho came on board cobld no.t
contact their submarine . escort,
cruiser or radio station DAN." It
was only when the German commander became suspicious and they
put into Norway for orders, that
Schuss realised that the game was
up, and he therefore surreptitiously
replaced the tank coil clips to their
original position.
MARCONI DAY

ON April 25th the Italian Chamr)('r
celebrated the 66th annh·ersarv
of the birth of Gugliclmo Marconi,

MR. A. R. BURROWS
ARTHUR R. BURROWS,
who, as announced in last
month's issue, was leaving the
Geneva office of the "C.LR. where h~
had been secretary-general, has been
appointed by the B.B.C. temporary
Newcastle Director. Prior to his appointment in the U.I.R. at its
foundation in 1925, he was ·with the
B.B.C. and can justlv be called :t
pioneer of British broadcasting, for _
he was largely responsible for the
inauguration of the B.B.C. 's service
from London, Manchester and Birmingham in 1922.
During his fifteen years with the
U.I.R., Mr. Burrows has worked untiringly for the furtherance of friendship between the broadcasting
organisations of the world.
Although the international situation has severely restricted the
activities of the Union, it is understood that the office is to continue in
TRAIN:ul'G THE B.E.F. IN FRANCE. This photograph, sent to The Wireless World
Geneva. The post from which Mr.
by a reader with the B.E.F., shows an instructor lecturing soldier students on the
Burrows resigned will be filled by a
principles of a standard signal generator in the yard of a R.A.O.C. workshop
somewhere in France.
Swiss.

W·
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who, as a writer in The Times stated,
when the honours of history are
properly distributed will assuredly
be allowed the title of '' great ''
with far ampler justification than
most of those to whom the epithet
has been attached. He won his way
to imperishable fame by bringingas the President of the Italian
Chamber said-a new source of
power to humanity.
"Britain may without presumption," says the writer, "claim to
have helped to make the greatness of
Marconi. Italy pooduced the man ;
Britain produced the means. . . .
But he belongs less to a country than
to mankind."
B.B.C. NEWS ON SHORT WAVES

WE give below the times (B.S.T.)
of the B.B.C.'s short-wave
European transmissions of news in
English.
From GSA, 6.05 Mcjs (49.50 metres), and
GSW 7.23 Mc(s (41.40 metres), at 12.30, 1.30,
7.15 and 0.0 a.m., anu 12.30, 2.15, 5.0, 7.0 and
11.0 p.m.
From GRX, 0.60 )Icjs (30.96 metres), at 12.30,
1.3.0, 7.15 and 9.0 a.m., and 7.0 and 11.0 p.m.
.From GSE, 11.86 Mcjs (25.29 metres), at 12.30,
2.15 and 5.0 p.rn.

Wirel~s

THE viPw that many aircraft operating
authorities are prone to "clutter up
the etlwr" with inter-aerodrome messages that 'might better be handled by
landline ,vas expressed by a speaker at
an I.E.E. nweting on l\lay rst. The
occasion was the reading of a paper
"Civil Air Transport Communication"
by i\Ir. A. D. Hodgson, of the Air Ministry, who covered the subject comprt·
hensively, making some interesting
comparisons between American practice
and that followed on th(; European and
Empire routes.

Navigational Science
THE Council of the Royal Society of
Arts is offering a prize of £5o under
the Thomas Gray Memorial Trust, the
objects of which are "the advancement
of the science of navigation and thEscientific and educational interests of the
British mercantile marine," to any per·
,son who brings to its notice an invention,
publication, diagram, etc., proposed or
invented by himself during 1940, which
is considered to be an advanct>ment in the
science or practice of navigation.

Iranian Short Waves
IRAN's short-wave broadcasting ser·
vice was recently opened by the Crown
Prince.
The ceremony and the subsc·
quent transmissions were radiated from
Teheran on 19.87 metres. Announcements are frequently made in English.

International SW Club
OwiNG to the war, subscriptions to th£
International Short-wave Club can no
longer be accepted at the London Headquarters· (Mr. Arthur E. Bear, IOO,
Adams
Gardens
Estate,
London,
S.E. r6).
Members and
intending
members should send the equivalent of
one U.S. dollar direct to the club at
East Liverpool, Ohio, U.S.A.; this subscription entitles them to receive the
club magazine for oi1e year.

Brit. LR.E.
AT the annual general meeting of the
British Institution of Radio Engineers
held on April 24th, Sir Arrol Moir, Bart.,
who was re-elected president, drew
attention to the increase of membership
by jr during the year. The proposal to
increase the subscription paid by registered students of the Institution was
defeated as being opposed to its policy
of encouraging young engineers or radio
engineering students. The proposal to
increase the subscription of associate
members to £r us. 6d. was, however,
carried.

Royal Signals Comforts Fund
IN order to help in raising the money
needed to buy wool for all the knitters
who are working for the Royal Signals
Comforts Fund, 'Mrs. Ozanne, wife of
Col. G. D. Ozanne, has opened a
shop . opposite Olympia. Saleable gifls
will be welcomed at r8, Trevor Place.
London, S.W.7.

FROM ALL
QUARTERS
Iconoscope Inventor Honoured
DR. VLADIMIR KosMA ZwoRYKIN
was among the nineteen engineers and
scientists who received national awards
given by the National Association of
(American) Manufacturers for original
research and inventions, to mark the
15oth anniversary of the founding of
the American patent system.
Dr.
Zworykin was honoured for his couhibutions to electronic research resulting in
basic devices such as the Iconoscope and
Kinescope, applicable to television.

Obituary
\VE regret to record the death at the
age of 75 of the Right Hon. H. A. L.
Fisher, \Varden of New College, Oxford,
on April r8th, as a result of a street
accident. It will be remembered that
he was one of the five Governors of
the B.B.C. whose appointment was terminated with the change in the Corporation's Board within a few days of
the outbrPak of war.

INSTALLING the short-wave transmitting apparatus in the recently rebuilt Swiss
broadcasting station at Schwarzenburg. Until the station is put into service later
in the year, Swiss transmissions are being radiated by the League of Nations'
station at Prangins. Transmissions in English for North America are radiated from
2.45 to 4.10 a.m. (B.S.T.) on Thursdays by HBJ on 20.64 metres (14.54 mcjs). On
Saturdays from 6.45 to 8.10 p.m. (B.S.T.) a transmission in English and French
beamed on South Africa is radiated by HBO on 26.31 metres (rr.40 mcjs).

,
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UE to the situation in Scandinavia, still more drastic rationing of paper is now in force. To avoid waste,
I
newsagents are no longer permitted to return unsold copies of journals, and so order no more than
I
I
will cover their anticipated requirements. It is therefore imperative that readers should place a definite
I
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I
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NEWS IN ENGLISH FROM ABROAD
REGULAR SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
Country : Station

Mcjs

Metres

Daily Bulletins (B.S.T.)

WNBI (Bound Brook) ..
WCBX (Wayne)
..
WCBX ..
..
..
WCBX ..
.
..

.

17.78
11.83
15.27
17.83

16.87
25.36
19.65
16.83

WGEO (Schenectady) ..
WGEA (Schenectady) ..
WPIT (Pittsburgh)
..
WRUL (Boston)
..
WRUL..
..
..
WRUW (Boston)
..
WRUW ..
..
..
WLWO (l'incinnati) ..

9.53
15.33
·15.21
6.0i
11.79
11.73
15.13
6.0ti

31.48
19.57
19.72
49.67
2.5.45
19.83
49.50

5.0, 6.0.
12.30 a.m.j:
8.30t, 10.50§~.
1.0, 2.0t. 3.0t, 3.15§j., 4Jt*·i·.
4.30§t. 6.0, 6.30§t. 7 .55t.
8.30t, 9.55§t, 11.25t.
1.0, 2.0t. 9.55§t.
6.0.
1 I.Ot.
8.30§t.
1l.Oj:.
8.30St.
7.2;3 a.m.

..
..
..
..

9.61
I 1.8;'
9.58
ll.88

31.22
25.27
31.32
25.25

9.15 a.m.
9.15 a.m.
10.0 a.m., 2.50.
9.50.

..
..

9.50
11.90

31.58
25.21

10.30.
11.30 a.m., 12.10, 10.30

Country : Station

---·-------- - - - - - - ------------America

AIBtratia
VLQ (Sydney) ..
VLQ2
..
VLR (M91bourn~)
VLR3 ..
..

Cllina
~~0': (Chungking)

XC,01

..

Finland
OJW (Lahti)

..

..

..

~5.58

49.02

OFD

..

..

..

9.50

31.58

OIE

..

..

..

15.19

19.75

France
TPl'3 (Paria-:&Iondial) ..
TPA4
..
..
..
TPA4
..
..
..
TPBS
..
..
TPA3
..
TPB6
..
..
..

..
..

2.30a.m.,5.45a.m., 7.30a.m.
9.15 a.m., 8.30.
2.30 a.m .• 5.45 a. m.
2.30 a.m.,5.4<'ia.rn.,4.4,), 8.:l0.
8.30.
9.15 a.m., 4.45.
2.0.
12.0 noon.

..

..

11.78

25.47

12.0 noon, 4.4a.

..

..

....

..

..

6.02
7.29
-9.56
15.ll
15:2o

49.83
41.15
31.38
19.85
19.74

8.0.
11.15.
7.15 .
10.15 a.m., 2.15.
5.15, 8.15, 9.15. 10.15.

HAT4 (Budapest)

..

9.12

32.88

1.30

TJ;'C5

TP'B3

..
..

..
..

French I ndo-China
F21R (Saigon)

a.-,
DJC (Zeesen)
DJI
..
DJA
..
DJL
DJB
..

......,

..

..
..

..

..

Vl'M~

( ~Iadra;)
\TD2 (Delhi) ..

Metres

!1.62
l.J.37

31.17

11.87

25.28
31.28

4.50.
4.50.
4.0 a. m., 7.3;; a. m., 7.2S,
HJ.I51i.
12.30 a.m.
4.(t a. m., 4.4!1. >;.:!.).
4.0 a:.m., 7.3;> a.uJ., 12.15,
8.2;)_
12.15. 4.40.
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..

..

~.59

19.52

12.15 a.m.t, 12.30t.
3.55t.

..

~.63

3!.15

..

..
..
..

..
..

!1.6i
I 1.81
1:>.:!0

:!1.02
2;).40

..

..

..

17.8~

Jfi.i\4

..

..

..

I 1.80
J.).J6

:!;i.4:!
IH.7U

n_t,,
H.5.

Manchukuo
MTCY (H.,iuking)

..

11.71

:!.J.4U

l.~il,

Portugal
CSW7 (Lisbon) ..

..

9.74

30.80

10.0 (Tues., Thur.;. & Sal.)

Rumania
Bucharest

..

..

9.:!8

3:?.33

10.55t.

Russia
HW91i (:\loscow)
HWG
RKI
..
RL\
H\\'96 ..
R.\L
RIC

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..

..

6.03
7.36
7.52
8.07
9.52
9.60
11.64
11.90
12.00
15.04
15.41

49.75
40.76
39.89
37.17
31.51
31.2.3
25.77
25.21
25.00
19.95
19.47

9.0, ll.O, !1.30.
10.30.
10.30, 11.ao.
9.0, 10.30, 1UO.
9.0, 11.0, 11.30.
1.0 a. m., 9.0, 10.30, 11.:10.
12.0 noon.
12.0 noon.
1.0 a.m., 4.0t. 11.30.
1.0 a.m.
9.0-a.m.

Spain
FETJ (\'allaclolid)

..

7.07

42.43

8.50.

Sweden
SBO (Motala)
SBU
..

..
..

..

..

6.06
9.53

49.50
31.48

10.4!).
10.45.

Turkey·
TAP (Ankara)
TAQ
..

..
..

..
..

0.46
15.20

31.70
19.74

8.15.
l.l5.

..

H.IO

49.18

8.~0.

-

RN I~
RKI
R\Y9H

..
..

..

..
..
..
......
..
....

..
..
..
..

..

..

Yupslma

a.m.~.

..

Italy
12H03 (Home) ..
I2RO!l
12R04
12ROti

12.45 a. m., 2.15 a. m.,
8.55 a.m.t, 7 .15, 10.30.
12.45 a. m., 2.1.5 a. m.,
8.55 a.m.t. 7.15, 10.30.
12.45 a.m., 2.15 a. m.,
8.55 a.m.t, 7.15. 10.30.

31.51
30.99
25.60
25.33
25.25
19.83
1\!.68
16.81

..
..

India

Japan
JZ.J (Tokio)
JZK
..

9.52
9.68
11.72
11.84
11.88
15.13
15.24
17.8:;

..

Huncary (continued,
I!AS5
..
HMi3

I2R08

6.12

Mc,'s

---·--------- ---- ---- ------------

YUA (Belgrade)

..

..

j(l.(jj

10.0.

10.30.

·--

The times of the transmission of news in English for Europe from the B. B.O. short. wave station are given in Current Topic•, page 298.

REGULAR LONG· AND MEDIUM· WAVE TRANSMISSIONS
Country : Station

kc;s

Metres

Daily Bulletins (B.S.T.)

Country : Station

---·-------- --- - - - ------------

Estenia
Tartu
Finland
Lab.ti I

..

..

..

731

410.-l

10.5.

..

..

..

166

1,807

12.45 a. m., 8.55
10.30.

France
Radio- Paris
..
"Radio 37" ..
L'Ile de France ..

..
..

182
83:!
1,204

1,648
360.6
249.2

9.30.
6.45, !l.l5, 10.45.
U.45, !l.l5. 10.4:>.

..

..

2:!4

1,3311

Bremen 1

..

..

758

395.8

Ham !:-tu!(

..

..

904

331.9

10.15 a.m., 5.1.5, 7.15,
9.15, 10.15, 11.15.
12.15 a.m., 10.15 a.m.,
5.15, 7.15, 8.15,
10.15, Jl.l5.
12.15 a.m., 10.15 a.m.,
5.15, 7.15, 8.15.
10. I 5, 11.15.

Germany
Bremen2

All times are p.m. unless otherwise stated.
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*

a.m.~:.

I

Ireland
Radio-Eireann
Italy
Ron:w 1 ..
Milan l ..

Latwia

8.15 .
2.15,
~.15.

Metres

56.)

;j31

6.45t, 10.10 (10.5 Sun.).

71:~

DaiiJ Bulletins (B.S.T.)

..

..

..
..

..
..

814

420.8
368.6

12.30 a.m., 7.28, 10.15:1.
12.30 a.m., 7.28.

..
..

..
..

583
1,104

514.6
271.7

10.0 (Tues. and }'t·i.)
10.0 (Tues. and l'ri.).

..
..

160
82:1

1,875
3fi4.5

10.55t.

..

17:!

1,744

ll.O. 11.30.

..

211>
704
1,086

1,389
426.1
2i6.2

10.45t.
10.45j:.
10.45t.

Maclona
Knldiga ..
Rumania
Radio- Romania ..
Bucharest
..
Russia
MoGCow I

Sweden
2.15,
11.15,

kc;s

---·--------- - - - - - - -------------H11111ary
Budapest 1
..
. . 546 5!9.5 11.10.

l\Iotala
Stockholm
Falun
..

Saturdays only. § Saturdays excepted.

..
..

JQ.;jflt.

i' Sundays only. t Sunday• excepted.

11

ApproK. tune.
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Unbiased
By FREE GRID

Personal Degaussment
WAS exceptionally interested
when the Government released
the news of this degaussing business,
as it so happens that I have for some
time past been working on similar
lines, although not in connection
with ships, it being the human body
which I have been attempting to degauss and it being in the interest of
radio that I haw been doing it.
I was induced to commence my

I

A technical hitch.

experiments by the simple fact that,
although you can eliminate a tremendous amount of electrical interference to broadcasting by such
highly commendable methods as the
use of anti-static aerials, you certainly cannot eliminate all of it.
After you have done all that is
known to radio science there still remains a small but very pernicious
and irritating residue of interference
which cannot be accounted for by
thermal agitation and similar ''explanations'' beloved of the orthodox
radio engineer.
I was for a long time sorely
puzzled over this question, and I was
put on the track of the solution by
Mrs. Free Grid, although no credit
is due to her for this. Actually she
had been suffering from insomnia
after an orgy of spring cleaning and
furniture rearranging, which, by
reason of some curious kink in their
mental make up, all women indulge
in from time to time.
The medico whom she consulted
told her that she had a very sensitive nature, and that her sleeplessness was due to the fact that in her
rearranging of the furniture she
must have pur her bed in an eastJOO

and-westerly direction, thereby causing disharmony between the magnetic field of her body and that of
the earth, and he advised her to
apply the obvious remedy. I must
confess that I have often heard of
. this so-called remedy for insomnia,
but have always classed it as an old
wife's tale like slipping a key down
your throat to stop nose bleeding.
We live and learn, however, and in
my case I certainly learned a lot as
it incited me out of pure curiosity
to measure the strength of my own
magnetic field, and to my intense
surprise I found it to be fluctuating
wildly, thereby being a prolific
source of interference to my enjoyment of broadcasting. I soon found
that the fluctuations of the magnetic
field of the body were in some way
bound up with the process of digestion, or rather of indigestion, and
that by a careful course of dieting it
could be lessened but not completely eliminated.
I was in fact up against a technical brick wall when the Government
released the news of this degaussing
business, and it was not long before
. I had passed a few turns of cable
round my midriff, and had plugged
into the mains. There was a slight
technical hitch at first as in my haste
I had used insulated heater wire of a
type that is normally employed for
electric blankets, and I soon began
to get uncomfortably warm. However, this little contretemps was soon
overcome and I know now what real
interference-free reception is like,
and I am trying to interest manufacturers in marketing these personal
degaussers for listeners, as there is,
I feel sure, a fortune in the idea.

Wartime Worries

E

VER since the beginning of the
war my Wireless World batterydriven A.R.P. set has been straining at the leash waiting to do its bit
in adding to the din of falling bombs
and crashing masonry.
There is, however, one great snag
about keeping . the batteries up to
snuff, and that is the elementary
scientific fact that an accumulator

thrives when doing its stuff and pines
away if left too long in idleness. The
obvious way to keep the LT battery
in use is to switch the set on, and
this I did when first putting the set
into commission.
The cost of charging an LT accu·
mulator at home is negligible, and I
solved the problem of HT battery
wastage by fitting a vibrator. Wastage in any form is abhorrent to my
nature, and it cannot be denied that
this unnecessary use of the set to
give the battery exercise has a slow
deteriorating effect on the emission
of the valves, to say nothing of the
vibrator contacts.
I am pleased to say, however, that
I have now satisfactorily solved the
problem of discharging the accumulator without wear and tear of the
set, or even the necessity of providing a fiddling discharge resistance. I
keep two accumulators, and while
one is standing by in a fully charged
condition I discharge the other one
by putting it on charge backwards ;
this has the effect of passing a discharging current through it which is
inappreciably greater than the nor·

Waiting to do its bit.

mal charging current. After discharging I simply reverse the con·
nections and recharge it.
Actually the tip was given me by
a man who keeps the battery of his
laid-up car in trim in this fashion.
His mains happen to be DC, and he
keeps the battery in series with the
household mains, thus obtaining
· "free" charging, the cost being
represented by the loss of 6 volts
from the 240 lighting voltage, which,
negligible as it is, he gets back when
discharging, as the 6 volts are then
added to the 240 volts.
JUNE, 1940.
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Nevv
TWO MOVING COILS
AND A CRYSTAL

df)

FREQUENCY

The •'Coil'' pick-up employs a movement
similar to that of a moving coil meter.
Above is shown the output characteristic
of the pick-up with output transformer and equaliser. Zero db is equivalent to I volt RMS. The dotted curve
is the recording
characteristic of
the test record.

HE prospect of a shortage of
high quality imported pick-ups
has prm·ided a welcome stimulus to British manufJ.ctnn-rs, and it is
gratifying to be able to report that
two moving coil type:; are now ready
to go into production.
\Ve have had ad\·ance model:; of
these instruments on tc·st, and there
can be no doubt of their superiority
over moving iron armature types in
the matter of amplitude distortion
and the introduction of harmonics.
The low inertia of the moving parts is
also apparent in the improved transient response, and the performance
gt,nerally is a most distinct advance
over the standa:rds to which we have
grown accustomed.
Unfortunately,
the voltage output is low, but the inconvenience of having to find more
amplification is amply repaid by the
results finally obtained.
The "Coil" pick-up made by
H. H. Jones, 62, \Vorcester Street,
Stourbridge, employs a miniature circular coil, similar to that of a loud
speaker, which is mounted between
curved pole pieces and is suspended
on a thin flat metal strip so that it
rotates in a manner similar to that of
a moving coil meter. The record
vibrations are transmitted to it
,through a hollow cone in the apex of
which is embedded a sapphire needle

T
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point. This is mounted
at right angles to the
surface of the record
to nummise high-freq uenc~; loss-partic ularlv near the centre of
the· record.
A coupling transfornJC>r and equaliser
a~ well as a \·olume control are included, and with these in circuit a remarkably good frequenc~- characterisFrequency characteristic of the
Voigt moving coil
pick-up taken
with corrector
circuit. Zero db
corresponds to I
volt RMS.

b.: is obtained.
Compensation for
constant amplitude recording below
250 cycles in the test record is very
close, and between 50 and 8,ooocycles
the deviation from level response does
not exceed ± 1 .j db.
The price of the "Coil" pick-up
complete is £7 IOS. New sapphire
points cost 10s., including fitting.
The new Voigt pick-up, although
still in the experimental stage, is sufficiently far advanced to justify a description of its leading features and
p<·rformance. A Yery low moment of
inertia is achieved bv winding the
coil in the form of a narrow loop and
mounting it between rubber pads in
'' parallel slit in the magnetic circuit
so that it rotates about its long axis.
The sapphire needle is vertical and is
supported to give great longitudinal
rigidity to resist the frictional drag of
the groon:. The forces required to
produce the normal lateral displacement are so small that a downward
pressure of onlv :! oz. is sufficient on
manv records.
The output is low and a step-up
unit incorporating a correction cir-
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An ingenious tone arm mechanism has
been devised for the Voigt moving coil
pick-up. R is a felt-lined rest for the
head ; C and L, the cam and lever for
raising the tone arm ; S, a notched segment for locating the needle over the
starting groove of I oin. and I 2in. records ; H, hinge for inspecting the
underside of the pick-up head.

The Voigt moving
coil winding is
narrow and long,
giving an extremely low moment of inertia.

.J
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Wireless
World
the price will be of the order of £6.
For those who cannot conveniently
provide the amplification required by
the moving-coil type of pick-up and
who wish to reproduce gramophone
records through the medium of a
wireless receiver, there is no doubt
that the piezo-electric crystal pick-up
offers many advantages.
Its
output is high,
and as the voltage output is a
function of the
amplitude of vibration it gives.
a good bass response
without

New Pick-upscuit for "constant amplitude" recording in the bass is provided. The
capacity of the two yards of screened
cable to the amplifier is included in
the correction circuit. Apart from
the small hump at about 150 cycles,
which is probably due to the fact that

Cosmocord Series
Ill crystal pickup.
Output characteristic of Cosmocord Series Ill
pick - up taken
with HMV High
Fidelity I o n g playing
needle.
Zero db corresponds to r volt
RMS.

+2&.-----.--,---,---,--...,.----,--r---,c---r--r........,

~
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the instrument tested was mounted in
an earlier type of tone arm than that
iliustrated, the response is smooth
and rises ro db throughout the range
from 8,ooo to 50 cycles. For use
with old records a further reduction
of high-note response is provided by a
control on the coupling unit.
To ensure that the sapphire point
and small moving parts of the pickup receive the careful handling which
is their due an ingenious tone arm
has been developed. When not in
use the pick-up head is locked in position on the felt pad R by a catch.
The arm is released and lifted by a
small handle working a cam C, which
depresses the lever L and raises the
segment S. Notches are cut on the
underside of this segment which locate
the needle over the starting grooves
of roin. or r zin. records when the tone
arm is moved by hand towards the
centre of the record.
The needle is
then gently lowered on to the record
by the cam mechanism. The pivoting of the tone arm is designed to
minimise '' wow '' on warped records
and also to ensure that the needle
always remains vertical to the record
surface ..
The makers, Voigt Patents, Ltd.,
The Courts, Silverdale, London,
S.E.z6, are prepared to accept orders
for pick-ups on the 5eneral lines of
the one described, 'lnd deliveries will
be made in rotation. It is stated that
)02
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the harmonic distortion often associated with an artificially boosted bass
in moving iron armature pick-ups.
The latest Cosmocord Series Ill is
in every way an excellent example of
the crystal-type pick-up. Its average
output is of the order of 3 volts, and
even at 8,ooo cycles it gives 0.5 volt
RMS. The frequency characteristic is
smooth and, if desired, can be modified
to any required slope by simple tone
control circuits without the necessity
of using special filters.
Mechanically the design is well
thought out and attractive in appearance, the tone arm being a thin die
casting finished in old gold. Correct
needle track alignment is obtained by
setting the head at an angle, and the
pivots in the base are arranged to take
up the same angle with the major axis
of the tone arm. In this way the
needle is kept vertical irrespective of
minor differences in the height of the
turntable or the thickness of records.
The new pick-up, which is made by
Cosmocord, Ltd., Enfield, Middlesex,
costs zzs. 6d.

AVC AND NOISE
An Improved Method of Control
AN A VC development of more than
usual interest was made known by
the Siemens and Halske Laboratories
just before the outbreak of war. It is

well known that in order to prevent
overloading on strong signals, the A VC
bias circuits of a receiver are often
arranged so that the bias is applied
in a graduated manner, so that the
earlier valves of the receiver are fully
controlled while the later valves, which
are likely to have to handle large
signals, only receive a fraction of the
control bias. Arrangements of this
kind frequently have the disadvantage
that even on weak signals the gain of
the first RF stage may be lowered
sufficiently to reduce the signal( noise
ratio to an objectionable extent.
This disadvantage can, however, easily
be overcome by a slight redesign of the
A VC circuit as follows.
Referring to the Figure (a), IF
energy is fed to L in any suitable manner. Connected in series with L is the
diode Vz, and its load resistance R4,
which is shunted by condenser C. The
resistance Rr, the diode Vr and a battery or other source of potential B are
connected in series across R4, the anode
of Vr being connected to R1. The
resistances Rz and R3 in series with
the source of potential B are also connected across R4. The A VC potentials are fed from point X to the mixer
stage and (or to the RF amplifying
stage of the receiver forming the earlier
amplifying stage or stages.
AVC
potentials are fed from point Y to one

(b)

Improving signal/noise ratio
in AVC circuits.

l

c
R4
Rl

R2
y

aE

(a)

R3

or more IF amplifying stages forming
the later stage or stages.
In operation, when no signals are
being received, current from the source
R3 flows through the arms Rz, R3
and the arms Rr, Vr, resulting in the
points X and Y assuming potentials
which can be arranged to be of suit-
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AVC and Noiseable values by adjustment of the circuit elements. When a signal is received, the IF energy is rectified by
V .2, and a DC potential is set up across
R4 in such a manner as to oppose the
source of potential B, and having a
value which depends upon the magnitude of the received signal. As the
signal strength increases, the potential at Y falls and when the potential
across R4 is greater than that of B,
the potential at Y increases in a negative sense.
As the signal strength increases from
zero the potential at X remains at substantially the same value until the
potential across R4 is greater than
that of B; the diode then stops conducting, and for further increase of
signal strength the potential at X is
the same as that of the potential of
the junction point of resistances R2
and R4.
Hence, it will be se2n that for weak
signals the amount of A VC voltage
passed to the earlier stages of the receiver from X is less than the control
voltage passed to the later stages from

Y. When, however, the signal becomes so strong that Vr ceases to conduct, the voltage at X varies in a
manner which exactly corresponds to
the variations of the voltage across
R4. The voltage at Y varies in proportion to the variation· of voltage
across R4, but the amplitude of thesE'
variations is lPss than th; amplitude of
the variation at X in a ratio which
depends upon the relative values of
R2 and R3, so that the control voltage passed to the earlier stages is
greater than the control voltage passed
to the later stages.
If desired, Rz and R~ mav be replaced by a potentiom~ter, point Y
being connected to the tapping point.
Intermediate degrees of control can be
provided by tappings on R r, or by
potentiometers between such taps and
earth.
In the figure (b) the positions of Rr
and Vr are reversed, the anode of Vr
being cmmectPd t J point X as bdorP.
In this case, however, Vr remains nonconducting until the potential set· up
across the resistance exceeds the
potential of the source B.

New Murphy Receivers
"SPECIALS"

STATION

WITH

CALIBRATIONS

DOWN TO

sales and administration Offices
T HEof Marconi-Ekco
Instruments, Ltd.,

have now moved to Ridgmont Road, St.
Albans, Hc·rts.
The Scott Insulated Wire Co., Ltd ..
Westmoreland Road, London, N.\V.g,
have sent tables showing the physical
and electrical properties ot " .1\fanganamron" wire, which is produced entirely
i'n this country and serves as an alternative to "Manganin," formerly imported from Germany.

Ss. Ud.

13 METRES

THE principle of electrical bandspread tuning which has always
found a place in Murphy short-wave
" specials " is again applied in the
recently introduced Agz receiver, but
with the important addition of station
calibration down to the shortest wavelengths. Each important short-wave
broadcast band-13, 16, 19, 25, 31 and
41-49 metres-is selected by a pushbutton switch and has been given a
separate scale; altogether there are 95
station names. Accuracy of calibration· has been assured by close attention to frequency stability in the
oscillator and IF circuits.
As in the A76, a high-gain RF stage
is used on short waves to give a high
signal-to-noise ratio, and the image
suppression and selectivity generally
are claimed to be superior to those of
the earlier design-no mean performer
in these respects. The Pen45 output
valve delivers 4l watts to an Sin.
loud speaker and quality should be
good, though there is some restriction
of frequency range, as variable selec-
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The Wireless Industry

The Marconi Y63 tuning indicator has
been replaced by the Y6r, a valve of
similar characteristics but contained in
a glass bulb of considerably smaller size.
The price remains unchanged, namely

MAINS AND BATTERY SHORTWAVE

from a QPP stage. The average HT
consumption on medium and long
waves is ro mA from a rzo-volt battery-slightly more on short waves.
Grid bias is automatic.
The price of the AC model Agz is
{15 rss., and of the battery Bg1
£14 ros., without batteries.
Radiogramophone versions of the
"go" series have also been introduced. They are the AgoRG at £z6,
and the DgoRG at {27 ros. A roin.
loud speaker is fitted and the pick-up
is of improved design, with low record '
wear. As in previous Murphy radiogramophones, the motor board is flush
with the top of the cabinet. ·

Grampian Reproducers, Ltd., Kew
Gardens, Surrey, inform us that Government work has not prevented them from
maintaining supplies of their standard
public address equipment. A recent product is the "Ensa" dance band and
stage amplifier, which gives 12 watts,
weighs 48 lbs., and sells complete with
microphone and two loud-speakers for
24 guineas.

Separate scales for the principal shortwave bands with individual station
calibrations are a feature of the new
Murphy A9o short-wave " special."
tivity is not included as it was 111
the A76.
The new Bgr is the battery equivalent of the Agz and it has the same
features of high sensitivity, signal-tonoise ratio and image suppression, as
well as the station-calibrated bandspread dial. There is an RF stage on
short waves only and the output is

A record changing version of the
G.E.C. BC4o58 radiogramophone i~ now
available. The radio circuit employs a
five-valve circuit with push-button tuning and includes short waves dmn: to
16.5 metn·s.

Export Enquiries
A firm in Egvpt is looking for a source
of supplv of coil winding machines.
Second-hand machines would be considered.
A Swiss firm wishes to import British
portables designed to work interchangeably on batteries or mains. Replies to
this and the preceding enquiry will be
forwarded if sent in a stamped envelope
to this office.
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Screened Frame Aerials
WRONG AND RIGHT IDEAS ABOUT HOW THEY REDUCE INTERFERENCE
By "CATHODE RAY "
if your education
has been really
badly neglected
in these matters
I cannot hope to
repair the omission in a page or
two, but I'll do
my poor best.
Marine practice :
Marconi double
screened frames
installed on board
the Mauretania.

PASSING comment by my old
friend Scroggie on the subject
of screened frame aerials has
aroused some controversy, and· as a
matter of topical interest about which
there is undoubtedly much confusion
of thought it is probably a good one
to discuss.
I tackle it with some fear and
trembling though, for the reason that
it takes one straight to· the fountain
head of fundamental theory. You
may suppose that this makes it very
safe, because all that sort of thing
must have been. settled definitely at
the beginning. Actually, it is quite
easy to discuss electrical matters-so
long as you stick to what is derived
from the really basic theory; it is
when you refuse to take that for
granted and get back to what it is
derived from that the trouble starts.
Every word has to be weighed, and
even then your statements will be shot
at by some pedant for ''lacking in
rigour," or something of the sort.
Bearded professors and F.R.S.s and
the like argue fiercely and become
quite rude to one another about it.
You see, any explanation of
screened frame aerials must either put
you off with stuff you must swallow
like a good Nazi, or else it must get
right down to precisely what is
meant by screening and by electric
and magnetic fields. \Vell, of course,

A

First of all, let
us think about
how- an u nscreened frame
aerial
w or k s.
Compared with
an ordinary open
aerial,
which
may be considered as a condenser of
large dimensions, a frame aerial is an
inductance coil of large ·dimensions.
So, knowing that a radio wave consists of both electric· and magnetic
parts, one not unnaturally jumps to
the conclusion that the frame aerial
functions by picking up the magnetic
part, in the same way as arty coil of
wire will pick up a signal by being
brought close to another coil that sets
up a varying magnetic field around
itself. Further, it may be supposed
that putting an electrostatic screen
around the frame shuts out the electric part of the radiation and so gives
one an advantage when the desired
radiation has a larger proportion of

o-~
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(a)

(b)

Fig. I.-(a) Switch of primary coil
open : no current in either coil.
(b) Switch closed : current flows in
primary coil, sets up magnetic field,
which induces momentary current in
secondary coil.
Secondary current
ceases when primary current reaches
a steady HI:()Unt.

magnetic component than the interference has.
Such ideas contain a dash of truth,
but are hopelessly confused. They can
only be straightened out by distinguishing clearly between electric and
magnetic fields that are radiated and
those that are not.
Whenever an electric current passes
through a coil-or aJlywhere elsethe space within and around mysteriously shows magnetic effects. Nobody
knows how or why, so the affected
space is described as '' a magnetic
field." A coil shows it most strongly,
because the current is repeated with
each turn of wire. If another coil is
situated in the magnetic field nothing
happens to it unless the strength of

.L
T
I

I
I
I

t
Fig. 2.-Voltage between two plates
produces electric field, which by
attraction and repulsion of electrons
in a neighbouring circuit causes a
current in it whenever the field is
changing.

the field is changed, either by varying
the current in the first coil or moving
the coil itself about. Then there is
induced in the second coil a voltage,
which passes a current if there is a
closed circuit for it to flow round. The
way all this is usually shown is as in
Fig. I, in which the invisible field is
represented by dotted lines.
Now for the corresponding facts
about the electric field. Whenever a
voltage is maintained between two
closely spaced plates-or anything
else-the space between and around
mysteriously shows electric effects
(such as attraction and repulsion), and
this condition is described as an electric field. If it varies, it induces electric currents in neighbouring circuits,
due to the attraction of unlike (and
repulsion of like) electric charges
(Fig. 2).
Both of these sorts of fields act
right through many solid materials, as
can be demonstrated by making iron
filings stand up on a piece of paper
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Screened Frame Aerialswhen a magnet is moved underneath.
The same can be, done on a sheet of
copper. But metals are more or less
effective screens against both sorts of
fields if they are varying rapidly and
continuously. The reason for this is
that a varying magnetic field induces
a current in the metal screen, and this
current is in such a direction that its
own magnetic field neutralises the
other. The better
the screen conducts, the
heavier the current set up and
the more complete the neutralisaion.
AC
The books that
1GENERATOR
describe this inFig. 3.-No curduction business
rent is induced by
in detail explain
the
changing
that the induced
magnetic field if
the
circuit is
voltage
(and
broken
(right)
hence any curor if it is at right
rent that· results
angles to the
from it) occurs
primary
coiI
only in certain
(left).
directions.
For
example, a chanJe of current in a wire
will induce a voltage in a second wire
if it is parallel, but not if it is at right
angles. And, of course, the voltage
cannot produce any current if there
is not a complete circuit. In Fig. 3
the coil shown connected to a source
of alternating current induces a voltage in the single turn of wire on the

right, but no current, because the circuit is broken. The turn of wire on
the left is complete, but it is at right
angles to the middle coil, so no voltage
is induced and therefore no current
is generated. A sheet of metal can
be looked upon as a series of closed
rings, one inside the other; so if it is
parallel to a coil carrying alternating
current it has heavy currents induced
in it. For reasons given in the books
these secondary currents flow in the
opposite direction to the primary
currents that give rise to them; so
the resulting magnetic fields are in
opposition and tend to cancel out
(Fig. 4). Therefore the effect
on a coil at the
far side is reduced by the intervening screen,
and if the screen
is thick and extended to cover
the primary coil
completely it is
effecth·e.
Fig. 4· --A metal
very
plate between the
There are two
two coils acts as
ways of undoing
a screen because
the effects of a
the induced curdose of poisonrents in it oppose
by removing the
the magnetic field
poison, or by
that
generates
leaving it where
them.
it is and giving
an antidote. A metal screen acts in
the latter manner ·vhen it confines a
magnetic field : it cannot prevent the
field from passing
through
itself,
but it generates
an equal and
opposite
fie l d
that neutralises
it.
This brings us
to
the
usual
cylindrical
screening
can.
If such a can is
sawn
across
parallel to the
turns of wire in
the enclosed coil,
such a cut does
not interrupt any
of the induced
currents that are
responsible
for
making
the
screen effective.
But if the can is
sawn across at
right angles, all
the principal current paths are inAmateur DF : The construction of this screened frame
terrupted,
and
designed primarily for small yachts, was described in The
except for the
Wireless World for August 24th, 1939·
effect of minor.

0
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As Eh said, when Haw~Haw " went deaJ, ·
"P'haps it's due to our 'planes. overhead."
But Ee said, " Maybe,
Other reasons there be,
No Fluxit~. /or example " he .said.

See that FLUXITE is always by youin the house-garage-workshopwherever speedy soldering is needed.
Used for 30 years in government
works and by leading engirieers ·and
manufacturers. · Of lro~oqers:....in
tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8. - . .
Ask to see the. FLUXITE SMALL~
SPACE SOLDERING SET-compact
but substantial-complete with full
instructions, 7/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of
"soft" soldering and ask for Leaflet
on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and
TEMPERING TOOLS with Fl.UXITE.

TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless the
spckes are tied with fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED. This makes
a much stronger wheel. It's simple-with
FLUXITE-but IMPORT ANT.

......................................................

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite on the
·soldering job instantly. A little
pressure places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charging lasts
for ages. Price
1/6, or filled 2/6.
FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. W.W.),
DRAGON WORKS,
BERMONDSEY
STREET, S.E.r

ALL MECHANICS

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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Screened Frame Aerialsinduced currents shown in Fig. 5 (b)
it might as well not be there. The
magnetic field due to the enclosed coil
is hardly opposed at all by the
'' screen,'' and penetrates it quite
easily. An even more completely ineffective magnetic screen is shown in
Fig. 5 (c), where the coil is enclosed

the alternating positive and negative
attractions cause electrons to move to
and fro between the plate and earth,
and this alternating electric current
through the resistance results in a difference of potential across it (good old
Ohm's Law!). Next, suppose that a
large metal plate is set up between
the others, and connected solidly to
OOIL
earth (Fig. 6 (b)).
The fact that
there is negligible
resistance
between any part
of this new plate
and earth means
that
even
if
there are quite
large movements
of electrons in
(a)
(b)
(c)
it there is negligFig. s.-(a) A metal screening can is almost unimpaired as a
ible difference of
magnetic screen when cut as shown, because no current
paths are cut, but a cut as shown at (b) interrupts the main
p o t e n t i a I. In
current paths, leaving only the minor paths shown ; and
other words, the
the screening is largely destroyed. (c) Another screen,
whole
of the
effective for electric fields and ineffective for magnetic.
plate
remains
at
This is a type commonly used for frame aerials.
earth or zero
in a ring-shaped container sawn across potential. As the plate on the right
at one place.
is also connected to earth, there is
How about the electric. field? Difno difference of potential between
ferent parts of the primary coil are at
them, and no electric field.
The
different voltages, and therefore an
middle plate effectively screens off the
electric field is set up between them.
electric field due to the alternating
If another coil is close to it, currents
potential of the one on the left.
may be induced in it by the electric
Note carefully what is necessary:
field. The fact that the two circuits
the resistance (or other forms of imare in the form of coils has no signipedance) between any part of the
ficance at all so far as this process is
screen and earth must be negligible.
concerned. The electric field always
If the plate itself were of very thick
exists when t"o localities are at diflow-resistance metal, but disconferent voltages-or potentials. The
nected from earth, or connected
result is. electrical attraction ; and if
through a high resistance, there
the parts concerned are too firmly
would be nothing to prevent its
fixed to move towards one another (as
potential varying, and it would fail
they do in electrostatic voltmeters)
utterly as an elecric screen. Yet it
there is still some movement of elecmight be quite satisfactory as a magtrons within the metal, which constinetic screen. On the other hand, a
tutes an electric current that consystem of wires arranged so that no
tinues so long as the potential is varyclosed circuits existed, but giving lowing.
resistance paths to earth, would be
Purely as a
useless as a magmatter of connetic screen yet
venience,
the
quite good as an
potential of the
electric screen.
earth is reckoned
By taking adas zero.
Supvantage of the
. pose, as in Fig. 6,
above
knowthat
a
metal
ledge,
screens
plate or wire is
can be designed
connected to an
for electric or
AC
generator
magnetic
fields
(a)
(b)
that keeps its
separately,
or
potential
conboth
together.
stantly varying,
Fig. 6.-(a) Induction of current in a
0 b V i 0 US 1 y,
neighbouring circuit due to electric
first above (posia completely
field is shut off by earthed plate (b).
tive) and then
sealed metal conbelow (negative)
tainer connected
earth potential. If another plate or
to earth answers the last purpose. A
wire is somewhere near, and concover of the form shown in Fig. 5 (c),
nected to earth through a resistance, · if connected to earth, is an effective
J06

electric screen that hardly interferes
at all with the magnetic field, while a
system of closely spaced but insulated
metal rings is Yice versa. It is possible in these ways to do a lot towards
separating the two fields when (as is
always more or less the case) they
occur together.
If the system connected to the AC
generator is large in dimensions, its
fields spread out to a considerable distance. And if the AC is of high frequency, the time taken to spread out
and collapse again as the current or
potential drops to zero is an appreciable part of the cycle. When this is
so, part of the energy stored up in the
fields fails to return to the generating
circuit, and goes off into space as
radiation. The strength of the radiation dies off as the distance from the
source gets greater, but it dies off
much less rapidly than the nonradiated fields. The result is that at
distances comparable with or greater
than the wavelength corresponding to
the frequency of the generator, the
radiation fields predominate. At a

t

R1

...,

I'll

(a)

!

~1

T•2

R•1

R•2

R2

.

R3

(b)

Fig. 7.-Simple one-turn frame aerial
in elevation (a) and plan (b).

distance of many wa·v~Clengths (as in
radio communication) it is only the
radiated fields that matter.
Now, radiation is half magnetic and
half electric (hence its full nameelectromagnetic radiation), and if
either half is absorbed in any way the
other half necessarily disappears, too.
Divorce is absolutely barred. A moving electric field generates a 1pagnetic
field, and a moving magnetic field
generates an electric field; so in radiation, where there is no independent
generator close at hand, they both depend absolutely upon one another.
That is the first important difference
between radiated and non-radiated
"fields.
Anothet difference is that in normal
circumstances-at a distance from
the radiatol" tha:; is large compared
with the dimensions of the radiator
itself-it is impossible to find two
places close together, say within a
foot or so, where a radiated field is of
opposite polarity or materially different strength. This sounds rather
complicated, but its significance
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Screened Frame Aerials-

same direction (upwards or downwards) and equal in strength they
appears when one comes to consider
cancel out around the frame.
At
how a frame aerial works. Fig. 7
least, that is so if the receiving aerial
shows a frame aerial, and, to make
is broadside on to the transmitter.
matters as simple as possible, it has
If not, there is a small difference in
only one turn. Also for the sake of
time between the arrival of radiation
simplicity, suppose that the transmitat RI and Rz. If RI comes first, then
ting aerial is of the frame type, too,
by the time the crest of the wave
and exactly the same size. Then if
reaches Rz it has already begun to
the two are placed together, so that
diminish at Rr.
In other words,
in a plan view TI Tz is the transmitthere is a phase difference giving a
ting aerial and RI R~ the receiving,
between
the
voltages
difference
when the current in TI is increasing
generated in RI and Rz. In order
upwards it is increasing downwards -in
for this difference to be appreciable,
Tz, and producing corresponding
compared with the two voltages themmagnetic fields. RI is so much closer
sel.-es, it is necesto TI than to Tz that it is affected
rr.:~_-_:
sary for the
almost exclusively by the magnetic
11
I I
1
width of the
field from the upward curent; and
11
1 I
11
1
frame to be apsimilarly Rz by the downward. The
11
11
IIRl
I IR2 preciably
comresult is that when a voltage is in:I
1 I
pared
with
a
duced upwards in RI it is induced
I'I
111
1
wavelength. The
downwards in Rz, and therefore both
I 1
r-I I
L ___ J
----" I
assist one another in sending current
best results are
-----i
r----given when it is
round the frame clockwise.
L~J
half
a
waveNow suppose R is placed as shown
length, for then
by RI R3; both are nearer TI than
Fig. 8.-Diagram
a positive crest
Tz, so both voltages act upwards at
of screen for
occurs
at
Rr
the same time and oppose one anframe aerial.
when there is a
other; however, RI is so much nearer
negative crest at Rz. For this to hapto TI than Rz that its induced voltpen when the wavelength is, for
age easily overpowers the other and
example, 400 metres, it is necessary
gives a resultant. Those are the sort
for the frame aerial to be zoo metres,
of things that can happen when the
or over 6ooft. wide. Such an aerial
two coils are so close together that the
would be hard to fit into the average
induced field predominates. But now
portahle set, which consequently deseparate the two aerials so far that the
pends on comparatively small difradiated fields predominate.
The
ferences in voltage even when the
widths of the aerials, TI Tz and RI
Rz, are then so insignificant in comaerial is end on to the transmitter.
In
the
foregoing
explanation
parison with the distance from R to
account is taken only of the radiated
T that within such a small space as
RI Rz the radiated field at any
magnetic field.
The same result
would have been arrived at if it had
moment is of the same polarity and
practically the same strength. Both
been considered in terms of the elecRI and Rz have voltages generated in
tric field.
them, but as they are always in the
Now at last we can consider screening the frame
aerial.
Fig. 8
shows a screen,
consisting of a
tubular cover,
earthed at the
foot and broken
in one place at
the top to a void
forming a shortcircuited
turn.
Although it may
be possible to
make the resistance of the screen
very small, its
impedance is not
negligible,
beca use in size it
must be at least
as large as the
Single rotatable screened frames of this type are widely used
aerial ; and just
for aircraft DF.
as the aerial is
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CHOKES

B CLGIN

Chokea need no in-

troduction whatsoever. They
are popular and reliable, and have
an excellent record among radio
. experimenters, technicians, and
service men.
Below is a small selection from
our extenaive ranges. The B.F.
range includes a choke for practically every need, from 75 ,u.H to
600,0 00 ,u.H priced from lj3upwards.

L.F. chokes are also well repreSf'nted. All Bulgin chokes hr~ve
mono·metalllc windings, and arc
wound with the finest quality
wire. Flexible leads are Htted for
connection, and all point" are
welded, with core tightly clamped
against Tibration. Rated induc·

tancee are at rated currents.

L.F, CHOKES
Henries

List
List
Nos, Price.
J,.F,47a 12/L.F.188 10/6
L.F.'21s 15/L.F.16s 6J&
L.F.l.Jo 9/6
L.F.20s 7/6
L.F.H;s
9/6
L.F.l7s 10/6
L.F.34s 12/L.F.44
6/fl.5
L.F.39
7/6
25
L.F.40
7/6
L.F.G7
6/a
L.F.68
6/3
lO
L.F.69
6/3
15
L.F.70
6/3
20
L.F.71
6/9
30
L.F.72
6/9
1250 L.F.73
6/9
1500 L.}'.74
6/9
L.F.43
7/6
Max. permis~ible current over'oad- 2;5%.

at

0.2li
10
15
20
20
32
32
60

mA.
750
60
lOO
20
60
15
30
25
10
600
60
20
60
1>0
45
35
30
25
20
15
12

0
6-7
S20
4li0
700
400
900
600
1000
1800
6-7
400
760
210
260
300
580
660
1000

H.F. CHOKES
Inductance

Li8t
Llat
0
Noa. Pr1ce1
nOOOOO 1000
H.F.lO'
3/6
200000
400
H.F.35s
31G
190000
400
H.F.S
2/9
"0000
100
H.F.33
2/6
75000
180
H.F.34
2/6
30000
90
H.F.32
2/6
16000
60
H.F.31
2/6
15000
360
8.W.69
2/9
8000
30
H.F.30
2/5000
20
ll.F.29
2/2500
10
H.F.28
2/900
0.55 H.F.2G
4/400
0.225 H.F.36
10/6
PLUS 16i% WAR INCREASE.
in "'H

The New Bulgln Catalogue No. 163 can be
had upon application
with 6d. in stamps,
~ost
free, mentioning
"The Wireless World."

FOR ALL RADIO

COMPONENTS
Advert. of A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., Bye Pass Road,
Tele.: RIPleway 3474
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ceiver are often
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I I
strongly capacityI I
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I
I
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coupled to the
frame aerial and
::I I
il1i
the screen pro11
11
II
!1',
tects it from the
''
1 I \
I I
.-----1
worst of this.
\
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\
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Looking
at
\
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\
Fig.
9 (a),
C1
\
\
'
\
\
represents t h e
~\~C2
~\~02
capacity to earth
I
I
I
I
of the '' earthy ''
I
I
side of the reI
I
I
ceiver - negative
:
I
i
\
HT, etc.-and C2
1
~~~01
I
•'r'·c1
•
the capacity of
;I
I
J,
I
I
J
the frame acting
w:y~
as an open aerial.
(a)
(b)
Any noise generator effectively in
Fig. 9.-(a) How the action of an unscreened frame aerial
series with C1 and
as an ordinary vertical aerial is open to noise interference,
C2 tends to yield
whereas the effect is excluded by a suitable screen.
a signal between
in excluding all reception from direcgrid and cathode of the valve, owing
tions along the axis of the frame, so
to cathode being " earthy " and not
that an interfering station can be cut
the grid. But if the frame is screened
out by turning the frame broadside on
(b) the aerial capacity is shortto it. If it were not for the screen
circuited to screen, and the noise
there would still probably be a residue
"circuit" is kept outside.
of reception owing to the " open
Thus the screen is helpful in excludaerial " or " vertical " effect.
ing local noise electric fields ; and also

Screen3d Frame Aerials-

..

tall enough to have an appreciable
voltage developed behveen the tops
and bottoms oi the vertical wires, ~o
must the screen too.
In addition to the generation of a
voltage round the frame aerial, due to
1 he difference in phase between the
two vertical portions, the whole affair
acts as a simple vertical aerial with a
capacity to earth.
'Vhereas the
former effect ceases to exist when the
frame is broadside on to the trans·
mitter, the latter occurs at all positions.
That wouldn't matter if the
aerial were balanced to earth, but unless a complicated arrangement is
adopted one side of the aerial is conJI'cctrd to earth (or at least the
cathode of the first valve), while the
othrr side is connected to grid.
In
trying to get to earth, the currents in
the side connected to grid set up a
difference of potential at the grid and
thus become amplified.
When the
screen is used, however, both sides are
equally connected to cathode or earth,
and the currents in them are balanced
and don't affect the receiver.
" Noise" sources close to the re-

'

'

Direct Recording Blanks
COMPILED BY DONALD W. ALDOUS
Here is a revised version of the table of blanks for home recordin~ which we published in l\lay last
year. Only those blanks which are still readily obtainable in this country under present conditions
have been listed
Prices Retail Each
Name

Diameter

Type

Base

Surface Coating

Processing

Neo-Cire

Metal ...

Cellulose compound ...

Electrolytic, as these blanks are
primarily intended for use as
masters when solid stock pressings are required.

Phono-Dis~

Aluminiwn

Non- fluid
cbf'mical
lubricant
impregnated in surface of
aluminium.
Cellulose compound ...

None

Cardboard

Pyral

Zinc

Pyral

Cellulose compound,
plus black varnish.

None, although a hardening or
polishing t1uid may be used if
desired. A light oil application
facilitates cutting.

Simplat

Unbacked, i.:-.,
flexible.

Simplat

Glass ...

Supercut

Aluminium

~Ietol

W.D.

...

Gelatinous composition (non-ftam).

Cellulose
compound
with stabilising
medium.
Cellulose acetate

Chemical treatment, i.e., hardened
and polished by fluids containing formaldehyde and waxy oils
respectively.

Chemical treatment, if desired. A
light non-penetraling lubricating oil applied before and after
cutting \Vill prolong useful
playing life.
Polislling fluid only.

(Pbono-Disc.)

108

sided

G. )lanufacturing Co., Ltd.,
I V. Gorst
Road, Park Royal,
~.\\".10.

-

01n.

Oin.

Rd.

lOd.

v.c;.

l\.Ianufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Gorst Road, Park Roydl,
:\.\\".10.

Is. tiel.
2s. Ud.

~in.

JOin.
l:!in.

3s. Od.

lOin.
12in.
Hiin.
7in.

8s. Od.

'iin.
lOin.
12in.
14in.
16in.
Sin.
lOin.
12in.
13in.
16in.
Sin.
lOin.

I I'hono-Disc
Ltd., G5, Bolsover
Street, W.l.

Is. JU.* 1

8in.

l~in.

*

Manufacturer or
Main Stockists

Double-

4s. Od.
5s. Od.

lOin.

Aluminium

Pyral

11in.
l:lin.

Singlesided

2s. 11d.
4s. Od.

ls. Od.

V.G. :Jlanufacturing Co., Ltd.,
G:orst l{oad, Park Royal,
N.W.!O.

2s. Od.
:ls. Od.
4s. Od.
G~. Od.
Ss. Od.
2s. Od.
2s. 8d.
3s. Od.
Us. Od.

10s. Od.

~s.IOd.
~s. 6d.

4s.
7s.
ltis.
2s.
3s.
4s.

~l.S.S.

Recording Co., Ltd.,
83, The Green, Kew, Surrey.

Gd.
Od.
Od.
Od.

Od.
6d.

Will Day Ltd., 10, Lisle Street,
IV.C.~

lOin. size available, in quantity, for export purposes only at present.
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The Short-wave Boom

W

HATEVER else this strange war
has or has not done, there cannot be any doubt that it has produced
the biggest boom in short-wave listening in the history of wireless. Everyone is athirst for news and the sho:rt
waves are the place to find it. Almost
every civilised country (and one or
two that aren't civilised, as well!)
uow seems to have its regular transmissions in English. Add to that the
fact that there are heaps of shortwave stations of high and medium
power in all parts of the world and the
reasons for the boom are not far to
seek. Short-wave listening would be
even more popular than it is were the
tuning arrangements on the S / W
range of the small domestic receiving
sets rather better than they usually
are. Even with the somewhat coarse
and crude tuning available, numbers
of the nearer and more powerful stations can be received by anyone
possessing a modicum of skill and
patience, though the more distant
ones may be rare captures except
under particularly faYourable con·
ditions.

A Grand Opportunity
Is it too much to hope that manufacturers will grasp the opportunity
that they now have of establishing
short-wave listening firmly as a great
popular hobby? If they want to do
so they must offer the public sets
which are both efficient and easy to
use on the wavelengths below 100
metres. Some have already done this,
and I know that the harvest reaped
has surprised. them.
Others again
have turned their attention to the
simplified form of communication
receiver of which I've had a good deal
to say from time to time in these
notes. Such sets have been selling
like hot cakes ; the great difficulty has
been to keep pace with the demand.
But I still haven't seen that {25 semicommunication set that we've discussed before now. One of them was
actually on the stocks just before the
war broke out. I know, because I
spent a whole day and the best part
of the night, too, in trying out the
laboratory model of it. It was a fine
little receiver: RF, Ist detector, separate oscillator, two IF, znd detectorcum-AVC, two AF. And it did deliver
the goods. The tuning arrangements

VORTEXION

SOw. AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

By "DIALLIST"
were a joy to handle, for they divided
the frequencies between 30 and 4
megacycles into four bands, each with
a full-scale range on the large bandspread dial. I'm sure that there's a
place for a set of that kind on the
market to-day and I hope that we
shall see it this summer. Apart from
CR's or semi-CR's, the makers have
a wonderful chance of giving the
short-wave ranges of less ambitious
~ets the attention that they deserve,
for, with Droitwich silent, there is
little to bear on the long waws and
I'm pretty sure that receivers minus
a long-wave range, but with good performance on the medium and the
short waves, would find a ready market. Whether or not makers feel that
the long-wave range can be omitted
from, at any rate, some sets, they
can be sure that there are plenty of
folk who however unwilling they have
been in the past to discard the old
receiver in favour of a new one, will
gladly do so now if they are offered
something that really does enable
them to explore the wonders of the
short waves without having to perform feats of skill and endurance with
coarse tuning and cramped dials.

......

A pair of matched 6L6's \\ ith 10 per cent. ne-.gatin ieed-hack s fltled

In the output stage, and the separate HT snpplies to the anode and
screen have Letter tlmn 4 per cent. regulation, while a separate
rectifier pro\-ldes biao,~,
The 6L6's are driven by a 6F6 trlode connected through a driver

transformer incorpomting feedback.

This is prereded hy a 6N7,

electronic mixing for pick-up and microphone. The additional
6FO operating as first stage on microphone only is suitablr for any
microphone. A tone control is fitted, and the btrge eight-section

output tramformer is available in three typea :-2.g...}IS·SO ohms ;
4-11')·30·60 ohms or 15·60·125-250 ohms. These output lines can be
matched wing al! Rections of windings and will deliv-er the full response
(40·18,000 c;'s) to the !ourlspeakers with extremely low overall bannonk
distortion.

CHASSIS with valves awl plugs .. . . . . . . .. .. .
Or complete in black leatherette oabiDet wilh

£17 1 0 0

~=-r!:!:~~~e~-~~~.P._~·--~~~-~~i~~-~~ £22 10 0
Plm 10% War Increase on abate priaes.
Goodmana P.A. Speakers ID stock.
Bealo Boms .....

£11 11 0
£3 15 0
£5 5 0

Reslo II.C. Microphone. ..

Amperite ltlb~OJl JWoro~hone~ lrom . .
All P.A. and A.B.P. Wamiaa: lle:a ill 111ock.

Many hundreds all'tHy in use for
A.R.P. & GOVERNMENT purposes

15w. AC & 12-VOLT DC AMPLIFIER

Why Not Log It?

I lamented in these
RECENTLY
notes the fact that under wartime
conditions weather reports had had to
vanish from the dailies and that particulars of magnetic disturbances, such
as affect short-wave radio, could not
be obtained for a long time after such
happenings. But if you keep any kind
of log, as I expect you do, even a
" stale" report is of interest, for it
enables you to see whether or not you
were right in inferring what you did
when stations on the short waves began to play strange pranks. Those
who haven't hitherto kept even rough
logs will find that it adds greatly to
the interest of wartime wireless to do
so. Enter up any out-of-the-way experiences with the date and time, and,
if you feel so inclined, pencil in a guess
at the state of magnetic affairs. However belated is the information eventually received, it will prove interesting
when you compare it \vith your
estimate.

A Queer Week
From the doings of the receiving set
on the short waves I gathered that

1 YPc CP20

T1lia -11 Portable A...,llfier, operat1n1 eitller trwM AC
mains or 12-wolt battery, wu tested lly "THE WIRELE88
WORLD," Octoller ht, 1937, and hu pra¥111 10 popular
that at Customers' deiiiiUitl lt nmalns unallentl except
that the output hu beell illcreuetl to 17.2 watts and the
battery consumption lowend to 8 ampem. Read what
•' The Wirelesa World" said:'
" During testa an output of 14.7 watts wae obtained wit-bout any
trace of distortion so that the rating of 15 watt.s ie quite jW:ltifled.
The measured ro&pollle shows an upper limit of 18,000 c/c and a
lower of 80 c/s. Ita performance b exceptionally good. Another
outstanding fMture la i~s ex:ceptiona.lly low hum level when AC
operated even without an earth connection. In order to obtain
the maximum nndistorted output, an input to the microphone jack
·of 0.037 volt was required. The two independent volume controls
enable one to ~djust the gain of the ampllfter for the same power
output from both sources, aa well as superimpose one on the other,
or fade out one and bring the other up to full volume. The secondary
of the output transformer Is tapped :or loudspeakers or line im~
pedance,~ of 4. 7.5 a.nd 15 ohm~."
Prices : Plus 10% war mcrcase.

AC awl 12-volt CBASSIB wltll n:ves, etc. • . . . . .

£12 12 0

~.iD~=.::.~~-~-~~·:.~~~-~:~: £17 17 0

AC only CHASSIS with valves, etc.

.. .. .. .. ..

£8 18 6
0 0

~~~~~.lfk:ID~.:!'.~~~~~·:.~.~:u: £14
aaa.. Case ror o1- ehauil 12/6 ema.

- - - - - Write tor mustraled Catal.....,, - - - - -
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Vorlexion Ltd., tB2, The Broadway,
Wll'nbledon, S.W.t9. 'Phone: LIBerty 2814

Wireless
World
Random Radiationsconditions at the end of March were of
an unusual kind, and I expect that you
did the same. The American cosmic
data record for the week ending April
bth has just reached me, such are the
mails nowadays. Bu! better late than
nev:er, ~or it discloses that the magnetic disturbances during that 'week
really were something worth writing
about. Reports of magnetic conditions are collected from observatories
in the U.S., including Alaska, in
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Australia and
Per.u. From t~~se reports the "magnetic character of the day is worked
out. Comple~e calm is indicated by
o.o and a penod of maximum disturbance by 2.0.
The latter figure
appears only rarely in reports. However, it was assigned to the period
from midnight to r2 hours GMT on
March 3oth. There was a drop to r .6
from 12 hrs. to 24 hrs. that day; but
the whole of the 31st was rated at r.S.
The two periods of April rst were 1.5
to 1.0 respectively. April 2nd at 0.4
was comparatively calm till midday·
then the figure jumped to 1. r. Aprii
3rd ranged from r.6 to 1.2. On the
4th the two periods were rated at o.6
till midday and 0.5 from then till midnight. April 5th began at 0.4, but for
the midday-to-midnight period the
figure o.o showed that complete magnetic calm had been restored.

Towards the Trough
In the camp where I'm living I
haven't my file of cosmic data records
by ~e ; ?ut, speaking from memory, I
don t thmk that such a rating as 2.0
-full marks-has occurred before
during this sunspot maximum that
seems so loth to leave us. A figure
such as 1.7 or r.S represents a state of
great disturbance: 2.0 is terrific. By
the way, a kind correspondent who has
hee.n .able to keep a graph of sunspot
activity confirms my suggestion that
the maximum, which according to the
reference· books occurred a good time
~go, has prove~ to be double humped
mstead of havmg a single peak. The
second peak did not rise quite so high
as th.e ~rst; but it was very marked
and· It Is clear that we have by no
means finished yet either with big
spot-gr~mps on the sun's disc, or with
the wireless upsets that so often
accompany them. Th3 next year or
two, as the curve drops down from the
second hump of the maximum towards the minimum trough, should be
a time of great interest. Since the last
maximum numbers of very powerful
medium-wave stations have come into
being on both sides of the Atlantic.
Heterodynes between U.S.A. stations
and those in Europe were not uncom-

JIO

mon in the late evenings a few years
ago. With the increased numbers of
high-powered medium-wave stations
they may present a serious problem at
and about the sunspot minimum time.

At Last l

......

AT long last they really have given
this camp the electric light for
which we have been hoping, and
almost praying. Until you've lived
through a winter like the last with no
light but that of oil lamps you don't
realise what a blessing it is to have
electricity laid on. A click of a switch
and on comes a lovely illumination.
What a relief it is not to have to be
constantly watching it to make sure
that it is not smoking or otherwise
misbehaving. What a relief too, when
you come in late off night duty, to
have no need to speculate whether or
not your batman has remembered to
trim the wick and fill the reservoir
with oil. But best of all, a good big
mains set can now be used in such
spare moments as there are, instead of
a little fellow run from batteries. No
more worries about accumulator charging or about obtaining dry BTB replacements.

UHF Instruments
wo new

instruments for use in the
.
ultra high frequency field have ueen
mtrocluced by :\farconi-Ekco Instruments, Ltd. One is the TF517 signal
generator, which is a development of the
?lfodel TF390 but with a frequency range
from 150 to 300 :\Ic Is. The output is
o. I volt max. and the calibration accuracy ± r per cent. An attenuator with
a range of roo db is accurate to + 2 db
or 2 p. V. Internal modulation fS supplied at 400 c Is, 30 per cent.
The other instrument is a diode indicating wavemeter, Type TF643, with a
ra.nge of 20 to 300 !\le j s in four bands,
w1th an accuracy of ± I per cent.

T

Club News
Slough and District Short Wave Club
Hea<kluarters: 48, High Street. l'ilough. Bucks.
Meetmgs: Alternate Tlmr"lay' at 7.30 p.m.
Hon .. Sec.: ~lr. K. A. Sly, 16, Bucklarid Avenue,
Slough, Bucks.
At a recent meeting- there was a. discussion
on

data col_lected concerning the relation::.hip

between fadmg and other factoi's a.'>ociated
With the 19.50 metre transmissions of WGEA.
A mlll~et portable was alw demonstrated.
after. which there was a di~eu~sion on various
techmeal matte!s inc:Iuding the Armstrong fre-

(lt!eney modulatiOn sy.stem. 'l'lle meeting closed
With moJ·se pl'actice.
OnJinary member~ ,-.:,ubscription is 2s. 6d. per
an11u!n, piu~ 3d. for each meeting. ~Iembers of
the torceto:i m the dbtrict can become houorary
duh members.

Henry Farrad's Solution
(See page 293)

BYstatshunting
the 25,000-ohm rheowith one of the resistors, its
range is reduced to o-7,150 ohms. If
this is then put in series with four of
the resistors, as shown, the voltage
corresponding to the full range of
rheostat adjustment (assuming the

British Short-wave Correspondence
Club
Headq~arter~:

. The \Vatering,

~uftolk.

IJI'Jclge,

~Ir.

Hon. Sec.:

A.

Par ham, ". ood·

Richardoon. The Waterina

P.arllam, \Yoodbridge, ~uffolk.
~·
. Owmll, to military. dutie,, Mr. Hodg,on ha.,
ot secretary, and ha:-;
been :succeeded by :.\Ir. Richardson.

1elmqm~hed the PO'-JtloH

The QSL >erviee under the direction of ilh
Garrartl

IS

st1_ll operating, nnU memher:s wishing
~·ard:-:; should sewl them to him at

tg ~exchange

J3a, H~rvey .~treet.

l)hwich. Sutl'olk.

'Fhe ~0~1ety ha:-:; now an international membC'f·

t.O,OOO ll

~

~•,oooa

~!up

1rom the IJon. ;)ec.

o-•v

Journals of the World

10,0000

4 V

ot lcO. Full particulars can be had by pose

FR!2.:\CH, .\me':ican, Japanese, Russian,
German, Italian, Dutch, Australasian
1o;ooa n

and, of course, British journals are arnong

10,000 0

Jnar.ISing the. articles on wireless and allied

the

150
l~esea.rc h

10,100 Q

values of all the components are
exactly correct) is o-6.07 volts, which
ought to be quite satisfactory. The
minimum resistance of the arrangement is 40,000 ohms, taking just
r mi!liamp from the 40-volt source.
The only possible criticism is that the
range 0-3 volts occupies a smaller proportion of the rheostat scale than
3-6 volts, but this inequality does not
exist to an excessive extent.

regularly perused by the Radio
Board for the purpose of sum-

subJects for mclusion in the Abstracts and
H.t!erences section which is a monthly
h:ature of our Sister JOUrnal, Tlte Wireles;
l:ug1!1ccr.
ln the ~hty issue, which was
puhhshed on the first of the month
abstracts from, and r~ferenc~s to, nearly 40~
articles recently published m the technical
JOurnals of the world are included. Another
monthly feature is the publication of a summary of recently accepted wireless patent
specifications.
The J\hy issue, which is obtainable
through newsagents or direct from the Publishers, Dorset House, Stamford Street
London, S.E.r, at 2s. Sd., post free, als.;
includes articles on the dielectric losses in
components such as valves, valve holder'
condensers and coils. Another article giv;,~
complete design tables of resistance networks in telecommunication.
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Test Report

Beethoven "Little Prodigy '

/

FOUR-VALVE SUPERHETERODYNE
"ALL DRY" PORTABLE
PRICE £6 19s. 6d.
N designing this ~-eceiYer the
makers haYe not fa1led to make
the most of the advantages
offered by the 1.4 volt range of
The compactness of the
valves.
batteries and of the valves themselves have been supplemented by
ingenuity in the arrangement of the
other components, with the result
that the only unoccupied volume inside the cabinet is that required for
the removal of the vah·es from their
sockets.
Space has not been saved, however, by installing a midget loud
speaker and the 6J! inch Rola PM
unit gives the set a clear and lusty
voice for its size.
Circuit.-A heptode frequency
changer is followed by a pentode IF
amplifier, a diode-triode signal and
AVC rectifier and first AF stage and
a pentode output valw. The frame
aerial consists of the usual two sections in series with the long-wave
winding shorted when working on
medium wavelengths.
Iron cored
coils are used in the IF stage, which
operates at the unusual frequency of
450.5 kcjs.
The diode rectifier circuit is of the
simplest basic design and provides
AVC bias for both the IF and the
frequency-changer stage.
Bias for
the output valve is derived from a
resistance in the common negative

I

HT line.
Both HT and LT batteries are switched off when the set
is not in use.
Performance.-The efficiency of
the superheterodyne circuit more
than compensates for the smallness
of the frame aerials and good reception should be obtained from the
B.B.C. Home Service in any part
of the country. It is unlikely that
full amplification will be required
on this service, but \Yhen called for
on distant stations it will be found
that the set has a remarkably low
level of background noise. ·
The intrinsic selectivity, apart
from that conferred by the directional properties of the frame, is

r----------------------------------------1
::

i
!
I

W AVERANGES

::

l

Medium ... 200 - 500 metres
Long ... .. 900 - 2,000 metres :
I

I

:

------------------------------------------

good, and tuning is sharp enough to
call for reasonable care in order that
over-emphasis of high frequencies
may be avoided.
·
When accurately tuned the balance of tone is good and there is
enough bass and treble response to
cover the range of programme
material to which one normally
listens with a portable. With new

/

'

T

!
I

t
Circuit diagram of the Beethoven "Little Prodigy."
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batteries an undistorted power of
about zoo milliwatts is available
from the output pentode, and with
the efficient loud speaker provided
this gives all the volume requiredeven out of doors.
Constructional Features.- The
set at first sight appears to be built
round the inside of the cabinet, but
this is an illusion resulting from the
close spacing of the components.
Actually it is a simple matter to remove the chassis complete with its
loud speaker. All that is necessary
is to remove the batteries and the
two control knobs and unsolder the
three frame leads when the unit
may be lowered and withdrawn.
The waverange switch is operated
by a lever working in a slot in the
top of the cabinet, through which it
was possible to see the main trimmers. Some sort of slide should be
an improvement here to prevent the
ingress of moisture or dust.
The cabinet itself is covered with
cellulosed blue waterproof cloth
and its overall dimensions are 9!in.
by 9in. by s!in.
The weight is
approximately 13lb.
Separate LT and HT dry batteries are used. The LT unit has a
two-pin plug connection and the
HT has spring contacts pressing
against terminal plates in the side
of the case.
With new batteries
the HT consumption is 7 mA.
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SHORT WAVE COMPONENTS

USE
EDDYSTOIIE SHORT·WAVE H.F. Choke with patented low
I nss and conned ion D.L.-9 form~rs with spaced honeycomb
woun<i coils. D.C. resist:mce ~2 ohms. Inductance 1.2~ millihenries. O.lAO metres. ~o. JUW..
2/2

Extt~nsion

New Type Microdrnsus
with

imprond
1094.

Control Outfit made from

pred~ion

rlr({wn paxolin

tube. Cannot warp or bend ; insulating part 4in. long. Brass
insert Bin. long.
No. 1008 .

D.J •. ~

I neulation,
No.

i
c

lR Jl!.mftl.

"E D"D Y0 11 E "
table
ate d

~~!t~~~~~-:yr;· J~-i:::i(~
D.C. fta.sh-on•r ,oltagf',
3,500 volts.':
..
4 3
No. 1129. 40 m.mfd.
high-\'Oitage type. Min ..
3.8 m.mfd.
Max .. 40
m.mfd. D.C. flash-oYer,
2,300 volts..
4'9

60 m.mfd.
160 rn.mfd.

4,11
6;6

Frequentite Insulator for ra.rrying R.F. leads through
metal ba!'lebo<l.nir; '~ith minimum loss. No. IOltt 2/2,
All- Wave
H.F.
Choke.
Low loss
D.l... 9
former
with two section
honeycomb ~·ound
('Oils.
One screw
fixing. Wa.v<-range
12.5 to 2,000 metres.
Self capacity 2.4
m.mfd, Inductance
17.f.l
mi!lihenries.
D.U.
resistance

for

mounting c·omponents which
are controlled
from an extension spindle or
flexible coupler. The insu-

'' EDDYITONE " Pillar
Jnsulaton,
made
of
glazed Frequentite and
tested to a breakdown

lated portion,
made
from
D.L.9
highfrequency
dielectric,
ie
adjustable.
No. 1007. 1/8

,~oJtage of 30,000.
In
two types, one having a
2 BA fixing bolt and
wing nut, the other a
ht>a.'"y duty plug and
~ocket fitting with soldering tag connections.

So. 1049 . .
No. 1096 . .

c.

liO ohm~.
X o. 1066.

2/3.

1/8

. . 1/10

OR
WRITE
OUR
SERVICE
DEPOTS.

ORDER
Flexible Coupler. Free from backFROM
lash but very flexible, this coupler
YOUR
banishes
alignment
troubles.
D.L.-9.
HF lngulation.
Fnr
iin. spindles.
Xo. lOOD.
1,'8. DEALERLondon Service: Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., W.1

Birmingham Service : Webb's, 41, Carrs Lane

.===RAQJ9MART~
B'HAM)

WHICH ROOM
i3 most convenient for your set?
l..f ANY serious radio experimenters prefer to operate their

ll'. sets in the privacy of their own " dens." ' In such cases
a good extension speaker is essential to serve the other memllers of the household with popular programmes. But wherever
the set is placed, there are numerous occasions when it is inconvenient to confine your listening to one room. '' Extension
speaker listening " provides
the only satisfactory solution. A'k your dealer to
demonstrate Stentorians the economically priced
speakers which do full justice
to the finest sets.
Chassis models from 19/3·
Cabinet models from ZI/6.
Literature on application.

~!~!!!~!Y.!!!(9

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

LTD.

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS

WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF
SHORTWAVE
AND
COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING AMERICAN VALVES.
RADIOMART SPECIAL OFFERS! Fully shrouded Transformers
by America's largest manufacturer. While they last, alll30 v. 50 cy.
T.300S-300/3QO v. 80 m/A.,~ v. -1 ACT. 4 v. 2.j a. unshrouderJ.
T.850Y-350/350 v. 1.'10 m/A. 4 "· t3 a., 4 r. 2.5 ot. . . . . . . . . .
T.l96l0-350/350 V. 150 ID/A. '.!.5 \'.f) a., :?.5 T. 2 a., t) V. <la.
T.7236-375/375 V. 120 m/A. 6.3 v. 4 a., f> Y. 3 a. , . . .
T.6025-320/320 v. 80 m/A. 2.5 v. f) a., 5 Y. 3:\. . . . .
T:464!H9-10 v. 4 a., primary tapped 110-250 v. . . . . .
W.379Y-440/440 v. 200 m/A., 6.::1 v. 3 a. CT., 5 v. 3 a.
W.SOSY-550/550 v. 200 miA. 6.3 v. 3 a. CT., .'.i v. 3 a. . .
Tlll3AB-230 to llO v. 500 wat.t auto transformer . .
T.2311A-230 v. to 110 v. 100 \mtt auto transformer.. .

The following cbokea ara interleaved and impregnated :
T.7007-250 m/A., 135 ohm~. 20-H Hy., cadmium shrouded ..
T.7007A-l50 m/A., 250 obm~. 30-12 Hy., cadmium shrouded
lOO m/A., 20 Hy., 500 ohm!!, unshrouded ............. .

6/6

15/-

12/6

10/6
7/6
516
25/25/-

29!6
12 16

1216
1216
4111
1111

(iO mj A., 15 Hy ., 2j0 ohms ..

fEl~~.Wo~ 3~~t~~A~.t i6i~.ha;l::~f{~ft T~il~f~ :!~~~ni~~!';nt~ e ~er~t~~~~: ~~J ~~,.;~:

10

M 0~Jt ~~. 8&t~~Jt=: eo~~~~. 4rg:;,gs~~~1.6~t~: 2,~igo, ~~~J jb!~~· 1~?3. ' ~=~

0

lOin.; 1,650 obms, 17/6. M.C. SpeaKer Transformer£~, Power, Pentode or Push-Pnll,l/11.

QA~~u~&~~~:. w~~t~/tan~u~i;~~~e: 4~~~ 8~d!~l ~~q~b;;~;·w!':;:. only,

4111

pus!!~?~~~~.~ Y~~?~d. i~~vyA~rt~e~~i~~~~~:;~6"t ~~~~t.; ~::~f!!~~~:

6

6d. each. Centralab pots, all sizes, 1/9; .swltcbed, 2/3 ; tubular fuses, 2d.
meters, 25 m/ A. upwards, 6/9.

vA;~b: a~elia~:e~g~:~e~e:~~orsa~~YP~f
over 50 per cent.

Milliam-

~~~~t~~~~i~Jl t;q~~~~~ ~~:::;Af!:.
reply.

0

A~~.IC:eN a~~~~ !~

0

~r~:n~:~ts~ ~:bn~~~t a lfs~~i~tt~o~~P~he~ei{:}~

increase.
OUR IIEW 86-PAGB IIIA!IlJAL, paokol lull ol valnable information. lletro-KilocJcle
Charts. Shortwave Stations. times of News BuiJetins. Sbortwave Receivers. con1truction:-.
articles, eb, 7ld. po1t free.
THE lfEW RAYIIABT CATALOGUE sbows do:ens of New Shortwave Components anJ
il Joura for 2td. 11011 !roe.
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Recent Inventions
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio devices and developments disclosed in Patent
Specifications will be included in these columns.

T

CENTIJ\IETQE WAVES
HE Figure shows a valve ot the

"resonator" type for generating
ultra-short waves of the order of a few
centimetres. The valve is a diode, the
indirectly heated cathode being entirely
enclosed by the anode. The primary
discharge of electrons takes place between the upper and lower faces of the
cathode C and the adjacent surfaces A
of the anode. The hollow extension Ar
of the anode forms a resonating chamber
in which oscillations of the desired frequency are built up.
A

c

0

NAVlGATIO:'Ii SYSTEJ\IS
half-wave transmitting aerials
are spaced half a "·a,·elength apart,
and a " passive " reflector is placed
mid-way between them. The two aerials
are alternately energised and keyed, one
with the morse signal T and the other
with the morse signal E. The reflector
throws each signal, as it is radiated, to
one side or other of the centre line of
the aerial oystem, thus delineating a
navigational course along the common
or overlapping part of the two radiated
fields. An aviator or other navigator
knows that he is keeping on the centre
line of the course when he hears thP T
and E signals merge into a single continuous note.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., B. }. !Vitt, and f. G. Robb.
Application date July znd, 1938. No.
5166.p.

T
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1\"ith two field windings, so that it can
be made to rotate in one direction or the
other.
The motor is stopped at the
critical point by a contact which is
arranged to slide, at the proper moment,
on to an insulating gap which divides
the two segments of a rotating commutator switch. [f the gap is made too
narrow, there is a danger that the motor
will override the proper setting, whibt
if it is made too wide the tuning will nnt
be accurate. Again, if the sliding con·
tact is arranged to bridge the gap corn·
pletely, both field windings are energised
simultaneously. and the motor will st0p.
though there is then a tendency to
" chatter."
As shown in the drawing, the difficulty is met by inserting a thin strip

0000

Micro-wave generating system.
The generation of sustained oscillations
depends upon the fact that a uniform
stream of electrons moving between two
equidistant surfaces (the cathode C and
anode A) develops a negative resistance
within certain frequency bands. These
depend, in turn, upon the capacity between the two surfaces in question, and
upon an inductance factor which is determined by the geometry of the system,
including the inside length and radius
of the resonating chamber Ar. The power
generated depends upon the specific resistance of the discharge stream, and
upon the transit angle or " transit time "
required by the electrons to pass from
cathode to anode.
Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd.
(assignees of F. B. Llewellyn). ConvPntion date (V .S.A .), July JISt, 1937. Nu.
516750.
0

0

0

INPUT COUPUNGS
HE Figure shows an aerial coupling
and transmission line design to
operate efficiently over a wide band of
frequencies. The aerial A is matched to
the capacitive impedance of the line L
through a transformer T. The line is
terminated at the receiver end by a surge
resistance R, which prevents reflection,
and a series condenser C.
For very short waves, the condenser
can be ignored, since practically all the
signal voltage is developed across the
terminals of the resistance R, which is
coupled to the primary of the input
transformer Tt.
For longer waves tht> condenser C is
the effective impedance, passing on the
incoming signals through tht> single connecting lead formed by the two parallel
windings of the input transformer. The
aerial transformer T is not required it

T

Wideband aerial coupling circuit.

0

VALVE CONSTRUCTION
TOput-reduce
the inherent input and outcapacitance of a valve, particu-

larly for handling ultra-short waves, the
base of the bulb is sealed off by a flat
"header '' of glass through which metal
contact prongs pass. The inner ends of
the prongs are connected to the electrodes inside the bulb, ''"hilst the outer
ends are pluggrd directly into the usual
socket or valvehoider.
To supplement the effect of the
screening grid and to ensure a more complete electrostatic isolation of the electrodes, a metal plate is fitted around the
exterior of the flat glass base, and is
perforated to allow the contact prongs
to pass through.
Hygrade Sylvania Corp. Convention
date (U.S.A.) May z8th, 1937.
No.
516IJO.

JUI'v'E, I940-

Exact tuning in push-button sets.
conductor C in the middle of the gap
G between the two segments S, S1 ot
the commutator switch feeding the two
field windings of the motor M. When a
press button, such as B, is depresst>d.
the commutator rotates until one or
other of the contacts K, 1\r comes
against the conductor C.
At that
moment a relay R opens the motor Circuit, and a magnetic winding W simultaneously applies a
brake.
This
promptly stops any further movement,
until another selector button is opera led,
to release the first, in the ordinary way.
E. K. Cole, Ltd., and A. JV. Martw.
App!icatwn date, June 17th, 1938. No.
515292.

the capacity of the line L is made substantially equal to that of the aerial.
Telefunken Ges. fiir drahtlose Telegraphic nz./J.h. (Additions to P!iltent No.
501051).
Convention date (Germany).
June 9/h, 1937. No. 5157!0.
0 0 0 0

PUSH·BUTTON TUNING
T is common practice to drive the
tuning condense-r of a push-button
receiver by a motor which IS provided

I

0 0 0 0

CATHODE·QA Y TUBES
THE final anode of a cathode-ray tube

may be at a potential of, say, 50,000
volts above that of the deflecting coils.
If a flash-over occurs, or if the HT supply
IS accidentJ.lly short-circuited, the mherent capacity between the two parb
may momentarily throw the deflecting
coils 5o,ooo volts negative to earth. This
is likely to damage any associated part3

Wireless
World
Recent Inventionsof the circuit, besides being a definite
source of danger to anyone handlmg the
tube.
In order to reduce the risk, solenoid
windings are inserted between the HT
terminals and the various component
parts concerned. The occurrence of a
short circuit or flash-over then creates a
large voltage-drop across the protective
windings, thereby reducing the momentary potential thrown on to the deflecting
coils to a less dangerous level.
E. L. C. White and A. D. Blumlein.
Application date, April 13th, 1938. No.
5148z5.
0

0

0

0

TONE CONTR.OL
N the type of tone control where a
I series resistance and capacity ·are
shunted across the load circuit of the

station, to tune ddiberately to one side
or other of the carrier frequency, so that,
in effect, one concentrates on the particular sideband that is farther away
from the source of interference. To assist
in this selective manipulation, a discriminator circuit which is tuned slightly
above or below the intermediate frequency can be coupled to one of the
intermediate-frequencv amplifiers. The
cl iscriminator circuit includes a rectifier
which develops a DC control voltage
that rises to a maximum at the desired
"off-tune" point and so can be used to
adjust the tuning of the circuits automatically to the point of least interference. A reversing switch allows the offtune point to be tried out, both above
and below the precise carrier frequency.
As a further refinement, the control
voltage is applied to a variable-impedance valve so that the tuning of the set
is automaticall~· adjusted to the most
favourable point, as determined either
by the strength of the desired signal, or
by the strength of the interfering signal.
J(o/ster-Brandes, Ltd., and C. N.

Smyth.
Application date July 12th,
I9J8. No. srGSgr.
0 0 0 0

Tone control by negative feedback.
~mtput

valve, the upper cut-off frequency
IS usually fixed, so that the attenuation
can only be varied above this point. In
such a circuit arrangement the resistance is always the variable element.
According to the invention, tone control is effected by using a negative feedback derived from a resistance-capacity
circuit RC shunted across the output of
a pentode V, the control grid of which
includes a potentiometer Rr, Rz. The
reverse feedback is applied from the
variable control resistance R to the midpoint of Rr and Rz through a blocking
condenser Cr.
With increasing frequency, the reactance of the condenser C diminishes, and
a larger negative feedback is therefore
applied to the amplifier. The amount
of feedback will also depend upon the
setting of the resistance R, which thus
governs the high-frequency cut-off point.
The attenuation above this point is, howP.Ver, substantially constant.

The Mullard Radio Valve Go., Ltd.,
and R. G. Clark. Application date, June
zoth, 1938. No. 516286.
0 0 0 0

EI.lMINATING INTER.FER.ENCE
INSTEAD of tuning exactly to the carrier wave, it is an advantage, par"i,cularly in the presence of an interfering

JI4

SELECTIVE CIR.CUITS
T is desirable, particularly in the IF
I stages of a superhet, that the frequency-response curYe should have steep
sides and a relatively fiat top, so as to
gi,·e uniform amplification over the bandpass width, combined "·ith a sharp cutoff.
To secure this effect, a frequencyselective feedback circuit is provided between the anode and the screen grid of
a pentode valve. Preferably, the feedback circuit consists of t'm parallel-tuned
rejector circuits, connected in series with
each other and with a clecoupling resistance.
One of the rejector circuits is
tuned 9 kilocycles above, and the other
·9 kilocycles below the IF frequency. The
degree. of feedback applied is controlled
by varying tbe screen-grid voltage.

Marconi's ll'ireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., and K. R. Sturley. Application
date. April qtl!, 1938. No. 5IJ6oj.
TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
IMPR.OVE.MENTS
HEN
television
signals
are
generated in a transmitter tube of
the Iconoscope t\·pe, the picture, as
seen at the receiving end, is often
marred by a diffusc·d dark area, which
appears approximately at the centre of
the fluorescent scrE-en.
The innntion is based on the dis-
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The British abstracts published here
are prepared with the permission
of the :controller of H.M. Stationery
Office, from specifications obtainable
at the Patent Office,~25, jSouthampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1/each.
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covery that the ~canning beam in the
transmitter tube contains an undesirable
mixture of secondary electrons, produced
by the impact of the primary beam of
electrons against the highly positive
electrodes.
To a\·oitl this cause of
trouble, the first anode, which normally
carries a voltage in the neighbourhood
of J,ooo, is followed bv a second,
cylindrical anode, which is biased to a
much lower voltage, of the order of 8oo.
Any secondary electrons emitted by the
first anode \\·ill thus be repelled by the
second anode, owing to its lower voltage,
so that they do not reach the mosaic
screen.
The higher ,·elocity of the
primary beam is, howe,·er, sufficient to
carry it through.

Electrical Research Products, Inc.
Convention date :.U.S.A.) February 19th,
1938. No. 517756.
C'

c

0 0

INTERFERE::'IICE SUPPR.ESSION
HE Figure shows a typical arrangement for preventing the electric
motor of a vacuum cleaner, refrige{ator,
fan, or similar domestic appliance from
producing electrical interference with
broadcast reception. The arrangement
is shown in tlw drawing applied to a
di1ect-current mot•Jr.
The two series
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Suppression chokes applied to a DC motor.
tielclwindings Fr. F2 are connected
through condemc,·s Cr, Cz to the point
\\'here the frame :\I of the motor is
earthed. A third condenser C3 is
shunted across the DC supply, and
J<F chokes E, K r are connected in
series "ith each lead. The two chokes
arc mounted un a cc•mmon core P so
that the magnetic Jields produced by the
main current are opposed to each other.
It is found that the supvression of interference due to an\· earth leakage that may
occur, or to any radio-frequency currents
that may be 5et up, depends very
largely upon the correct degree of coup·
ling between the t\YO chokes.
According to the invention, the chokes
are made mo\·able on the core; or they
may be fixed and the core made movable; or the number of the laminations
forming the core may be varied; in order
to allow the degree of coupling to be adjusted to the optimum value.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., and
H. C. E. Jacoby. Application dat8,
August uth, 1938. No. 517606.
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DIRECTIONAL

GOODMANS

'I
1
I

gives a wide angle of
propagation equnalent
to two separase horns.

l
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I
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!

Speech Coil 'lmpL•dmtce ·
15 olm•• ... ··· ···

l *for
:

PROPAGATIO

GOODMANS

DUPLEX HORN

P I 2 E an d

'

.

These two reproducers arC' capable of
really high quality reproduction and will
handle up to 20 watts A.C. peak, giying
absolute. reliability on·r sustained periods.
An exceptionally high degree of sensitivity
is attained as a result of the l'areful design
of speech coil and magnetic gap. A
particular characteristic of these two
instruments is the fine "fullbodied"
rendering of orchestral and band items.
Successfully operated in many Cinemas
and Danee Halls, ete., throughout the
country.

~~~~s;:
~

£5.17.0

P 12 P. M.

Loudspeakers

'

~

NON-DIRECTIONAL PROPAGATION
GOODMANS

I

CONCENTRIC DIFFUSER

!

Prm·ides the most

P.A.

~'

,./

eronom.~

cat method of distributing
souml over wide areas.
Rpecially suitable where
echo effects and other
acoustic
proble~lll:l
are
troublesome.
Ideal
for
Faetorie.s, Ice Rinlul and
Dance Ha!ls, etc

I

P011.•er handling capacity
20 u:atts A.C. Ptak.
Speech
Coil impeda.nc.:: 15 ohms ...

I

PERMANENT MAGNET MODEL

I
£15.0.0
!
I
L--------------------------------------J

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD.,

ENERGISED MODEL

£6. 15 . 0
£4. 10.0

e

With
detachable
diaphragm

LANCELOT RD., WEMBLEY, MIDDX. Telephone: WEMbley 4001 (5 lines).

for booklet entitled
"The AttainmeHt
of an Ideal "giving
valuable infonna~
tion and data on
the principles of
Loudspeaker pro·
duction.
Attach your r.ard
or letter heading.

"J\LL WJ\VE" RJ\010 REC:EIVERS
ALSO INTRODUCING SPECIAL EXPORT MODELS

tLe DOUBLE- DECCJ\
This 5-valve superhet DoubleDecca is the first ALL-WAVE
portable to operate on
AC/DC mains, wherever
available, or on its own " all
dry" battery anywhere. The
special built-in aerial gives you
the choice of the World's
broadcasting stations. Voltage,
100/250 volts AC.DC. Waveband range, 16-49, 200-550,
I ,000-2,000 metres.

EXPORT

ENQUIRIES

INVITED

tLe DECCJ\ ...odel J\ Wtix
Specially desianed for the Export
Market- the A W6X is an extremely sensitive 5valve superhet
all wave receiver, its 3 wavebands
cover 13-35, 35-100, 200-550
metres and has an u nd istorted
output of 4t watts. The A W6X
operates on AC mains with a
voltage range of 100- 120 and
200-250 volts AC.

FOR

BOTH

THESE

MODELS

~,,,m,,,,h

D-OUBLE-DE- -;C~

..----PRESENTI-NG
THE

00

THE OVERSEAS BUYER
' This set is of outstanding interest to the
Export Markets and is available to agents
at particularly favourable prices.

c/----.......,(
(

'~----.,,,,~t

D RJ\010
ECCA

'--.J_
\

M~B

D_E_c_c_A_R_A_D_Io
__A_N_D_T_E_L_E_V_IS_I_O_N__
L_I

lt is with every confidence that V'(e present
the AW6X to the overseas buyer, we suggest
you write immediately for full details of the
favourable Export prices available to agents.

R IX TON ROAD, LONDON, S W. 'J, ENGLAND
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
ARM STRONG

THE CHARGE for advertisements in these columns '
.s 12 words or less 3/-, 3d. for evny aiditional wlrd.
l!lach paragraph is charged separately.
ADVERTISEMENTS, with remittance, should
rea1h Dorset House, Shmford Street, S.E.l, not
later than first post Wednesday, lane lOth, for the
luly issue, or one day eadi£r at the Branch Olllcu.
FURTHER DIFFICULTIES AHEAD !
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildholl
Buildings, Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260,
•
Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26 3 , Rellf!eld Street,
Please don't think we are becoming pessimistic-we are
Glasgow, C.2.
not, but facts must be faced. There is a further vigorous
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to trade advertightening up in the supply of raw materials which of
tiserl on orders for consecutive insertioDS provided a
necessity limits the number of chassis we can supply
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
and increase the time required for delivery.
fresh instructioDS the entire copy is repeated from the
Unfortunately, this position wi 11 intensify as the war
previous issue. 3 insertions, 6 per cent.; 6 ins., 10
progresses, and we know you will appreciate that such
per cent.; 12 ins.0 15 per cent.
matters are beyond our control, but we repeat yet again
Ad ertisem ts
· ed too late 1
·
that in accordance with our well-known Fair Trading
wded
t en r~~ed . the ~ o:,~ Jl~S!le, !If
Policy we shall never take advantage of these 'regrettable
:~ th'::e' :e~. TbemProprietors = t h ' !
conditions to increase our prices more than is absolutely
.
ht
to
refuse
or
withdraw
advertisements
at
their
essential.
ng
discretion.
.-------PAPER RATIONINr.""------.1
The Proprietors are not responsible for clerical
We are reluctantly compelled to charge 6d. towards the
or printers' errors, although every care is taken to
cost of our Illustrated Catalogue in future, which gives
avoid mistakes.
full details of our complete range.
BOX NO. ADVERTISEBS should include the
Write for your copy to·day !
words " Boll 000 c/o • The Wireless World ' " which
must be paid for. An additional li- is charged
MODEL 8810 -10-V SUPERHET-8TRAIGHT
L'=lo;;;r;;;registra;;;·=tio;;;.;;;n;;;and=cost=o;;;f;;;!orw=arding=·
=rep;;;l;;;tes;;;.=;=J ALL-WAVE HIGH-FIDELITY R-G CHASSIS
incorporating Two Independent Ci rcults, Superheterodyne and Straight, having R.F. Pre-amplifier and R.C.
Coupled Push-Pull Triode Output capable of handling
8 watts.

Lettere addressed to Bo:r Nos. are simply forwarded
to the advertiser. No respoWiibilit:v is aecepted in
connection with these advertisements.
DEPOSI'l' SYSTEM. Readers may deal with
advertisers in safety through our Deposit IIJBtem.
Purchase money payable to Difte &: Sons Ltd. 8bould
be deposited with" Tbe Wireless World," when both
parties are advised ol its receipt.
The time allowed for decisimi is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they m'Oit be reiumed to
sender. n a sale is elfected, buyer instructs 118 to
remit amount to seller, but if not, leller instructs 118 to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the
buyer, but in the event of no sale, and subject to there
being no different arrangement between buyer and
seller, each pays carriage one wa:v. The leller takes
the risk of lose or damage in transit, for which we
take DO respoiiSibility. For transactiODB up to no
a deposit fee of1/- is charged; over £10 and under
£50, 2/6; over £50 and under 175, 6/-; over
£75 and under noo, 7/6 ; over £100 one-baH per
cent. All correspondence must be sent to Dorset
House, Stemlord Street, London, S.E.l.
Cheques and Postal Orders sent in payment for
deposits or advertisements should be made payable to
llifte & SoDS Ltd., and crossed. l!lotes cannot be
traced if lost in transit. They must therefore be

~:!.~V:. tt:~a~':~~~pera~r:J':m~k.
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NEW RECEIVERS AND
AMPLIFIERS

Th~

fJ.'r0phy 6, perfectr £7,"5.-Box 2516, c/(l
N E\VJFireless
World.
[9039
S"ky Champieon, new 1939, prac£11 .-Jlallicrafter
th:ally nm.bed.-'Phonc: Put. 5937. [9038

AKERS' Super Quality Receivers for Realistic Reproduction.
Brand new surplus bargains as
follows:-

B

£ }}

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS

Wanted

~g!~'ial}ysu~!si~!~~e tf~~~:;\~;a~~~t r;~:~ibi~

quality reproduction from radio and gramophone, cmnplete with tone control stage, 8-watt triode output,
push-pull, limited number; write for descriptive leafTet now.-Bakers' Selhurst Radio, 75, .Sussex Rd ..
South
[9034

Preselcctor.-Particulars and pri<'e to
BRS 3744, 9€a, ~~w \Valk, Leicester.
[9024
O~IIIIUNICA'I'IO:" R<'<'<-irer, late modeL-Full par.
C ticulars, Tavist(Jck, 39, H.isca Rd., Newport,
)fon.
·
[9019

8-valve all-wave 8-watt, £16;
R ADIOGRAMS,
radiograms, £20; se_ts from £1 to £100;
secures list; part or complete

au\n-

ing Lodge. Timperley, CLe!';hire.

Stewart and Roberts. Amersham.

[9000

DB 2 0

Croydon.

~tamp

W A~~~l~ini?~~\~~a~~c~{!-~;~~\\\~H~!"Uar~~:fl.:r pj~i.L~~~

Il,~d.

exchang~a.

14-G1~o~u~~-~b~ttoCnrC~rer~is~i~lc.

10

[9041

vo:~J~r CoN~~ f. E~(\~~<t t t:~:~~trHa ~~~~~~~ ;~ca ~ii_~16~'::_

1

Hard\dc·ke, 29, \Yandrk :\v, ( r.-),;hy, Lanr'l.

r l\11~~~i, ~~~~i

f9023

D.O. Rnd all dry portables.

Cheapest in Britain.
Catalng:Hes free.---Shippers' Radio, 18, Corporation St.,
1\Jancliester, 4
[8992

B A~!\~~.P~ea~:Jg~.~~~-~~.ra;~ 11ne~~a~;~r~~~. ~~d~~:~

30% to 40% below listed prices; also :.\:fidgets, portables, car radio; send 2 1·1d. stamp for lists.-Radio
Bargains. Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Rd., Aston,
Birmingham_
[9028

··*C "b~~L~~?r':;~ re?[.;'tf. ~nd c,~fi:~~.:~J'~~~i·uH\/~()

USED SETS FOR SALE
The circuit of the S$10 is unique. When used as a
STRAIGHT receiver two H.F. stages are in operation
with A.V.C. Diode Detector is used for distortionless
detection together with Triode Push-Pull output. A
turn of only one knob is necessary to switch from "Superhet" to "Straight."
The Gramophone
Amplifier has been specially studied and
gnsa
records can be reproduced with excellent quality. Plus So/0

12

1

MODEL AW38-8-V ALL-WAVE SUPERHET

short-wave radto, have on view in London some .of
the tinest reeeivers ever made; for instance, a five-valve
THF Midget (2 bands) at 75/-; a mains-battery transpnrtable (operating without alteration on A.C., D.C .•
or batteries}, at £8; an 8-valve radiogram chassis with
. vaives and speaker, 4 wave-bands, at £8/8; a 6-valve
tuning unit with five wave-bands, including 41/2-10
metre'3, at £8/18/6; tuning unit with output stage
an!.l ~peaker at £11; a 13-valve receiver with five
wM·e-bands, including 5-10 metres, variable selectivity
inter-station noise silencer, chassis, valves and auditorium spen.ker complete, £16/1.6; an 18-valve twin
chassis incJuding such refinements as variable seleetivity, contJast expansion, C.W. beat oscillator, variable
sensitiv'ty, inter-station noise silencer, with valves and
auditorium speaker, £28/17/6; any American valve
for 1925-1940 receivers for 6/- each (only firsts such
as Raytheon, National Union, &c., supplied). Why not
f'all and handle the_se receivers at your leisure? There
is un obligation to pnrcba.se. Alternati-vely, full.v illustrated catalogu2s will be forwarded on receipt of 2V:ld.

This radiogram chassis has R.C. Coupled PushwPull Output capable of handling 6 watts.
This being our Quality Year we have carefully studied
the design of our more economically priced
models and it's now possible to obtain
gns•
excellent quality with economy . ..
.. ........ plus 5%

8

Matched Push-Pull Speaker for above 1 gn.

Plus 5%
7 DAYS' APPROVAL-llMONTHS'GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.

C

WARLTERS

Nearest pOint Marble Arch, down Bayswa.ter Rd., turn
5th right.
(9045

ROAD,

HOUOWAY,

(AdJoining Holloway Arcade.)

LONDON,

'Phone: NORth 3213.

N.7

[9043

HAMMARLUND
20
i~s~~~~x va~~~~.li~tl:

The

If. i1·eless JVorld.

19 4 0

[9049

MIDWEST
~~l';A~e 1g~.~~6xe ~'!I;~~~stmi~vaesli~~s S-s~fe~~

1

tivity and sensiliYity, (,rgan-fonic t<Jne
Wur-h-key split sec(lnd tuning dual-Rola
pull 20 watts .output, t'(JSt £55, Qnly a
will accept £32/ 1(J -BDx 2506, c/o

M

17 &ns.

1

Terrace, \V .2

H Q12 0· t~}Jc~, ~~)~~~~Ee~t ;

with R.F. Pre-Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C. coupled
Readers need no introduction to this most
popular model, so favourably reviewed by The
Wireless World on Jan. 5th, 1939..... :.............

2

Inverne~s

World.

Triode P.P. Output.

£~Lir?~~~c~~!t ~2~~ ~a~~~~n~~~t 0 E11 ~~C:e~:
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MODEL AW125PP-12-V 5-BAND ALL-WAVE
R-G CHASSIS (12-550 continuous, 1000-2000m)

stamp.

llALLI!lNGER
RADIO
CORPORATION,
31,
CraVen Terrace, London, W.2. Paddington· 6492.

HALLICRAFTER

H Af~~t
86,

filter, electric
speaker, push~
few weeks old;
The Wireless
(8997

McMURDO
c~IURDO

1940 15-17 GeQrgic Autoradiogram,
shop soiled, listerl 82 gm.; !;nip, £67 I 10.-A.O.S.
Rru:lio, 46, Widmore Rd., Bwmley.
[9014

PHILCO
pni,~f~ ;;;,~~t ·~~-gctltiD~; 8 ·1stfJ':.'t.~~¥i~lll~.up;;:
Hornsey Lane Gardem, N.6.

[9048

R.M.E. 69
R.l\-L.E.69, with noise limiter. and speaker, dem.
soiled; £41/ 10.-A.C.S. Rc:JJO, 46, \Vidmore Rd.,
Bromley.
..
[9012
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USED SETS FOR SALE
SCOTT
sc~;;,~.~~~ra~~r;Y~t £ A.~~~~~~~~::~:'r;, £ ~~~~~~~
1

1

A.C.S. Radio, 46, \Vidmore Rd., Bromley.

.. S cole;, .. s~~i~rx:h;r~·-\\~~t~

[9013

:~~~~tewft~we! 8r~~\~

amazing perL nuance on the low wave-bands, 10-550
met"Tes, dual-Hola speakers, in perfect conditiOn. cost
120 guineas; accept £30.-Box 2507, c/o The JVireless
World.
[8998

L·R·S
EASY
TERMS

MISCELLANEOUS

We are still living up to our
reputation for prompt and
personal service.
We are also open to consider sub-contracts for limited
quantities.

«»

ARMSTROIG Model SS10

SALJ1o~1• !~di~;r~~~; ~eir~fv~~s'co~~·iet~r~~ch;~ge~~
Firms experiencing difficulty
in obtaining transformers from
their usual source of supply
should get into touch with us
at once.

The modem method
of acquiring the most
modern radio at a
modest monthly outlay

1G-VALVE SUPERHET-STRAIGHT
ALL-WAVE
.CHASSIS

11/:!d. stamp for bargain list.-Stewart and Rnberts..
Amersham.
(9001

Wanted

W ~~;:;~·s;~:~J~~le;!r~~-.~~~~~e C~~~~n~~ii~~ti~0n :0~
2519, c/o Tire Wireless World.

[9053

WA~;,Jn{n;;,o·;~vlifi~~· (~~~Sutfre!u~;;g;cres~·:,~
es~ential),

with universal motor turntable, pick-up,
etc.-Full particulars and price to J. Coumbs, 90,
Queen St., };.C.4.
[9006

PUBLIC ADDRESS

V

yonTEXIO;\ P.A. Equipment

J!\.IITATED.

but

nneqwdled.

WE Invite You a Demon::;lratwn.
A .CC~~~iet~a~e r!~~d""ithm~Ill~fi\~ig goil'a~\~r~~~~~~~;
t<l

1

speaker an-i rabies, weight 22lb.;

1~

gn:o.

fu:ly described in Armstrong advert..

A·CP~~ct;~t2<;;,[~!t .~fP!~~~:. 3~~~~p~oo.~iicl~~n~~~~~:

?z.

Or 45/· with order and 10 monthly payments

0.037 volts required to full load, output for 4, 7.5.
and 15 ohms speakers, or to specification, inaudtble
hum len•l, ready for use; 8~~ gns. complete.
GP;10 ~~ ~;-vklt~.~~.tt~~{~p~~d .~·;bo;~~i1s2 ]l:~~el, as

King's Bldgs., Dean Stanley St., London, S.W.l.
Phone : VICtoria 5035

A·cp;c~·.J;, pe~~:~b1e1 ~~sb.P·i~g ~iW~,rd£~7oJ1~:

or 131-.
MODEL AW125PP-12·Y 5-Band RG
Chassis ( 12-550 continuous, 1,000·2,000 m.l
Cash or C.O.D. £18 • 1& • 0

Piezo

Or 76/· with order and 8 monthly payments

5 o-\~.tt~Tn~~~f,~t f~~d ba~~~es~p~~~~t~e~rifi~i;~or~f
anode screen and bias, with better than 4%. regulation
68

or <441;-.
MODEL AW38-41-v All-Wan Superhet
Cash or C.O.D. £ 8 • 16 • 6

level response, 20-25,000 cycles, excellent driver, driver
transformer, and out.put transformer matching 2-30
ohms {mpedance electronic lnixing for mike and pickup, with tone crntrol, complete with valve and plugs:
£17/10.

Better Results with

SDUII[/fttl'kSI\.111\IG

ECONOMICAL IN USEIS hours' continuous use
only I unit of electricity.

Or 45{6 with order and 7 monthly payments
of 20/•.
WRITE for ful' specification. Price Lists and Terms
(or compfeteArmotrong range, enclosing 2~d. I>O&tlll".

co~~t-~~E a~':J Cs~~ld:1th ~~~g~h~ ~e ~·r~n~io!'~~;~

1

£22/10.

In addition we shall be glad to quote
for all other high-grade equipment,
such as Ambassador Chassis and
Receivers, 8oun4 Sales Amplifiers,
Voigt Speaken, Haynes Radio, AvoMeten, and P 0 RT ABLE A.R.P.
RECEIVERS.

so·~~Jet~odel, with negative feed .back; £25.

120-\\l~!~~le~~del, with negative feed back; £40.

2 5 O·':,~~~b 2~~it "(' ~5~~-u~it~";.:).e~veaker.

6·

NO DIRTHeating element clamped inside bit.
No flame, hence no dirt.
CONSTANT HEATSwitch on- ready In 4 minutes.
Heat maintained while current is on,
PERMANENT RESULTsPerfect jobs always- no dirt or
corrosion with Solon resin -cored
solder.

V· 11.

Cash or C.O.D. £13 • 4 • 0

fie le!

~~ ~=~~~\.~:e: ~~~~;e~y Charger, 30/-j complete

w~t~:ep~fc~f~~e~ 'l~hrough Ri~ing Costs to Increase

0

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.
SEE Our Display Ad\'ert.isement on Edit. page 309.

e JOHN McCLURE e
FEEDER and TUNING UNITS
on convenient termsThese excellent Feeder Units so favourably
reviewed and recommended by " The Wireless
World " in March are now available from us
on our usual terms. For example :
TYPES ACF4& UF4.Cash or C.O.D. £8.18. 6
Or £1.il.6. with order and 8 monthly payments
of 20/··
Full details of other Un;ts on request.

yo~:W.N?N\:t'£g,;·e ~a2Lir.he 2 :~~~ctway, Wimbi(g ';i

2

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

requires

•DRY SHAVERS on 14 DAYS' APPROVAL•

WEARING PARTS
REPLACEABLEThese can be supplied and fitted
without trouble.

against cash or on first instalment or IOf·· Should
the shaver be returned, 7/6 will be refunded.
ViCEROY Non-electric • • £ 2 . 10. 0
Or 10/· with order and 6 monthly payments of7 (L
SHAVEMASTER Electric • • £4 • 4 • 0
Or 10/· with order and 8 monthly payments or IOf··
•
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES •
Fires, Vacuum Cleaners. Clocks, lron1, Fans are
all available on our convenient terms.
Write TO·DAY for illustrated details.

Supplied complete with resin-cored
solder, flex and lamp adaptor 9/4.

Solon resin-cored solder 6d, per reel.

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
BRAND

New

Speakers.

AVE Pounda. 2%d. stamp for list of British and
American P.A. speakers. Example: P.A. speaker
with transformer, weight 2llb.. incorporating curved
cone; 52/-.
·
HALLENGER
RADIO
CORPORATION,
31.
Craven
London, W.2. Paddington 6492.

S

C

'J'errace,

[8789

The

Evacuation address:

EsL 1925

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY
" Winden," Arclin&ly Road, BalcomlM. Sussex

I3

Wireless
World

Advertisement!>

-ELECTRADIX-

NEW lOUD-SPEAKERS
BAKEnS Br.tn(l :t';ew Surplus Speaker Bargains.

PETROL-ELECTRIC GENERATING
SETS for Lighting and Charging.

BA~~~t~tt~f;v ficn~~h~~~l~~~~-hstuea~~=f~~~o:.~~~ee~e ~~!~

£8

1

8

ROTARY

£5 /} 0; ~u;~~~a~ll<~i~~e

40 watt rectifier.

C.A.V.

CONVERTERS.

For A.C. Recei\rers on D.C. ruaine.
Jn silence cabinet with filter. All
sizes in stock from J&,.watts to 1,500
watts.
Size~:
Ill, 30, 50, lOO·
200, 400 and 800 watts: 1 kW.,
1! kW., etc. Also battery-operatt>d
models for 12,'230 volts and 50,'230
volts. All as new, delivery from
stock.
STATIC COIIVERTERB.
A.C. tn
D.C. 40 watts output, steel
cased. Input 280 volts A.C.
50 cycles, output 440 T"olt.a,
fi0/100 m.a. D.U., with valve,

46/-.

500-CYCLE ALTERIIATORS,
2()()-Watt Self-exciting Alter·
na,ors. Type 52A. The most

perfectly made A.C. generator
ul'le<l, gives 500 cycles 10 volts 20 amps., £3/10.

FERRAIITI TUIIIIIG, 3/9 MILLIAIIMETERS.

New. Back- of- panel type, 8 m.a., full def.
Plain scale- and lin. needle with mira panel.
Can be u~d a.s voltmeter with e:ttra resiabnce.
Great hargain at 3/9 post free.
16·DAY TIME SWITCHES. Vennel', 1 amp.,
5 amp::~., 50 amps., IIlO amps.,
<'heap,

..

J::::::!!!!

I

20/·.

.

0

service on A.C. or D.C. No projecting termina.IE~.
THREE ranges of volts
0-75, 0-150, 0-300
I.Ped for MILLIAMPS reads; 12! m.a. and 75
m.a. In black bakelite case. Measures only
:l!in. by 2lin. with pair of test leads and plugs.
Leatlet " N " gives full information. 19/6.
SUPERSENSI'riVE MOVING COIL RELAYS, for Micro-amps. They
work on really tiny currents from photo-cells, etc. For panel use,
the small 2in. flush Lesdix meter type Wl work!
on 50 micro-amps. Will hanrlle 150 mille. on
main contact, 65/-. Weston, Paul and .S. G.
Brown Micro Relays for smaller currents in stock.
X-RAY VACUUM TUBES. New Government
Hospital Surplus, 7in. dia. bulb, Big solid Tungll!ten }~lectrodes, Emission guaranteed. COST
£5. SALE 15h Packing 2/6 extra.
LIGHT AIID RAY CELLS. Selenium, 10/6 ;
Electr~ll,
Self-generating, 25/- ; Raycraft
outfit 'nth relay and amplifier, 56/-. Photocells for sound on Film and Ray ·work. R.U.A.,
25/-.
Beck,
Angle Prisms,
mounted in car-

EQUIPMr;;;T~ ' Key~ . . . . . . . ..
16

t;I:l~--c~~~n<~pe~k':r ~ifh

£3/15; q~~s~11iy Pf:~~~/?.~~~r:~:ak~~~v fei~' r~~fs~~
usua.l 11rice £5.-Brand new per£2 /7/6; maneHt
magnet Buper quality triple

ance as required.

cone speaker, exeeptional bargain.

B A~P~~k'3ers. x~~rm;;~ ~~~[
1

m~~~~\ty m<~l~1.:~it~·id~af~e~

£4/10; ~~~,~~1efr1~~jf~0 ·b~~~11 ~p~=~e;e:.~~1~I~~~

MI:&BOlt GALVOS. Reflecting Beam, by Paul, Gamhell, SuUi''llD
and Tineley, S3. Standard Res. Boxes and Univer. Shunts, from
15'·· "Kelvin " Electroo;;tatic Voltmeters, 100
to 600 volts, Lab. Panel 2,500 volt8, 6,000 volts
and 1:.!,000 volts. 70/·.
CHARGE METERS Weaton Model 354. Central
zero 1 to 15 amps., pol. mag. dead beat.. Flush
pAnel, 2!in. dial. Sule price, 5/-. :Mov. coil milliammeters. 17/6; Hoyt UZ, 25-0-26 m.a., 7/6.
METER MOVEMENTS. Full size, moving coil P.M. for adllpting
home-made multi-range .testers. For 3in. or 4in. dials, 5; .., post lh
200 TRUE-TWIN CAMEB.ASCOPES, ~ lens viewers, 1/· post free.
FOCOMETER. Lens Calibrator for testing focal length of Lenl!l,
with microscope f!tand, flue adjustment. In mahog. ciUie. Cost £80,

S

1

BA~~~s c~~7I~n~·nsT RADIO.

75. Smm [ n ~.6

90

SECOND-HAND LOUDSPEAKERS

vor~~~ lj~~m~~(~~~r -~~~~i-ick~P.o1is8~~1e
I~ongfield,

Kent.

301-.'Va.v.
[9031

Wanted
GO~~;\Tri~·~V~~:r,·,ti~T~~~~ood conclition.-Box

t:lis

~:~-~~~~UJie~~s~lel.[9040

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
Wan.-i(·k Rd., C1acton, Essex.

ELECTRADIX

RADIOS

118, tJPI'£fl THAMES ST-R£ET, LONDON, E.C.4.
Tekt>hone: Central 4611

RADIO SERVICE MEN
AND RADIO RETAILERS

lr

andll

lnteresting New
Profitable opening

1

N view of the present restricted travelling facilities.
a well·known London Firm desires to appoint sole
agents in various districts throughout the country to
handle new appliances on radio principles. Applicants

should have good tconnections and, in the case of Radio

Retailers, should be mainly engaged in Radio equipment.
Substantial commission will be paid to approved agents
with essential qualifications.

Ill

Ill

FULL PARTICULARS, Box 2521, cfo
The Wireless World.

[89€0

G 5 ~~e f~o~~~~~; ~~~m~~f~~t~o~nt ;eJ:r:e~sst: s~;ti~n~1

agents; American and British Valves, etc. See advertisements on pages 4 anll 312.-44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham
[0531

"H-1~~- ~ve~n~v~~~ers, 8 ~~~-~~~la~~c~l~erkit 1 f:~~
complete kit of precision components, accessories, full
6d., no soldering necessary;

descriptive folder free on request.-A. L. Bacchus. 109.
Hartington Rd., S.W.8.
[8881

Don't forget to send for Bargain List "W"
Enclose stamped envelope, please.

201-205, Lever St., City Rd., London, E.C.I
Tel.: Clerkenwell 5821.

:DE~o1'i!·t-;:~~~;a i~~~l~~i69n ~- :i1d0 ~J.o~~~t~~t~i~~~:~_:

A

CABINETS

su~n~¥aSnu1:~:~~~~ !rom Noted Makers Under Cost
UNP.,~!J~t~D!ro,i;"~\es. console
Cabinets: from

and

loudspeaker

30/·.

JNSPECTTON Jnvited.

H· ,{,~-2 s¥!£'~ P~d~ 5~~i. Ltd.,

~

...................._.__ ......._. .......-....-...__.._rf

:J RADIO DATA CHARTS

~l;

j

A SERIES OF ABACS
Prot..'iding most of the essential Data
required in Recei·ver Den'gn

ll
~~

f
f

Second Edition

~ By R. T. BEA TTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

CABINET !or Every Radio Purpose.

R ADlOGRAM

of

Q~~~Wiy 1~~~~e f:o~;~~~·~~n~:;v m!~~:~

speaker; exceptional value.
SECURE One of These Exceptional Bargains Now.

ELECTRIC DRILL STANDS. Massive Wolf maehined, rise a.nd fall
with counterweight·. Suitable large or Bmall drill11, 7/6, carr. forward·
ALL-WAVE CRYSTAL SETS for plug-in coils. 2 tuning conden1ers.
semi-pCl'Dl. Detector, 7/6. Why )>other to make. one 1 Small
Boudoir Model, 6/6.
~

number

The ACOUSTICAL MANFG. CO.

~1~~ji~yp~i~i~l;g~~!r~~!t~~wm:~~t

speaker.

Hart]ey,

a

Our F30 MICROPHONE is specially matched
to C25 output. Price £4.
EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED.

1

19inxl9in.xl8in., exceptional transient response.

£2/7/ 6·

operate

mikes-Automatic matching of any speaker
equipment.
Full technical spe-cification on request.

:f~~~Pe~ ~~~. f~e~~l~nf/~~~::a;O~l~O~o ~~~fees~
£3 /15' b~ffi~1 s~!~keer,£~-~~1~~~ :i~h ::~~~\~

£8

instructions, 12/C. post

.'Of useful l!ltant!·by
electrical and radio repair material and apparatul!l,
10 !ha. for 6/·. Post Free.

stage amplifier will

B

£4110.

5/· EMERGENCY PARCELS

Study these features30w. output-operates direct from 12v. car
battery or A.C. Mains-Low Consumption,
12 hours running from battery- Built-in Pre-

with beautifully finisheJ cabinet in poJ;shed walnut.
ECl:RE One of These Super Qua1ity Speaker Bargains .:'\ow.
AKEJlS SELIIUilST RADIO. The Pioneer lllanuB
f;:cturers, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon. [9035
AKERS Brand New Surplus Speak£'r Bargains.
. Every music lover interested in realistic reprodudmn should write for descripti\'e leaflet now.

W A~Tn~~· 8~.te~~~[i~1r~~~ateJ~.

Buzzers, Tin- hat Headphones,
Cords, Sounders, Recorders, Helios,
Mot-se Lamps, Exploders. Gable,
Telescopes, etc.

The C25 is as convenient to use in the open air
as in public halls, Factories, Army Canteens,
Camps or Barracks.

quenr.y Tange and excrptional tran10ient response,
bra.nd new at half m;ual pric·es, as follows:-

£3/17/ 6·

DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER. A
versatue moving-'ron multi-range mett-r f•Jr

SIGNAL

answers every P.A. problem
Runs direct from 12-v. Battery or A.C. Main•.

BA~!~~r~ ~~d ~~~i;~~n~~~ ir~lg~rJf 1 ~1(~ e~·:. ~S:~fef~i

~~~;~~ ~~~v~~A!?ta:ra·~;s, ~~!-~!u!"I2~t !~b;e~a~1:e: p!r~W~
RADIO

1

~1~~~~;c~~~:~~~l~rit~~r; :~-~~::, 11~~~e~~i(~ne:l :~~~~~

use with qnnlity amplifiets, bran•l ne\v at half usual
pr1ces, as follows:-

20/- to 25/-. Maker'&

non-~pill

Service~

-at home or abroad

CHbineh, frequency runge 30-12.000 f·yrles, amazingly
realisti.~ reproduction, brand new at hall usual prices,
as follows:-

l.R.P. EDISOII mGH-CAPACITY STEEL CELLS at half-price for

tharged off 12 volts.
L.T. POWER. BATTERY. 6 volt 18/36 amp. 3
cell~.
Bar~rin, set in wood box with lid, 10/...

War

1940.

let now.

1Jteel accumulators which will hold their charge almost indefl.citely.

lighting, 120 a.h. to 300 a.h. at
hice is £5. ARk for leaflet.

'~On

E V~l~rl'io~r ug~nt~ldv\\~ r~~Jef~~teir~~ ~:~<~~fb~~ v~ ~~t

Half
h.p.
DIRECT
COCPLRD.
150 watts D.C., 1,300 r.p.m., 2-.etr(,ke
water-cooled l·cyl, Engine, mAgnEto
ignition. On bedplate with 30 volta
5 amps. Dynamo. £12t10. 90 Larger
flize, l
kW. Petrol-Electric Sets;
tWO w:ttt~. 2-stroke, water-cooled, 1 h.p.,
1-cyl. engine on bed plate, directf'Oup!etl to 50/iO volts 10 amps. D.l'. Dynamo, magneto ignition,
fuel and oil tank, £17/10.
·
·
STORAGE. You may ha"Ve charging facilities. Jrut.All high-capacity
~anJ-by

jUNE,

289, Edgware[o~~s

J
•
i

i
r

~

PRICE 4/6 net

~~~~~

~
f

BY POST 4/10

From all leading booksellers, or direct
from the offices of
"THE WIRELESS WORLD,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
w.E.II
S.E.r.

f

j

l

.........._...............

f

~

'Vireless

jCNE, I9.f0.

Advertisements

I4 ·

World
COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS. ETC.

R \~h~".·f,

~!rD~~;. ~~~ds, H~~~t l~~~-born,

London,

£L~!~~i~;~~e~ts~pe~~~rs, ohc;;;!~stil~'s s~i;~~~~ron~~;~~

~peech

25 ohms, new, handle 8 watts, carry up to
120 m.a.; 3/9 each. to clear.

F E~~~~T~o:-~~. z~~e b;y~~d Taut~:ndc~~~.
griLl with 1ea.l'tion,
coil connections.

Terms : Cash with Order
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS'

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
rr<~rkin~

1

R ECORDING
\V rite for leaflet
W.C.2.

APPROVAL AGAINST CASH

enits and Discs in Stork.
Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St..

.~\\Till

Gerrard 7105.

[8995

VALVES

A L~~nJy~e:et~t~:Sm~~i~·:~ aTn~~~~~ti~~~c'kp~~e;.rnpex

W

E Can Alao Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed
Replaeement Valves for Any British non-ring,
American or Continental type at an appreciably lower
price.

S ENtl~n!~;s, ~i~~~: ~~rJ~e~;;I:t~~c:!~oet~.ectrolytic

con-

CH~~i. ;-H~It!~· 9~60 l"rringdon st., London, ~o~s~
1

1

l\P~f;.~;,~~ :.1!~~-pe~-i~a 2 .,~:i,lfi:J.~~oztm;r;.~i,n

ley Rd., N.W.ll. Speedwell 3000.
[0436
ALVES, American, British. Service parts. Rola
P.M.•. 1316; G12s, etc .. etc.
Cheapest in

V

Britain. New bargain list free.-Shippers' Radio, 18.
C(1rporation St., Manehester. 4
[8993

STO~feS ~~~:mJ~i~~~n vn\~~~i~~~~~s~l~::s F~rt;l~l~
Gardens, Finchley, N.3.
First grade only
Also
BritiSh valves, line cnr•h, midgets; special offer of

first grade types 85, 6N7G.. 2A3, 83, 53, 2B6, 80,
3/3 each in lots of twelve assorted..

at.

[9002

METERS, ETC.
FEI}~~~~f ~(~ft. n~;~i ~~;~:~!~ ~!le~!~t:~~r~~f~ ~~~d~

101- each.-lk•x 2514. cio I't.e Wireless World. [9032

FE~i~(~~1 u~i~~~ ci:~~·6e n~tv~f ~oiJ-lon~:r;·ps~, /~~~
1

1

0-7 .5v., 0-300v ., 15 i- ead1; a ho thermals, 0-1 to 0-30A.
25/- each; all spotlb~.-(3-reen, 34, Chester Rd., Hulme,
~l<mchester.

[9030

TEST EQUIPMENT
AN'rED, all types.-Particulars, Radio Service
Co., 223, Eversleigh Rd., L{1ndon, S.W.ll. [9018
VOMETER, 1\Iodel 7; £10 or near offer.~Longfield,
Hill Crest, "-e::.tfielLh, H.ichmond, Yorkshire.
[9004

W
A

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND,

CLEARANCE,

SURPLUS

P.M.

PUBLIC

ADDRESS

HORN

SPEAKERS.
15i20 watt'i.
Size, 40in. high, 30in. flare. Price, 75, •, C, F.
Packing 5 •
MORSE TRANSMITTERS, perlorator type, motor
driven, complete with motor, 100,200 volts D.C., in very
good condition, 70/• each.
Complete with power transformer handle.

X· RAY TRANSFORMERS. All in good condition, fully
guaranteed, 120 volts, 50 cy. 1-ph. input, 64,000 volts 2 kV A.
output. with winding for Coolidge Tube, £1110s. Another,
same input, 80,000 volts 3 kVA. output, £14 10s. Another,
200,'240-volt input, 4,000 volts 12 m.' a. output, £6. All
Carriage Forward.

TRUVOX PUBLIC ADDRESS HORN SPEAKER
UNITS, 15 ohm Speech Coil, 6 volt field, 15.'• each, post 1,6.

MARCONI ROTARY CONVERTORS, D.C. to A.C.
Input RO: 120 volts, outputs 180,240 volts 2 kW. 500 cycles
I phase. Also 24 volts 12! amps. at 208 cycles I phase,
£10 10s., C. F.
PORTABLE LIGHTING ENGINES, 21 twin Douglas.
special air cooling, complete with all fittings, includinQ' petrol
tanks, etc., fuily protected, condition as new, £10, C F'.

SILVERTOWN HORIZONTAL GALVANOMETERS,
jewelled movements, 5/ .. each, post 6d.

1 ;m~.m.-6

p.m.

week-days;

Lines Pre\·iou::;;1y _\.olYt-rli8ed Still Availal~~O:w

PREMIER RADIO.

LEASE See Our Displayed
page 5.
P
soUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

ALL

AdYertisement

on

[01l8R

Guaranteed; postage extra.

5 / - PaJ~~~e~sf, ~~f~fa~~~~P~~i~~e c~:n~~~l~~g \\:fr~:
man's component kit; electrolytic
I - .-Service
15
condensPrs, volume controls, resistances,
tt·bular mica, paper con-lensers, valve holders, ete .•

circuits, etc., value 25/-; 5/- per parcel.

120 art'icle8, contained in strong carrying case, 9in. X
7in.x7in.; 151- the kit. .
..
_.-100 wire end re~ilstances, assorted capac1tles,
11., and 1 watt; 5/- per 100.

5 IRMOND Loud Speaker Units, 2/6; \Vest.ectors,
type W2, 2/6; Crystal Detectors, 2/-; Crystals,
O
6d • Ma.rco·1i V24 Valves, 9d.
.1,
_.-ToOl or instrument car_rying. case~. ex Gov·
stock: wood, 9m.x7m.X7ln.; 21-.
2 ernmentRADIO,
46, Lisle St., London, W.C.
S

OU~'HERN

Gerrard 6653.

(9044

T

SA ~~~og,oggmohbn:oa~ot~~s::it~it bd~~h,sw1£:~.
8

1

8

f;t~~

Centra.lab 11,000 ohm short spindle, less switch, 2
f,r 1 i 3; Epicydic _(reduction) drives, 2 for 1/3.
8 2

E L~~~~~~~~:·~~~~~~~;f;n:. ifs1ov ~~~r~~e11 ~ ea~h.

15.'9 dozen; T.C.C. midget block electrolytics, 25x25v.
anrl 10 mf. at 150v., 1/3 each, three for 2/9.
OLUME Controls.-YJ meg., with switch, Morgan-

V

ite Stackpole, ex K.B., 1 I 9 each; Murphy type-

1
-~ meg., with D P. switch, 1/9; Sator % meg., D.P.
switch, 1 J6.

S

11ulders, t'hassis, to suit, three for ninepence.

A

1

M~tl~~~:ut~~.J.'.a~~~-. ~oJ:t:J'tJn ~'{,~~~ tb"J~~

complete w1t.h four valves, pair Celestion elliptical
~reakcrs, resistances. condensers, tone and vplume controls, ~nd comprehensive circuit, 3 stage high gain.
fnlly te~ted, for A.C. 200-250 volts; 45/-, carriage
2 6 extra.

BE~~IS~~~:·s~ roa~iZes~ :~at~i-d~~!d~r 2/~degoz~~r;b01,~
Y.dt type, 2/-

A

8

doz~n.

1-?.~_ri~Dm~k~~st:e~~~ria~?e f~~s;:t~e~t. w:it;e~~r~i~~~

approx. 450-12,000-17-60-70-90-120 thousand ohms.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200;'2SO volts input, 12 and·
24 volts at 4i6 amps. output, suitable folr model trains,

p1:,.t::;,

etc., 15.' .. each, post l1' ••

MAINS POWER PACK, consisting of 2-< 20 Hy chokes
and 2 X 2 m f. condensers, 3/ .. , P1 F.
STUART TURNER 2l h.p. PORTABLE ENGINE
petrol, P.at twin, air cooled. complete with all accessories,
in good condition, £7 10s., CiF.

VOLTAGE CHANGING TRANSFORMERS, auto
wound, 12 months' guaranteed, 110/ to 200/240 volts, or
vice versa. 250 watts, 26;..-; 500 watts, 32:6; 1,000 watts,
50 • ; I ,500 watts, 62/6. (Delivery 7 days from date of
order.)
ZENITH VARIABLE RESISTANCES, twin tubular,
18Q ohms at 3! amps., 42.'6 each.

ALL

:;-watt resislances, 1 i 3 doztn; Erie 1,500 2-wa t t resi'3t.ances. 4 for 113; 600 ohm wire wound, 3 watt. 4
fur 11 3.
IUMBLE Top Caps, 24 for 113; Cornel Dub1lier
nma 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 113 dozen; 9 pin
plugs, w1th cap and socket, 2 for 1/6; ..Octal top 1·aps.
with hood and screened lead, 4 for 1/3; Octal v.att·r,
V.H .. 3 1/3.

HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS, useful for all
test work or television. Input 200/240 volts, output 5,000
and 7,000 volts, 6/6 e.ach, post 1/-.

R.
HO~~~~n{~fy~ B~l;;;~~~~~-~

T·M4~0v.?· 5n.Cf.wo~~h~~. ~u~~;ar1/ ~fn~~~~er~O ~h~

I

G

RADIO CLE.\IL\:\CE, Ll ·1..
Hlgh Holborn, \\'.C.l. 'Phnne: IIolborn 4631.

t~ar~d

type; tllree fur 2/6, with

PEAKERS.-Pairs elliptical cone M.C. speakers,
Plessey and R. & A., ex Philco, push-pull penDYNAMOS, for charging or lighting, etc., all shunt tode transformer, fields 325 ohm for smoother, 8,600
wound and fully guaranteed. I 00-volt 10 amp., 4-pole, ohm as bleeder, ha.ndle 10-15 watt, 10/9 pair.
1,500 r.p.m., 90/•; 50/75-volt 15 amp., 1,750 r.p.m., 4-pole,
0
0
901.; 30-volt 10 amp., ball hearings, 1,500 r.p.m., 4-pole,
Wl; ~f.ss~yai':!ict~X •e~ok;,~ee~:3 r;~· ian~~
70/•; 25-volt 8 amp., 1,750 r.p.m., 2-pole, ball-bearin.g, 2!9~ Plessey twin gang~. screened, with trimmers, 2/6.
37/6; 50;75-volt, 25 amp., 4-pole, 1,500 r.p.m., 110;-.
A'!\IERICAN Type 2v. Valves (1A4, 1B4 2101), in
1
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, for sub6
lettings, ¥•rages, etc. 200/250 volts, 50 cy. 1-ph., supply outp~:t~e\~~d~. Vwrtt~;a:l;:nba:!F£i;c :i·t ~~~ Jet~ifs~
4cwJ
5-pin,
with
top
grids,
5/9
set
three;
valve
5, 10 or 20 amps., 6/ .. each, post 1/-.

WESTON & E. TURNER firsl-grade 2in. MOVING
COIL MILLIAMP METERS, 0 to 50, 20,'- each.

6 3·

cha~sis

MAINS CHOKES, 30. lw., 120 m'a., 150 ohms resistance
3;6 each. post 9d. Ditto, 30 by., 250 m/a., 7, 6 each, post 4d.
l,..T. Choke, .5 Hy., I~ amps., 3/6 each.
GARAGE ACCUMULA.TOR CHARGER, H h.p. A.C.
motor, 200.1240 v. 50 cy. 1 ph., with no volt release starter.
Direct coupled to 50 volt. 10 amp. dynamo. Complete
switchboard fitted mercury type Neville cutout, 0 to 120
voltmeter and shunt regulator, 4 charging banks, 4 amp.
meters each 0 to I amp., 0 to 3 amp., 0 to 6 amp. and 0. to
10 amp. Each bank fit.ted separate charging resistance.
Fully guaranteed. £15, C/F.
BRAND NEW EX-G.P.O. MULTI
CONTACT
RELAYS, small type, I ,000 X 1,000 coil resistance, 5 -.
Ditto, 7,000 ohms resistance, fitted 2 blades, 3,. 6 eflch,
post 4d. Useful for remote control, etc.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Input 200 240 volts. out
12 volts at 3/4 amps. Useful model trains, LT. rectifiers
etc. 9/6, post free.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 200/240 volts in,mt, 100 volts
8/6 each, post 9d.

at 100 watts output, for American sets.

2

p~\~~~~~r ~?~~ ~~n~~~~g ~~~1~~~· :~~· 5 ~-~Jgo ~~~~;l·
with switch, long spindles, 2/6.
0

00

U LI~~~~ it'§e d~zre~~n 8~ cg~6ss

plain or arrow.

::s~~l~u.P 1fb/ 6ar:~o~~

s~L~~-tn!~~~. ~o5r~ ~n~s, 2~~d~a?l. ~j~~y~o~ir~~n~~~
for straight type gang.

\J•1ns

F E~~;;f!~d ~!~es, 'r~b~~~ r ~~~:iz~: t},o~~~i~.~~~~ 6.~~~~
8,000, 35,000; lour for 1 I 3.
8

cL;~rl V:~~~;ng~0i1~r~lo~~n~n~h:;~i:~~PJ;;i~~ :~ia~~

a1~•l

7-pin, round type, with cover, 2/6 dozen.

Type SwitchPs, 4B, 2P, 4w., with shorting
R EX::plates
on 5 E:witches, 2/6; 4B, 2P, 3w., 1 I 6;
3B. 4P, 3w., 1/3; screens, 3%x3o/s. 5 for 1/3.

PL~~~~~1se~~~a~1thF~~i; tr~g::r~? 2'~r;ai~n!ssZY~~

gang st-raight typ~. all wave, ceramic insulators with
SM cord drive, antimicro feet, 2/9.

T .c,~~~e T~!~~~l;ar1 1~6 ~!~h~ri 2 T~p~ 0 ~;~~-v. Electroy~tci~~
_\.INS RADIO DEVELOPMENT CO'IIPANY'S
lM Super Service; immediate delivery;
rriage
C<-1

J!::l iU or c.o.d.
li.<t 235.

•relephone:

Tudor 4046.

Stamp for

ER;~61d\~~!;·t;R;_~~~rs·as.nnsed, all sizes; 4d. each,

HU~Tfi"; ~·~~,l.~a;(_;E~~ct~lJ'.ti~riv.,s~%. 8x8
UBULAR

Condensers,

unused,

wire

end~,

mfd.,
be~t

T
make; 400v.w. 0.0001 to 0.1 mid., Sd.; 0.25,
0.5 mi<.l., 8d.
LIX Unused Chassis Valve-holders, 5- and 7-pin,
C 4d.; all .:\.mericau sizes, 6d.; Polar l\JidgLt
gang superhec, 2/-.

3-

·CENTn _\LAB

rnused. Potentiome_ters, I_atest t~·pe,
lclllg ."-pintlle; a l SIZeS, 2/3; With SWitCh, 2 I 6.
1\.fAI:'\S RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co., 52a, Church.
l.l.l. Cre:;cent, .1\lu:.n\ell Hill, London, N.lO.
'l'u1lor

4046.

[9027
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Advertisements

Wireless
World

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,
ClEARANCE, SURPlUS, ETC.
VA?a'W~Yt~i-;~';1:r0s~~- n~~er~h~insp::~.~;, ~~~~:

1216; lOin., 15/3.
AUXHALL.-Rola G!2 P.M. speakers, 69/6; Gl2
V
energised, 55/-; all brand new with inPut transformer.
AUXHALL.-A few Magnavox loudspeakers available; mollern pick-ups, volume control, 11/- and
18/9.

for PERFECT PORTABLE POWER
I

VAfu~!~~lJ~-3~/:I~rCoii~·~· A.6~a~~~f~r~n~ith 0~o;;,~

A UXHALL.-Bar-type condensers, straight 0.0005
V
mfd., 2-gang, 6/6; 3-gang, 8/6; Fullvision drives,
6/-; domestic EJ.iectrical
appliances, gramophone
records, supplied.
AUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, London,
V
W.C.2. Stamp for free list.
[9022

5 /- n~~}Y·dr~i!~ai~te~irc~~a~~'pr~s~~ae~;:~s:er r;:i~t

a_nc~s, and many othel' useful components, worth 35 f -,
hm1ted number; postage 1/-.-Bakers Selhurst Radio.
75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.
(9037
ESTINGHOUSE Rectifier, 300 volt 60 m.a. 7 I 6~
W
high voltage television type, 10/:; G.E.C. 'borne
broadcaster and " Wireless World " transverse mike,
10/-. each; relefinder type 1,001 pick-up, 20/-; Weston
movmg coil relay, 20/-; sundry components, list
stamp, all perfect, mostly unused.-Box 2515 c/o 7'he
Wireless World.
'
(9033
OULPHONE RADIO, Grimshaw Lane, Ormskirk.Collaro A.O. gramophone motors, 12in. turntable, 27/6; radiogram units, 45/-; record changers,
.£6/10; high-grade crystal pick-ups,- 25/-; guaranteed
American valves, 4/6; Octal, 5/6; Rola G.12 energised, 52/6; G.12 P.l\L, 65/-; R.G.D., Ferguson,
K.B., Decca~ G.E.C. receivers; 1d. stamp for lists.
[9021

C

Wanted
Allwa.ve Tuner and l.F. Transformers.J .B.5, Linacore
Uppingha:n Hd., Wallasey.
· [9050
ANTED, power driven recording turntable, head
W not required.-Box 2520, c/o The Witeless World.
[9054

MISCELLANEOUS

C

ARDS. memos, billheads; 1,000, 6/9; samples.,, B," Tices, 11, Oak lands Grove, London, W.12.
[9009

WA1~1fD, ;r~~~~~·~~,;~d:7;~~~-~~o~ul;50~~d cf'oug~~t;
[8894

Wireless IV orld.

H 8X~~~ 4m~eE~~~i~~~u~~~~%~ 1 vaft~/c s~ ~.~i~'.~
0

1

Hotpoints, Gems, from 30/-; all perfect! Guaranteed!-

" R.E.C.S.," Crown St., Reading. 'Phone: 2796. [9051

E V~fR,! 'l'~:diV i~~=~:ra~lhEl:c~i~ai :r~~~~ar. ~~~~fJ

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and
lull details of the "Trader" Services. " The Wireless
and Electrical 'l1 rader " has the widest influence, the
largeRt weekly circulation, and is read by all the leading manufacturers and traders. Trade only. 15/- per
annum, post free. Published at Dorset Hous.3, Stamlor<l Sl., London, S. E.l.
[0615

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
SE~,fVA~J;i~hi~~daA~1~1~~}~·~·~~~~i~~~~~ c~il ~~~wf~~:~

~~_ __1erican

valves, spare~. line corcis.-F.R.l., Ltd .. 22,
Howland St., W.l. Museum 5675.
[8934

M

1

0

MALLORY R E~ft!~

8

8

orto re~g~~ l; Cfi~\ds ~~~:::d; o~on~Bj~~~~
prices quoted, including eliminators; pick-ups and
speaker transformers rewound, 4/6j trade invited;
guaranteed satisfaction; prompt serviCe.-L. S. R-epair
Works, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea
1321.
[0394

VIBRAPACKS
& VIBRATORS
for all Supply Requirements.
Any Output Range up to 300 volts
at I00 mfa from 6 or 12 volts.
Also 150 watts A.C. from 110 or
220 volts D.C.
3 out of 4Vibrators in use throughout the World are Mallory made.
Ask for technical data from Concessionaires:

MASTERADIO Ltd.•

Vibrant Works, 193, Rickmansworth Road,
Watford, Herts.
Telephone:
Wat(ord 9885

Greenwood

11

SITUATIONS V A CANT
AIR MINISTRY.

~~Mfo~!\ ~ir~~~ftni~:ta~Wsh~~e:[e ~~i~:ir~~r~~

A

borough, Hants.

C

0

~~~fiC~~~e:):la:%co~Sin~0 t~ 4 ~talifl~~~~;ls m:~J

experience.

CA!D~~;~r~ ~!:ot~~ufv~i~~~ ~e~~n~ic(';rt~ta~~l1~~

in a subject appropriate to the requirements specified
below, and suitable practical experience.

a~dsi:rec~~~ 31 nd:~1~~s~ent of Small Mechanical
(E) s!:c~~~istr kn~~~~d~eni~~ti~~a~nr:~~:~!~t1~rs~i~~

(A)

receivers, or direction finding equipment.
Design, development, testing and installation of
(F) aircraft
instruments, or similar equipment.

R E~~~~~TSbefo~Ia\~:

~ece~~:t~a;~PPl~~~l~~g- F~ref

A.500), addressed to the Chief Superintendent, Royal
Aircraft Establishment., South Farnborough, Hants.
[9016

AIR

THE WAR

~IINISTRY.

A_ :uYr~f~tRth~f R~~~tl~~·~:'ra}t J~:~taL~i!ht~~JI;i,a~~u~~

AND

Farnborough, Hants.

LOCKWOOD
Although materials are scarce we shall
continue with our standard models also
with the manufacture of cabinets to
customers' own designs, but it is likely
that as things go on manufacture will be
severely curtailed, therefore we would
ask all intending purchasers to let us
have their instructions as soon as
possible so that where possible we may
reserve materials.
You can insure against disappointment
by forwarding a deposit of approximately 20% of the cost of a completed
case.
We are grateful to all those customers
for their help and consideration durirfg
the last few months of difficult trading.
Send lid. in stamps (or details of Standard
Models.
LOWLANDS ROAD•
'I HARROW, MIDDX·
Phone: BYRoo 1818

LOCKWOOD &CD

SALARY:-

R E!'Om~ll~~l, Assistants I, £400 a year (£325 a year
R E:.:~rA:0~~~n)~ssistants II, £315 a year (£265 a.
R Ey~8.r~8. c~~~d~~ist~~t~ahk~at~~i~sryandp e;~erfe n~~- 8
5

2

0

CANfct~~tfo~S an~f~u;~ti~:Jewf?r~~! o~ l~1cGor~~~J~~i~~~
perience, and experience in one or wore of the following eategories:-

(A)
(E)

a~~si~lecat~~ape~:~~~~;,ent of Small Mechani(·al
;;:~~-ral Aircraft Instruments a~d Allied Equip-

(F)

Radio or Communication Engineering, preferably with knowledge of design of small radio
equipment.

RE~~!i~T~ f~~d~hebyN;~=~~~d AfJJ~~~;!~n t(;'o[~
Chief Superintendent, Royal Aircraft Establishment,
South Farnborough, Hants.
[9017

SE~!~CFL!nnd~~:=Se~~qul~lf ~:ta~sfe ~fre:x;~ri~~~
salary required, etc., to Box 2511, c/o The Wireless
World.
[9010

E N~~~E:n~w~~:~a~{' c:~:~~~~~~ on°neq~i~ine~~P~~

1

advanta.g~, must be 35-40 years; write, stating experi-

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

ence and salary required.-Box 2512, c/o The Wire·
less World.
[9011

E P9,CH
JJiaP,hrag,ms. gen}·~ine. rep1~cemen~s,
Dommo,
99 s, etc.- R.E.C.S.,
Crown

for
St.,
(9052

IR

Reading. 'Phone: 2796.
LL Types of Radio Sets Serviced under our Guar~
antee. Estimates free.~Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle
St., W.C.2. Gerrard 7105
[8996

L ou~~~~~4K~!r~ e~eari~fc:e ;Br~;~d~'ra i~m~~l~:~.~Si':r.

clair Speakers, Pulteney 'ferrare, Copenhagen St., N.l.
[8991
UARAN1'EED Repairs, any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
prices, immediate quotation, prompt, dependable service.-See below.

G

RELIABLE AMPLIFICATION
The TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.
65, BolsoverSt., London, W.l. Euston 5471

L ·'l''ttct.) IL~~iR~s~en:R; ~Sf~R~~lf.;sd~~06~¥2T~3

[6892

•rr~nsfcrmeJ Servic~, repairs, rewinds, or
M AIN~
constructiOn to specification of any type, com-

J)etit ive Jlrices and prompt. service.-Sturdy Electric
Co., Dirlr::m, Newrast.le-on-Tyne.
[0516

MINISTRY.-Civilian

Wireless

Instructors

A Required.
ACANCIES Exist for Civilian Wireless Instructors
at the Electrical and \\"ireless Schools, Royal
V
Air Force. The commencing rate of pay is £4/5 a

A

lineeJ.

"

1940.

Er~~;:;:oL/ T A~m~·~~~~O ;; ~RVJr~~~~; C ~~c~!i~~~~~
American V3lves, service parts an(l rewinds; trade supplied.-lOJl, Fioehley Rd., N. W.l. Speedwell 3000.
[0435

V

11etic pick-up, complet,e, 52/6; Co1laro A. C. motors,
with crystal pick-up, complete, 65(-.
TAUXHALL.-Fiat. hard 'heet copper, 12xl2m.
3/9; 12X24in., 6/6; 24X24in., 13/-; volume con.·
trois, 2/-; with switch, 3/·.
VAUXHALL.-Eiectrolytic
condenser., 50 mfd. 50v.,
'
1/9; 50 mfd. 12v., 1/6; 0.1 mfd. 350v., 3d.;
8 tnfd 550v., metal can, 3/-.
AUXHALL.-Cardboard case electmlytics, 8 mid.
V
500v. 2/-; 8 plus 8 mfd., 3/6; 6 plus 4 mid.,
~I~v., 1/9; Polar Q.J. 0.0002 mfd S.W. condensers,

Ju~E.

Every
Thursday

4d.
W.W.rs

week, inclusive, which may be _increased to _£4/10 a
week after a short period of ~at1siactory service. Can.
didates must be capable of led'nring and must have
a sound knowledge of electrical princip~es and .their
llpplication to ndio and low-power electncal engmeering. Applications should be a~ldres~~ to the. UnderSecretary of State (S.S.d. ), Air Mm1_stry, Kmg_sway,
W.C.2, giving particulars. as to l?"renous exp~nence,
age, &c.
Suitable candidates Will be reqmred to
appear before a Selection Board at "lib~ School for
interview and trade test, but may be re1m~ursed the
cost of third class travelling expenses for this purpose.
The test will include the giving of _a lec~ure ~n any
subject which may be chosen by the cand!date mvolving the principles of modern radio. Lectunng sequence
and style are most important.
[0616

Wireless

JUNE, 1940.
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E xrraR~~~i/~:Dpe ;lsi~~~~e1~r 1\f;;l:hr.R~,~~~~~A ~~~~ ~
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11

Employment Dept., Murphy Ra(lio, Ltd., \Velwyn
Garden City, or ne3-rest Employment Exchange. [8828

;7ke ~ Gpee,aliJJ.. tenanre,
P u~~~lfetl
have removed their
entire business to
their Sussex factory :
CLARENDON WORKS,
MONTAGUE
ROAD,
WORTHING,
where all orders and correspondence
should be addressed in future.
- - - - - - W e have----"----

THREE NEW RECEIVERS
available in Chassis form
or complete in Cabinet
for those who desire

Individuality and Reliability
R.S. 640
P.P. 840
P.P. 940

£9.17.6
- £12.12.0
- £15. IS .0

Cabinets from £2.10.6
Matched Speakers from £1. 5.0
Write for mustrated Brochure giving full details and
specifications, enclosing 2!d. for postage.

H. MCCARTHY LTD.
(C. H. S. Smith, Req•iver and Manager)

{~rdd;G~~n in:Yt~~~~li;t~~~e~~~c~lc~r U:~~n~

penuanenPy.- \V riLe. ~dYing experience, ag-e
and salary requirl'd. to Dox 2517, r/o The Wirf'lrsR
World.

[9042

~Lowther~
INDEPENDENT BASS
& TREBLE CORRECTOR
(Non-resonant)

Sent on 7 DAYS APPROVAL apinst cash.

R-\[!~.f~nr:~tet;~i~fl~~li!~~~\ ;rg!ir~~:~:.~ ~t~~('~;,~~~ ~il;~
n1it

t•

in~m!ng

Emplo~Ill'·'nt
Gankn Cii~·,

en fa dory prr'durtion lines.-Apply
Dept .. Murpby Radio, Ltd., Welwyn
nr nearest employment. exchange. [8820

R _\ ~Jr~kf;;i/ nf'~ls(~e~~;~~\ t;~ft~:esir~~lg ~!~~e1~S~r~i~~
work; must be fully competent an41 :t hie to drive car.
F.xperietwPtl radi" wireman. youths fnr a~~embly, anU
stnrekrepPr al~o required.-nynaiN:n RaUio, Ltd.,
R.ty Lea Rd., ~laidPHhead.
[9005

il.

1

E ~~~ ~f~~r.n~l~,
~.~~~~~~.e l~~o R;~~::
;Hlequ,dc tet"hHit"al knowledge

pns1-e~s

ing

in

<·our:-;e

IJ'orld.

~~i;il~~~t~e~;~~~r

bal'ked by prac<tpplkant \vill attend trainLondon.-Box 2509, c;'o The lrirf'fr.~.>o~

tical experience;

succei<~ful

[9007

VArl~;~i~~~ru~t~~sst 1~r t~iv~fe~tr~~~P~dndwt;~l~:~

~:khools, Royal Air Force, at an initial rate of pay
of £4/5 per week, increasing to £4/10 per wel"k on
the sa.tisfactory completion of a probationary period,
and thereafter by annual increments of 2/6 per week
to a maximum of £5 per week. Candidates must be
able to send and receive morse at not less than 25
w.p.m. and should have had experience of lecturing
a.nd teaching, but consideration will be given to
others who consider themselves capable. Applications
should be addressed to the Under Secreta.ry of State.
Air Ministry (8.5.D.). London, W .C.2, giving lull
particulars as to previous experience, age, etc. Candidates will be required to appear before a Selection
Boa.rd at the Schools for interview and test, but may
be reimbursed the cost of third-class locomotion ex.
penses for this purpose.
[8824

In these troubled times when the quality of
transmission deviates so much from standard
a controllable compensating unit of this description is indispensable to the lover or quality.
lt is incorporated in all Lowther-Voigt Radio
Gramophones over 92 gns.
The complete corrector can easHy be fitted to
any amplifier and is invaluable for adjustin& the
response to suit gramophone records, room
acoustics, etc. Full technical details on request.

Price complete 15 gns.
Less Amplifying Stage 3! gns.
RECEIVERS e AMPLIFIERS
AND TUNING UNITS
Ou" Illustrated Art Brochure giving full specifications of Lowther Products will be sent upon
receipt of 3!<1. for postage. Will readers who
already have this kindly note that, except for the
Corrector, we are now obliged to increase our
pre-war prices-but only by So/0 -

DEAF AID EQUIPMENT

DEi! ~t

The LOWTHER MANFG. Co.

1

3
;.~~-ilit i-c~·;~} v~1s~~s:l!~~.~~~:I. ~·8 ~:1 ~i·t~~~l~~~clc~~~: Lowther House, St. Mark's Rd., Bromley, Kent.
'Phone: RAVensbourne 5225. iiiiiiiii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiii
[9026

Bramhall. C]w:'hire.

MORSE EQUIPMENT

~

External Speaker
CONTROL PAN
(

F C ~~ufa~~~s~

~~cJ~d~~~m~~tJ n~t h~~ssr.a d~~acf~}~g::~~~

apparatus. designe ..l and manufactured by 1'. H.
MeElrov, world thampion telegraphi..-;t.. Sole distrihu·
tors: \\"ebb's Hadio. 14, Soho Street., London, W .1.
Phone. Uen ard 2089.
l8768

Controls both
Internal and External speakers
by slight angular movement
of plug.

CHARGING EQUIPMENT
(; u.~ ~\~~:\ ~ ~' .~l\~,~;~t~t~~}·
nffer--.-Br.1d~hrl\\",

(~.~~~~(;~. 3~~·;il?p:'nie~:t·iJ(~~r;

33. 1\LtYi:;;. Rd., Binningiwm, 31.

[9003

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
AGENTS

GOOD REASONS for
Learning code tbe Candler way!
''I have heard the Cand ler system for learning
morS:e highly praised by many of my friends in
the morse world."
C.S.H.
"Perhaps you may think it a little strange wanting
to study this as I am already a radio op., but I
met one or two other sea going ops. who had
greatly improved themselves and who recommended the Candler course."
J.H.M.
(Original letters of above can be seen on request.)

CANDLER CODE COURSES

The Candler system of Code Training was
devised for those who have entered or intend
to enter the commercial side of telegraphy,
1
G E~r.~~~
P~~n~ :;y Ti.H~~. G~~~~:~~:n\\~C~z?·~·rnf~~~l~ the Services, or -who take a real interest in
4547
8.
1-J:llhlbonk
free.
roool
British Mechanical Productions Ltd.
Amateur Radio work.
1, Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey
PRICE

1/-

This unique
shows thP easy way to

Recure A. M. I. C. E.,
A. M. I. Mech. E.,
A.M.l.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A. M. I. W. T.,
,
A.M.I.R.E. antl sitnilar
·qualifications. WE

GUARAIITEE-" 110 PASSHO FEE." Deta..il!:' are given of
o,-er 150 Diploma. Courses in aH

branches of CivU. llech., Eleo.• Motor,

Aero, Radio and Television Engio.eering.Dntllhtsm&Dihip,T~e

inc. Inspection, Building, Government Employment, etc. " nte

for this enltghtt>ning Handbook to-day. FREE and pnst free.
Men ll'itl' Radio knowle-dge ran obtain attractive posls in
the Smtfres.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY, 387 Shakespeare
House,
17
19 Stratford
W.1

JUNIOR Scientific Code

BUSINESS & PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

Course
for
Beginners.
Teaches all the necessary code
fundamentals scientifically.

" THna ~\·~~~~~so~n~teEI~~~;~i;~;e;/a~~~r ~~e~~ awi~~~~~~
Trader; its pages reflect the very latest turn of tradE>
1'\·ent<:. find it i:> rt>ad by all the leading dealers and

Telegraphinc for operators
who want to increase their
w.p.m. speed and improve
their technique.

manuf:trturers.. h1r parti{"nlars of businesses offered or
wanted
B:v sub~l·ription. tn the trade only, 15/- per
annnnt. p:Jst free.--SeHd your trade eard for sperimen
~"PPY tu n~r~l't llunsc·. Slanil'onl St., London, S.E.l.
[0614

TECHNICAL TRAINING

w -~~~ r!/~~f B~.~t~~e,;;~f~e~r~ilW~1 t:·itt ~-(;;~~er!· G~e~t
1

Free Guide which • shows how
to q·ualify
for
well-paid posts in aeronautiral, antomnbil(', chendcal,
mcehani{"al,
electrieal,
telEcommunications.
etc.,
branches, and alone giYes the regulations
for
A.M.l.H.E .. A.M.Inst.C.E .. A.M.I.Mer-h.E .. A.M.I.E.E ..
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E.. C. & G., etc., in whidt
examinations 'l'.I.G.B. students have gained 22 first
places;

TH~Il T-f.~~~;~~~J~~~-~~ J;rs~~;,~:TI£o~lon~~ElJ:
(Founded 1917.)

[8999

ADVANCED High-Speed

TOUCH-TYPEWRITING
for those who want to
become expert in the use of
the typewriter for recording
messages.
Cowscs S(lpplied on Cash or Monthly Payment terms.

P---------coUPON--------~
Please send me a Free Copy of the Cand!er "Book of
Facts"

NAME .......... ..
ADDRESS ...
p~;r· c~·~p~~· ·;~·"id:· ~~~;;;i~d ·~~~~-~~·;;e· t·~ ·i~~d~~- ;;;~~age;

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (Room SSW), Ill,
Kingsway, London, W.C.l
Candler Syste'Tl Co., Ashville. North Carolina, U.S.A.
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TRIPLE CONE CONVERSIONS

ESSENTIAL!

AKERS 'l'riple Cone Conversions \\t.,.ill Immensely
B
Improve Reproduction of Your Present Speaker.
The following is typical of many unsolicited testi-

MODERN RADIO
COMMUNICATION

Newcastle-uLyme, Staffs. My speaker arri""ed safely on Saturday
and has now bepn put into l'Ommission. The results
are truly amazing. the bass register is reproduced faithmonials:-" Enstone/'

by

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), etc.
Vol. I. Seventh edition. Includes all recent
developments and full descriptions of
latest apparatus and instruments. 7j6 net.
Vol. 11. Third edition. Specially written
to assist students preparing for City and
Guilds Examinations. With its companion
volume, it provides a complete groundwork in the theory and practice of
7j6 net.
Modern Radio Engineering.

Lincoln

Grove,

fully whibt the upper frequency response is brilliant.
For a few shillings vou have C'onverted a speaker
scheduled for thd scraP heap into one worth pounds.
l am indeed verv · satisfied.-\V. E. Darby (Grad.
I.E.E.).
.

FR!fa~io~~1~i~~;:ex L~d~,etso{;;h er~;~~~ Selrgb;~

TUITION

R A~!1?a; T;;~~~~~;-;;t ~~~·~.*~1~exch~~Catnc~ll~:e·.EH~i~·
[0611
..._--PIT MAN--,.. R APr!? ~r~s';:~t~~~~r~naeli·n~·W~~oo~psc~~ihcs~\Zfd',te;
'

THE INSTiTUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Founded in 1925.

Incorporated 1932)

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP

The advantaces of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless encineers.
Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Assistant Secretary, Institute of Wireless Technology,
25, Firs Drive, Pa/mers Green, London, N./3

WA RI

We can also handle general
small ·engineering work.
Full details of ony of the above upon request

CHAS.

M e~~~r;j~:i lnsl';~~fotr; b~pe~k~f~~~o~~·oR~~~~f!s p~~

minute; also private tuition
Pound HiJl, Crawley, Sussex.

in

London.-M&sters,
[8965

RACTICAL Postal Courses. radio television, test
equipment design, trade-test coaching for R.A.F.
posts, I.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams.; booklet lree.Secretary, I.P.R.E., 3, Shirley Rd., London, W.4.
[8838

P

RADIO
LABORATORY
HANDBOOK
Issued in conjunction with" The Wireless World"

"Radio Laboratory Handbook" gives
the serious wireless worker complete
information from first-hand . experience
about laboratory equipment, the instru·
ments which are necessary and the
correct methods of operating them.
The fundamental principles are fully
discussed, as well as the sources of
power and signals, instruments and
measurements. Ultra- high· frequency
work, the working out of results, and
reference data are also dealt with.
There is a collection of the most useful
symbols, abbreviations, formulae, laws,
curves, tables and other data.
A complete index, numbered sections
and cross references enable the reader
to find what is required without loss of
time.
384 pp. 211 illustrations

Edition, American Amateur Relay League
500 pages of up-to-the-minute techNE\VHandhook
nical information. 7/- post free. 1940 JONES Hand-

book; approxirr~ately 700 pages dealing with every
aspect of short-wave radio, 8/6 post free.-Webb's
Radio, 14, Soho St., London, W .1. 'Phone: Gerrard
2089.
[8765

WE~o~~8teRA~iyo tt aat~o~ ~~:r~or~1z::~5~~~ bi ~~i~~
1

JULY ISSUE

1

8

0

2-colour heavy art p:aper, 4/6.
Limited supply on
linen, 10/6. Webb's Radio Globe, superb, 12in. !nilcolour model. Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount. P0st paal, 27 /6.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Soho Street, London, W.l. "Phone: Gerrard 2089.
[8767

can be accepted up to

Monday, June lOth.
····················································~

i

Transform~rs

Mains
to customer:-' own
specification,, or m accordance With our
standard list-of which we would be glal
to send you a copy.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
Westmoreland Rd.,London,N.W.g.'Phone:

Oolindale 7131

LEONARD

• Send us your trade card for
our interesting Catalogue
HEVS
and ask us to mail you
lor prompt
our Monthly Bulletins.

and canful
• Our Postal Service covers the Brihsh
attention
Isles.
Wholesale only.
to RADIO
LEONARD
HEYS, Faraday House,
DEALERS'
WANT-LISTS. 36, Henry Street, Blackpool, Lancs.
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'Phone: PALHERS GRl!:iEN 2413

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
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DC/AC for operating P.A.
amplifiers, Radio Receivers, etc.
DC/DC ROTARY TRANL
FORMERS, SMALL ALTERNATORS, SMALL
DC MOTORS, H.T. GENERATORS.
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS up to 10 k.v.a. PETROL
ELECTRIC generator sets up to 50 k.v.a.
BATTERY CHARGERS for private and industrial use·

8/6 NET

PRICE

By Post

9/·
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8.1. CONDENSERS
FOR

RADIO&. GENERAL USE

B.l. CONDENSERS
for Radio Rccciven. Battery Elim·
inaton, Smoothin(! Circuits. etc..
are made in several different t~
to wit the various utea for which
Condensers are required in
connection with Wire~.!. circujta.
n~ CondenKn an: the result of
36 years • experience
m the manufactu,., of all

kinds of Condensers from
the amallefit 1izes up to
those weighina more tban

2 tons.

Inaddition to theSt.and&rd

T~.

8 .1. Condensers

c:an be supplied in special
fonnJ toauit manu facturen'
~irementa.

Tbe Ulwotntloo ebo ...
Type :llll r ecommended
for ... e with ellml.,.lo1'11.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.
Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers

PRESCOT, LANCS.

MeMUBDO
SILVER
RADIO

The quality receiver with
communications receiver performance.

May we send you details 7

THE ERSKINE

LABORATORIES
I'AOSPECT WORKS

SCA&.BV,

Telepho ne No.: PRESOOT 8!17 1

Keep that happy
expression
In g ood times or
bad, wherever you
are, keep to that
happy expression

"Player's Please."
The cigarette
wh i ch makes
happy ex pressions
e verywhe re.

LT D .

NOATH STREET

SCARBOROUGH

ERIE

REPLACEMENT

VOLUME CONTROLS
at pre-war prices
and pre-war quality
Nothln& 11 skimped In. the ma.nufacu;re of Erte volume controls.
Only the flnen raw materlaiJ that are 10 euenc:lal for officlent

operation are used. Even In lho f11o of rlaln' produ"lon c01u

cheaper tubltltutes th•t 1re ahnost·u·aood do not flnd their
way Into Erie volume controls.
That la why Erie re.placement volume controlt :are ~h• but
value on the ma.rket to--dJ.y.
SO REPLACE WITH ERIE
o~ t..ee.r ttiii-811/LD w i t h EIIIE
Sand ard Control•
Lau switch .
..
1' n<:h
)
With 11nrla pole switch
With double pole IWotch .
)
~,
56
Centre upped with sw1teh
D ual and
Controls
lu• tw•tch
.
10 • each
With slnrlo pole twitch
10 6 ..
With double pole •wotch
••
•
11 • ,.
All (it~ wlch 2i• 8rau Spindle. Norwtandard •Pindlct l '• CJttra.
DEALEII.S AND SEll.VICE MEN, who pride themselves on speedy
repalra, are uked to remember that althouah wa can offer pr..war
quality, and pre-wJr prices. we cannot always offer pre-war
delivery, and we thall 1ppreclace any asslnanu they eon Jive ut by
placlnc ordon wall In advance.
Complete pri~ lilt. scnc on rt'qUCit.

.

c.,, ...

'

.

ERIE RESISTOR LIMITED
Carlisle Road, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W. 9.
Telephone

COUNOALE 8011.

I>'CIC$ 20lll
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HE sl11p was a total wreck, but Its passTengers
and crew were saved. Thanks to

world over. lt Is one reason why even foreign
Broadcasting Companies have bought T.C.C.
Radio the message got through. And, in all
condensers-why so many of the largest Radio
probability, thanks also to the dependability
manufacturers in this country have used vast
of the T.C.C. condensers in its Transmitter.
quantities of them. If you want your Sets to be
For these familiar and ubiquitous green controuble-free-if you are determined to get your
densers are to be found In the wireless cabins
service costs reduced to the minimum-you
of most of the liners flying the Red Ensign
can't do better than specify T.C.C. condensers.
that sail the Seven Seas. This dependabilityRemember they are available In all the usual
this freedom from breakdown
types-electrolytlcs (wet and
under the most arduous condry), mica, ceramic, silvered
ditions- is somet hing which
mica, etc., etc. And f1nally,
has long been associated with
don't forget that T.C.C. make
T.C.C. condensers the whole
nothing but condensers.
CONDENSERS

T.C.C.

./Jtl(l/
GA !2)()
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